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Subject to the provisions of these articles,
ships of all States, whether coastal or not,
shall enjoy the right of innocent passage
through the territorial sea. . . . Foreign
ships exercising the right of innocent pas-
sage shall comply with the laws and regula-
tions enacted "by the coastal State in con-
formity with these articles and other rules
of international law . . .
—Convention on the Territorial
Sea and Contiguous Zone, Article
14 paragraph 1, Article 17, 15
U.S.T. 1606, T.I.A.S. No. 5639,
516 U.N.T.S. 205.
Any vessel . . . using . . . the navigable
waters of the United States for any purpose
shall establish and maintain ... evidence
of financial responsibility of $100 per gross
ton, or $14,000,000 whichever is the lesser,
to meet the liability to the United States
which such vessel could be subjected under
this section /for costs of removal of oil
discharged by such vessel^
—Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, 33 U.S.C. § 477(p)(l), as
amended by Water Quality IniDrove-
ment Act of 1970, § ll(pXl),
Pub.L. No. 91-224, 84 Stat. 97.

COMPARATIVE CHAJ
1. DEFINITIONS OF INNOCENT PASSAGE
jrti cle 3, 1930 Hague
Passage is not innocent
when a vessel
makes use
of the territorial sea
of a Coastal State
for the purpose of doing
any act prejudicial
to the security,
to the public policy
or to the fiscal interest
of that State.
Article 13 5, lip
Passage is not innocent
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The United States has enacted several specific oil
pollution prevention statutes since. 1924- . This legisla-
tion controls U.S* flag vessels in United States waters and
on the high seas hut makes claims to control foreign flag
vessels only in U.S. internal waters and territorial seas.
The most recent U.S. oil pollution legislation, the Water
Quality Improvement Act of 1970 (WQIA) , for the first time
in U.S. history requires evidence of financial responsibil-
ity of "both U.S. and foreign vessels "using . . . the
navigable waters of the United States for any purpose
"
y as
a method of enforcing oil pollution prevention measures.
International law has long recognized a right of innocent
passage of foreign vessels through the territorial sea of
a coastal state. This claim by the U.S. over foreign
vessels is a restriction upon passage of foreign vessels
through the U.S. territorial sea and may be said^ to con-
flict with or be in contravention of the international law
obligation of the United States not to "hamper innocent
6passage through the territorial sea."
Canada has enacted different legislation requiring
financial responsibility for oil pollution damage which is




even m the high seas beyond her 12 mile limit. Other
states may well he encouraged by these examples to enact
similar legislation which could contain significant dif-
ferences in detail. Such claims can easily "develop into




Such actions by states, if recognized, tend to re-
duce further the areas of competence of the international
community in the oceans. These claims, though only one
kind, are representative of the extensive challenge to and
reconsideration of the fundamental order of the oceans
Q
which is currently underway.
It is the task of this study to appraise these
claims in the light of the existing law and current needs
and trends. Such appraisal initially requires examination
of the processes by which the oceans are used and abused
by oil pollution. In addition, examination of the process
of claim by which interests are asserted and the process
of authoritative decision by which interests are honored
or rejected is required. A clarification of goals is then
suggested. The trends in decision of innocent passage and
oil pollution prevention and control are examined for con-
sistency with suggested goals and as an aid in subsequent
evaluation of the reasonableness and concomitant accept-
ability of such claims to the international community.

CHAPTER I
THE PROCESS OF INTERACTION
General Community Interests
The world community has a common interest in the
oceans. Over 80% of the states of the world are either
islands or have coastlines . The oceans cover about 70%
12
of the earth's surface. The ocean floor contains the
history of the changing life of the seas. ^ The oceans
regulate the major physiological processes of all life on
14the planet earth. The oceans are considered to he the
joint or common property of all mankind, freely to he used
and enjoyed "by all, "both as a source of wealth and food
and as a means of international transportation and communi-
15
cation. y
Consequently all members of the world community
have a common interest in keeping the ocean free of pollu-
tion of all kinds, particularly oil pollution. This
commonality is shared by all participants in the world
social and power processes: nation-states, international
organizations, concerned national and transnational indus-
tries, concerned national and transnational private asso-
ciations and individuals. Each shares a concern for the
basic values of wealth and well-being which are affected




interest exists both on the high seas and in the territorial
sea "because the effects of oil pollution can be devastat-
ing in either area of the oceans.
Exclusive Interests
The participants in specific situations have addi-
tional interests which may conflict with this generally
held inclusive interest in the oceans. The nation-state
and its interested groups desire to keep their beaches
clean and their food supply alive and growing, and to be
reimbursed for their losses caused by pollution. Support
of these interests by coastal states commonly is manifested
by unilateral assertions of authority in the areas of the
ocean adjacent to their costs, typically in the territorial
17
sea. These assertions frequently are claims to an
exclusive exercise of coastal competence to regulate activ-
ity in that area. However, other participants do not
always share these interests.
The shipping interests (vessel owners, charterers,
cargo owners and their respective insurers) are primarily
concerned with keeping the vessels moving with their cargoes
as efficiently and as cheaply as possible. Cargo ships do
not earn money when they sit in port, whether the cargo is
oil or dry goods. The cargo does not sell for a profit
unless it is moved. Consequently the shipping interests
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find it against their direct economic interests when coastal
states impose restrictions on their ships through construc-
tion requirements, limits on free entry into or through
territorial seas, internal waters or ports, or by unload-
ing restrictions.
The owners of private property all have exclusive
interests in protection of their own property. Coastal
property is desired to he protected from damage while sea-
borne cargo is desired to be moved and sold.
As is suggested by this brief specification of
interests, each interested group has definite conflicting
interests, both inclusive and exclusive.
Oil Pollution in the Oceans
Oil pollution has in the past few years begun to
1 P
receive extensive and broad ranging examination ' ' into
the nature, causes, amounts, sources, prevention, control
and legal regulation of, and harm caused by, oil spilled
into the world's oceans. Unfortunately little is yet
authoritative in few of these various aspects of oil
pollution.
Relatively little is known about the effects of oil
on marine life since present results are conflicting:
different kinds of damage have been observed for different
19
spills of different kinds of petroleum. y The potential
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effects, however, are extensive:
direct kill of organisms through coating,
asphyxiation, or contact poisoning; direct
kill through exposure to the water-soluble
toxic components of oil; destruction of the
food sources of organisms; incorporation of
sublethal amounts of oil and -oil products
into organisms, resulting in reduced resis-
tance to infection and other stresses or in
reproductive failure s. 20
The effects of oil pollution on man are the easily
observed and perhaps better documented effects associated
with the fouling of recreational beaches, private vessels,
piers, harbors, fishing gear, waterfront property, marshes,
21
estuaries and birdlife.
Oil spills occur mainly during the course of trans-
portation of the various types of crude oil or finished
petroleum products. The precise sources, amounts and
22
causes of such spills are not known. The yearly total
amount of oil spilled from ships into the oceans appears
27)to be in the magnitude of one million metric tons v while
oil introduced into the oceans from all other sources is
24
said to be of the same order of magnitude. Oil spills
from ships are known to occur either by accidents (colli-
sions, groundings, strandings and mishaps during loading,
transfer or unloading of oil) ^ or by intentional discharges
/ 26(from bilges,, ballast water, or tank cleanings). Of the
27perhaps 10,000 oil spills each year, ' it appears that
accidents account for only about 10% of the oil put into
OP
the oceans each year. Evidence of oil spills have been
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29found- over vast reaches of the oceans. The "behavior of
each oil spill varies with the type of oil involved, the
location of the spill, the climatic conditions of the spill
area, and the amount of oil spilled. Definitive research
into these very large variables has not been conducted.
The most relevant fact known is that the heavier petroleum
fractions, including crude oil, last longer and therefore
require physical removal.
The legal regulation, precaution and control of oil
spills are discussed in pertinent later parts of this study.
Petroleum Transportation b;/ Sea
Oil is moved "by sea simply because it is the cheap-
est way to move the product in demand from its sources to
its distant places of consumption. This need for transpor-
tation arises from the normal situation that the amount of
production and consumption of oil throughout the world is
31
not the same m any geographical area. " The movement of
oil "by tanker has expanded rapidly to the point in 1969
that sixty percent, amounting to one "billion metric tons,
of the world's annual oil production was transported "by
sea.
This vast quantity of ciude oil is carried today in
about 3500 tankers over 6000 deadweight tons (dwt) , about
one-third of which are over 50,000 dwt but which account for
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about 60% of the world's tanker fleet deadweight tonage. y
As recently as 1969 only about one-quarter of the then
almost 4,000 tankers over 2,000 gross tons were larger
than 50,000 dwt. Costs per ton-mile are significantly
55
reduced with the use of larger tankers. ^ That this is a
recent accomplishment is also evidenced by the fact that
all tankers over 140,000 dwt ever built have been constructed
56
since 1966. At the time that this study was written the
largest tankers at work were the six Liberian-registered
Gulf Oil-subsidiary owned Universe tankers of the 326,000
dwt class. ' However, the Japanese Nisseki Maru of 372,000
58dwt has been launched^ and a 477,000 dwt tanker, to begin
59
construction in February 1972, is expected to be the
world's largest tanker when placed in service in 1973*
The workhorse of the biggest tankers apparently is going
41to remain in the 250,000 dwt class since there are already
42
about two dozen of them at work, Gulf Oil Corporation
and Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) have about that many
more themselves planned or under construction at the present
time ^ and 85% of the ships on order or under construction
44
at the beginning of 1971 were over 200,000 dwt.
In addition the draft of the large tankers poses
severe limitations on transit and port usages. There are
only 20 ports in the world that can accomodate the almost
60 foot draft of the 200,000 ton class tanker^5 and the
three in the United States (Seattle, Wash., Long Beach,

8about 60% of the world's tanker fleet deadweight tonage. ^
As recently as 1969 only about one-quarter of the then
almost 4-, 000 tankers over 2,000 gross tons were larger
34-
than 50,000 dwt. Costs per ton-mile are significantly
35
reduced with the use of larger tankers. -^ That this is a
recent accomplishment is also evidenced by the fact that
all tankers over 14-0,000 dwt ever built have been constructed
56
since 1966. At the time that this study was written the
largest tankers at work were the six Liberian-registered
Gulf Oil-subsidiary owned Universe tankers of the 326,000
dwt class. ' However, the Japanese Nisseki Maru of 372,000
38dwt has been launched-^ and a 4-77,000 dwt tanker, to begin
39
construction in February 1972, is expected to be the
4-0
world's largest tanker when placed in service in 1973*
The workhorse of the biggest tankers apparently is going
4-1
to remain in the 250,000 dwt class ' since there are already
4-2
about two dozen of them at work, Gulf Oil Corporation
and Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) have about that many
more themselves planned or under construction at the present
time ^ and 85% of the ships on order or under construction
at the beginning of 1971 were over 200,000 dwt.
In addition the draft of the large tankers poses
severe limitations on transit and port usages. There are
only 20 ports in the world that can accomodate the almost
60 foot draft of the 200,000 ton class tanker^ and the
three in the United States (Seattle, Wash., Long Beach,
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cial berths for them. Indeed, no port in the East co t,
except for Maine, can dock a tanker of over 80,000 dwt.
Relatively shallow and restrictive of passage also are
such areas as the North Sea and the English Channel, such
straits as Dover, Singapore and Malacca and the Panama and
4-8Suez Canals. The maneuverability limitations on these
"very large cargo carriers" (over 200,000 dwt) is of con-
ZlQ
siderable concern. y
There does not appear to be any concrete information
as to the exact routes which the world's tankers take in
the movement of this oil. Indeed over the past decade the
heaviest flow of oil has changed routes drastically both
with new discoveries of deposits, changes and increase in
demands for consumption, and in closing of certain shipping
routes due to conflict (the Suez Canal being the prime
example). However, examination of the maps reproduced in
Appendix A show that the current heaviest flow of crude
oil moves from (l) the Persian Gulf states of Iraq, Iran,
Kuwait, Saudia Arabia and the Trucial States either around
the Cape of Good Hope off South Africa and then to Eurox)e
or through the straits of Malacca and Singapore between
Malaysia and Sumatra, Indonesia to Japan; (2) from northern
Africa states of Libya and Algeria across the Mediterranean
to western Europe; or (3) from Venezuela through the Carrib-
ean to the United States and Canada. In much smaller

• ;io
quantities (l) Middle Eastern Oil may also be seen as
supplying on the eastern route the countries on the Bay of
Bengal, Australia and the western U.S., and on the western
route, southern Africa, Argentina and the eastern U.S.;
(2) northern Africa supplies some oil to the northeastern
North American coast; (3) Nigerian oil on the west coast
of Africa supplies Brazil, the eastern U.S. and Canada;
(4-) Venezuelan oil supplies some oil to northern Europe;
and (5) Indonesia and Equador supply some oil to the west
50
coast of North America. Unfortunately these maps do not
show the proximity of the tanker routes to nations' coasts.
1
However, one knows that ships for economic reasons will
take the shortest routes available. Thus the major tanker
traffic is most likely to be in closest proximity to the
coastlines of the following countries which are not major




1. South African route:
Somali Republic, Mozambique, South Africa,
Sierra Leone, Guinea, Portugese Guinea,
Senegal, Gambia, Mauritania, Spanish Sahara
and Morocco.
2. Persian Gulf-Japan route:
India, Ceylon, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan
and Philippines. .
3- Venezuela-United States route:
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Cuba, Jamaica
and the Bahamas.
If the routes necessary to carry the minor flow are considered,
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then few coastal states except perhaps Chile and Peru are
currently not exposed to the dangers of oil pollution of





Many interwoven factors are involved in "both a claim
of a right to innocent passage and -a claim to prohibit or
otherwise restrict passage through territorial seas unless
a ship has previously established her financial capability
to pay the cleanup costs of any oil pollution she may cause
while passing the coast of a state. Clarification and
appraisal of the conflict can be facilitated by identifying
who participates in the process of claim what participants
are affected and who they are, what interests of theirs
are affected, and what are their objectives, claims and
counterclaims
«
Evidently many diverse groups are affected by oil
pollution of the oceans and this particular method of com-
52batting the problem. The principle visible claimants
are those representing the ships which are perceived as the
cause of the oil pollution and those attempting to take
steps to protect and recover from the effects of oil pollu-
tion. In particular, nations with large merchant fleets
generally are opposed against the coastal states who feel




But flag nations include both those nations with ships
belonging to their nationals sailing under their flag or
under a flag of convenience and also those nations which
are by their laws providing the flags of convenience for
nationals of other nations.
The flag nations may also be observed to include
both developed countries such as the United States, the
United Kingdom or the USSR, and a few developing nations —
5-5flag of convenience nations of Panama, Liberia and Hondouraso
Some flag nations may also be states with large maritime
commercial interests either in import and/or export and/or
distant-water and/or coastal fishing, e_..g. the U.S., USSR
and Japan. ^
The coastal nations similarly are not uniform in the
interests they individually represent. Some coastal states
have small merchant fleets, short coastlines not exposed to
major shipping lanes and a small maritime trade. Other
coastal nations may be strong in all three areas, like the
United States. Other coastal nations may be strong in only
one or two of the areas, J5.jg. Canada and South Africa which
do not have large maritime fleets but do have substantial
coastlines parallel to major shipping lanes and a substan-
tial or significant maritime trade. -^
The variations could be expanded. The grouping is
primarily intended to show that the various nations making
claims in this particular subject area generally have
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competing interests at home bearing on which claim they
espouse and on the position they take as decision-makers
in appraising these competing claims.
One should also not forget the international and
private claimants whose views are also reflected in the
various claims. These would include the United Nations and
its specialized agencies, and such private organizations as
insurance companies, environmentalists, fishermen (commer-
cial and sport), oil companies, shipping organizations,
domestic state and local governments and private individuals,
\
\
It should "be noted that these claimants make their
claims in both organized and unorganized arenas. The
organized arena is generally limited to the United Nations,
meetings of its specialized agencies and conferences for
specific problems. All the other claims are generally made
in the unorganized arenas of normal diplomatic and private
negotiations.
For simplicity and clarity in discussing the claims
it would be helpful to narrow the number of these claim-
ants. It appears that the interests of these groups are
sufficiently represented by the coastal states and the
flag nations that further analysis can be restricted to







A claim by a state to prohibit passage through its
territorial sea unless as a prerequisite financial responsi-
bility for oil pollution cleanup has been established may
be seen to be primarily designed to protect and enhance
its own well-being and wealth position. Claims to require
such financial responsibility are made as part of an over-
all scheme designed at pollution prevention and control.
jElsewhere described are the current efforts at preventing
oil spills from occurring in the first place, developing
appropriate actions to detect and mitigate the effects of
an oil spill which has occurred and to assess the costs
of cleanup operations to those responsible for the pollu-
56tion. Obviously the claim under study here falls within
the last category Just mentioned.
The U.S. claim under the WQIA is to require that
funds be available to repay the U.S. government for its
costs in cleaning up a particular oil spill. .That claim
is then directly related to maintaining the government's
wealth position. However, to the extent that the costs
of maintaining this financial responsibility encourages
safer and more careful practices and techniques regarding
the handling and transportation of oil, then the claim
tends to enhance the well-being of all citizens of the
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United States through ultimate protection of the nation's
coastlines, the living resources of the sea (including the
coastal margin and the deep sea) , and the property interests
of individual citizens.
One should note that if the effect of the claim is
to reduce the pollution of the seas by oil then the coastal
state's nationals are not the only beneficiaries.- A reduc-
tion in pollution of the oceans by oil redounds to the
other states' benefit through the preservation and enhance-
ment of common resources of the ocean space including
migratory fishes and birds. This then is a common interest
of all states.
As previously suggested, a coastal state must recog-
nize that its claim unilaterally to require financial
responsibility for all ships passing through its territorial
sea will encourage other similar claims by other coastal
nations. One can expect from previous experience in simi-
lar areas of a multitude of unilateral claims that the
coastal states will not impose uniform regulations so that
the ships will be faced with a host of differing or even
conflicting regulations all designed to accomplish the same
purpose. Such a situation seems appropriate for interna-
tional multilateral solution.
It should be recognized that such claims can also
adversely affect a coastal state making such a claim which,
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like the U.S., has a maritime fleet of its own engaged in
international trade
.
Solution to these conflicts will then in part turn
on how a state's long-term and short-term objectives are
viewed. Domestic resolution of such conflict will tend to
minimize that internal conflict; international resolution
(
of the conflict will minimize the international conflict.
The short-term objective of minimizing the effects of oil
pollution must "be made compatible with the long-term objec-
tives of international peace and cooperation.
One may suggest that the conflict can be resolved
unilaterally by the coastal state not attempting to impose
the claim on the vessel engaged in innocent passage, or by
limiting the sanctions or by imposing no sanctions at all.
The conflict may be resolved multilaterally by seeking
ways to minimize the pollution threat including arrangements
providing financial responsibility available to all states
and their nationals.
Not to be forgotten in an examination of objectives
is a coastal state's secondary — or latent — military
security desires which find themselves in conflict: between
the desire for secure coastlines and the desire for free
and secure navigation of the oceans by its navy. Other
secondary objectives that a coastal state may have in making
these claims are prevention and control of oil spills and
the state's interests in international trade and commerce
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and in economic development of its own country.
Flag; States
The flag states, and the other interests they repre-
sent, seek primarily to secure protection for the process
of interaction "by which the oceans are enjoyed. In partic-
ular they seek to keep their ships moving with, a minimum
of unnecessary interference. Thus they seek to minimize
interference with navigation, maximize profits "both for
the shipping and related industries and for the flag nation
itself, both consistent with whatever other competing
obligations may be imposed upon them.
Some flag states also may be seen to seek protection
of the concept of national sovereignty implicit in the flag
state concept.
All of these objectives, in the context under study,




Perspective will be assisted by stating in a more
general way the conflicting claims that can appear before




Coastal Claim to Control Passage in
the Territorial Sea
As stated elsewhere^' there are many categories of
claims by a coastal state to authority over its territorial
sea. Coastal state claims to authority regarding pollu-
tion control in its territorial sea can run the gamut of
these categories » In the name of prevention, detection,
cleanup and punishment, claims to authority can "be listed
as follows:
1. claims relating to control over access, either
a. claims to comprehensive, continuing authority
to deny all passage through the territorial sea, e_.g. to
deny the right of passage to all supertankers through the
territorial sea, or
"b. claims to an occasional exclusive competence
to deny passage for specified cause, e_.jg. to deny entry
into the territorial sea until proof of financial responsi-
bility for oil pollution cleanup costs is made to the coastal
state
;
2. claims to apply authority to vessels, e_._g.
assertions of "judicial jurisdiction" in admiralty for
cleanup costs caused by oil pollution from a passing ship;
3. claims to apply policy for events in the territorial
sea, e_._g. assertions of authority to establish navigation
routes or procedures, use of communication equipment, san-
itation and waste disposal procedures from tankers, and
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4. claims to prescribe and apply policy to events
aboard vessels, e_.g. criminal arrest of persons aboard a
polluting vessel for violation of coastal law against pol-
lution by ships
o
Flag State Counterclaim to Innocent
Passage
(
In general terms a counterclaim of innocent passage
can be made in specific opposition to each of the categories
of coastal state claims set forth above. In general, a
vessel claims it has a right to make a particular use of
the territorial sea because it is engaged in innocent
passage. In specific terms the flag nation's responses




1. International law does not authorize the coastal
state claim to control over/access to the territorial sea
either on a comprehensive, continuing basis or on an occa-
sional exclusive basis. And in addition all vessels are
entitled to use the territorial sea regardless of the use
of purpose.
2. Coastal state claims to apply authority to a
vessel is an unreasonably grave obstruction to efficient
use of the oceans.
3. The flag vessel questions the coastal state's
competence to require conformity to a particular coastal
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state policy as a condition of entry.
4. Innocent passage is unreasonably affected "by
coastal state exercise of authority to prescribe and apply
policy to events aboard the vessels of another nation.
Although these responses are stated in very general
terms, it is evident that they, are in reality little more
i
than the "'tis — 'tain't" type of childish argument which
does not deal with the issues "but merely has each side
claiming it is right and the other side is wrong. A
counterclaim to innocent passage is simply not an answer
in itself. Neither "innocent" nor "passage" have a meaning
which is clear and unambiguous standing alone. In other
words, "innocent passage is but another, semantically
equivalent, way of talking about the scope of coastal
authority over access to the territorial sea." Accord-
ingly only the coastal state assertion of authority will
be treated in detail as a claim. The counterclaim of
innocent passage will be treated below in a survey of the
trends in decision since authoritative recognition of
innocent passage has been by the decision-makers. Indeed
much of the international law which has developed In the
past 4-0 years has been in an effort to put content and mean-
ing into the two words "innocent passage". As will be later
seen from the description of those efforts they have met
with little success.

United States Claims in General
The United States apparently first "began regulating
water pollution by statute, in 1886 regarding New York
60 61Harbor, and culminating ' m the River and Harbor Act of
621899 ' of general application. However the first compre-
hensive U.S. legislation dealing with oil pollution specif-
ically was not enacted until 1924. The Oil Pollution Act
of 1924 J prohibited generally discharges of oil into the
navigable waters of the United States with more misdemeanor
penalties. It contained no cleanup requirements or finan-
cial responsibility provisions.
After ratification of the 1954- Oil Pollution Preven-
tion Convention in 1961, the U.S. adopted implementing
65legislation. ^ The Oil Pollution Act of 1961 prohibited
American flag ships from discharging oil into waters of the
prohibited areas but lacked adequate enforcement provisions.
Again, after ratification of the 1962 amendments to the
661954 Oil Pollution Prevention Convention, the U.S. enacted
implementing legislation amending the 1961 Oil Pollution
67Act. These amendments also lacked enforcement provi-
sions.
Subsequently the 1966 Clear Waters Act amended the
1924- Oil Pollution Act but reduced its effectiveness and
68
applicability to only intentional discharges. This
69
emasculation was removed by the WQIA. y
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The WQIA is the most comprehensive U.S. oil pollu-
tion legislation enacted to date- It was however, not
enacted until after, and in direct response to, the massive
oil pollution of San Juan Harbor and the Santa Barbara
70
channel. The WQIA prohibits all discharges of oil in
U.S. waters with, exceptions as~~contained in the 195^ Oil
Pollution Prevention Convention in the contiguous zone and
71those permitted by Presidential exception. The WQIA
72
requires notice to be given of any and all oil spills/
7^imposes requirements to clean up spills, v imposes liabil-
ity with limitations for U.S. cleanup costs, and permits
the U.S. to clean up if the owner of the polluting vessel
75does not. ^ Enforcement provisions also include civil and
76
criminal penalties for violations,' authorization to board
and inspect vessels, arrest violators and execute court
77process/ requirements of vessel owners to establish
financial responsibility to meet liability to the U.S. for
no
clean up costs. The WQIA, however, does not provide any
sanctions for violation of the financial responsibility
79
requirements. ' y The act also leaves all other persons
damaged by oil pollution to their existing remedies (if
any) and exempts public vessels.
With this context of the claims and counterclaims
generally states, attention is next turned to examination
of the details of these claims in an attempt to specify
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exactly the nature, sources and legal foundations of these
various coastal state claims.
Claims to Re quire Financial Responsibility
for Oil Pollution
United States Claim: What Does
"For Any Purpos e" Mean?
Introduction
Section ll(p)(l) of the Water Quality Improve-
ment Act of 1970 requires "any vessel . . . using . . . the
navigable waters of the United States for any purpose shall
establish and maintain . . . evidence of financial responsi-
bility ... to the United States ..." (emphasis added.)
Such in brief is the statutory claim of the United States.
Since the navigable waters of the United States are defined
in the Federal Maritime Commission (PMC) implementing regula-
tions to include "the coastal territorial waters of the
United States" as well as "the inland waters of the United
op
States" and the Panama Canal, it is most necessary to deter-
mine if this language is intended to apply to non-U.S. flag
vessels traversing U.S. territorial seas in innocent passage.
Only if it is so found, does one then have to determine
the meaning of innocent passage and if they are in conflict.
It appears that attempts in the United States to
require financial responsibility for oil pollution clean
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up costs were not made before 1968. J Accordingly we now->
8*
turn to the U. S e legislative efforts of 1968.
U.S. Legislative Efforts in 1968
A Bill is Introduced: H.R. 15992
Apparently the first bill containing a pro-
vision requiring proof of financial responsibility to meet
liability for possible oil pollution was introduced early
in the second session of the 90th Congress, eleven days
after the S.S . Ocean Eagle went aground in San Juan Harbor,
On March 14-, 1968 Congressman Rogers introduced H.R. 15992
which was referred, to the House Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies Committee. This bill was specifically designed to
require proof of financial responsibility. It provided:
(a) each owner or charterer of an American
or foreign vessel carrying oil, petroleum
products, or their contaminants on the high
seas or the navigable waters of the United
States and using any port of the United
States shall establish, under regulations
... his financial responsibility to meet
any liability he may incur for death or in-
jury and damages resulting from any spill-
age or other release, however caused, of oil,
petroleum products, or other contaminants
into the high seas or navigable waters of the
United States on voyages to or from United
States ports. . ." . (emphasis added)'.84
This proposal contains a claim over foreign vessels
but appears to be limited to those "on voyages to or from
United States ports." One may call this a limited claim
to distinguish it from the more comprehensive claim under
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examination. Perhaps "because this hill was not part of a
total package to control oil pollution no hearings were
held on the hill. It died in committee at the end of the
8590th Congress. y
Hearings on a Different Bill
The Initial Suggestion: 'Mr. Everett
S. Cheeke
t
Research reveals the first Congres-
sional testimony regarding financial responsibility to meet
liability for oil pollution occurred on April 24-, 1968. Mr.
Everett S. Che eke t made the suggestion in testimony "before
the Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors of the House Public
on
Works Committee, 90th Congress, second session. ' Mr.
Checket testified as a member of the American Petroleum
00
Institute's General Committee, Division of Transportation,
in support of the identical bills H.R. 14-000 and S. 2760, a
provision for financial responsibility of vessels or their
owners to meet liability for oil pollution. Mr. Checket
suggested to the subcommittee an amendment to section 19
of these bills which dealt with oil pollution.
He testified:
This section /sec. 19, S. 2760 and H.R. 14-0007
as written, does not, in our view, accomplish
the basic objective we all hope to achieve —
namely the establishment of an effective legal
and monetary program for recovery of the costs
of removing an oil spill. We can forsee a var-
iety of circumstances under which it would be
impossible for the Secretary of the Interior to
recover the costs of oil removal from the party
who caused the spill.
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Then, too, a foreign shipowner causing
pollution might not "be accessible to the
secretary for collection of costs resul-
ting from pollution. In this last example,
"bear in mind that we are speaking of all
categories of ships — freighters, tankers,
bulk cargo, and so on — which in inter-
national commerce constantly 'travel in and
out of U.S. waters, and along with U.S.-
flag vessels are potential sources of
pollution.
The public interest will not be fully pro-
tected unless legislation pertaining to an
obligation to remove an oil spill also pro-
vices a constant and reliable guarantee of
an availability of funds — in other words,
what we call financial capability. The
bill ignores this fundamental condition and
therefore might give to the Secretary of
the Interior a meaningless right to recover
his costs in removing a spill.
We urge that this pivotal concept of finan-
cial- capability be incorporated in this bill.
We would suggest incorporating a provision
that: (l) Any vessel registered, enrolled,
or documented under the laws of the United
States or (2) Any foreign vessel entering a
port of the United States must demonstrate
its financial capability. Evidence of finan-
cial capability can take many forms which the
legislation should recognize. (Emphasis
added.) 9°
For the current purposes one must first note the
limited nature of Mr. Checket's proposal. He suggests a
claim over foreign vessels only if they enter U.S. ports.
We will soon see that this suggestion was quickly picked
up by the Congressmen involved and promptly made into a
general claim over all foreign vessels in U.S. navigable
91
waters. " We will also see that later testimony before
the cognizant committees pointed out the innocent passage
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counterclaim and that all the committee reports and floor
debates ignored the problem.
Congressional Response
To return to Mr. Checket's appearance
before the House subcommittee onJRivers and Harbors, on
April 24, 1968. His suggestion was immediately picked up
by the chairman, Representative John A c Blatnik:
... At the outset, the suggestion, recom-
mendation of an insurance type guarantee
provision to insure financial capability to
protect those who are injured by an oil spill
as such is an intriguing one. It is the
first time that it has been offered or pre-
sented before this committee in the presence
of the chairman and it seems to make sense. . 92
Another member of the subcommittee also liked the
idea. Congressman Jim Wright stated:
I am intrigued by the possibilities of this
creative suggestion you have brought to us.
It is quite comprehensive it seems to me and
is an entirely new and heretofore somewhat
unexplored possibility. I think it has ob-
vious merit. . . . (Emphasis added. )95
With respect to your suggestion, the first
suggestion that we require a showing of
financial responsibility on the part of anybo dy;
who might have a capability to pollut e waters
by oil spills, it seems to me that the key
suggestion contained in that program is the
requirement of insurance liability. . . .
(Emphasis added. )9Z I-
These quotations illustrate how Congressman Wright immedi-
ately ignored the limited thrust of Mr. Checket's suggestion
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to foreign vessels entering U.S. ports and how Mr. Wright
subsumed both U.S. and foreign vessels into the suggestion
regarding all U.S. vessels which was not limited as to
location. One may presume that in this matter the claim
over foreign vessels came to he so broad.
"Public Reaction"
Mr. Checket ' s suggestion regarding
financial capability was otherwise noted in only one state-
ment to the subcommittee. The Maritime Law Association of
the United States after the hearings closed opposed this
suggestion in a letter from its Special Committee re H.R.
14000 to the subcommittee dated May 28, 1968. This letter
stated in relevant part:
API has proposed that shipowners be required
to produce proof of financial capability to
pay the severe financial burdens proposed
under the bill. The MIA urges that such a
provisions not be enacted into the law. Such
a requirements is not a workable way to cope
with the problems at hand, unless it is done
on the basis of an international convention.
If required unilaterally by our government,
not only from U.S. flag vessel owners but
owners of foreign flag vessels trading into
our ports, retalitory measures could well be
expected to be taken by other nations. . . .
(Emphasis added. )95
It is apparent that the MIA has read Mr. Checket' s testi-
mony closely. They noted the limited nature of his proposal
but opposed it on financial grounds of reciprocity. The
international convention then under development was signed
9618 months later, four months before Congress passed the
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WQIA with a broadly stated claim for financial responsi-
bility of foreign vessels.
Committee Action and Conference Death
The House Public Works Committee never
reported out H.R. 374000 or S. 2760. However, parts of
those bills were thereafter inserted in another Senate-
passed bill which subsequently came before that House Com-
mittee. That was S. 3206 which, as passed by the Senate
after the House hearings on H.R. 14-000 were long completed,
did not contain any provision regarding financial responsi-
97bility to meet liability for oil pollution. Ji
As reported out by House Public Works Committee on
October 3, 1968, S. 3206 contained amendments including a
98
new section on oil pollution. Apparently S. 3206 was
thereby the first bill reported out by a Congressional
committee to contain a provision regarding financial re-
sponsibility to meet liability for oil pollution. In rele-
vant part it provided:
Sec 19 (el) The Secretary of Transportation, in
consultation with . . . shall conduct a study
of the need for and to the extent determined
necessary, measures to provide financial re-
sponsibility and limitations of liability with
respect to vessel s using the navigable waters
of th e United States for the cost of moving dis-
charged oil and paying all damages resulting
from the discharge of such oil. . . . (Emphasis
added. )99
The report of the House Public Works Committee on
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this "bill does not shed much light on the source or meaning
of this provision* The summary "Bill at a Glance" section
of the report merely states that this subsection "...
would direct the Secretary of Transportation to carry out
a 15-month study of the need for and measures to provide
financial responsibility and limitations on liability with
respect to vessels using U.S. waterways and to report to
Congress by January 1, 1970." (Emphasis added.) The
"Section-by-Section" explanation says little more:
Sec 19(tfi) would direct the Secretary of
Transportation, in consultation with ... to
conduct a comprehensive study of the need for
and measures to provide financial responsibil-
ity and limitations of liability with respect
to vessels using U.S. waterways for the cost
of removing discharged oil and paying all dam-
ages that may result from such discharges. . . .
(Emphasis added.) 101
One cannot determine from these provisions if foreign
vessels in innocent passage were intended to be included.
The ambiguous language here used is consistent with the
indiscriminate use of words by Congressman Blatnik and
Wright quoted on page 28. The lack of clarity may also be
explained by the purpose of the provision as worded: it is
to be a study of the whole problem of financial responsibil-
ity, of which innocent passage is but a small part.
At this point in time the 90th Congress was scheduled
102to adjourn sine die on October 11. The bill was thus
brought to the House floor on October 7, 1968, under suspen-
sion of the rules, thereby limiting debate, prohibiting
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10-5floor amendments and requa.rD.ng a two-thirds vote for passage. J
The debate on the hill did not touch on the question of
innocent passage and financial responsibility* The hill
passed the House unanimously (277-0) on October 7 in a form
rather different from that passed three months earlier by
the Senate.
The managers of the bill then tried to get the Senate
to accept the House version rather than try to seek a con-
ference. However, Senator Muskie would not agree to the
105
complete House version. y Thus on October 11 the Senate
voted to agree to part but not all of the House version of
S. 3206. Adjournment was thereupon delayed until Monday
October 14 since both Houses wanted to avoid responsibility
107for failure to pass the water pollution legislation. The
House met on the fourteenth, agreed to a series of technical
amendments made by the Senate on the preceding Friday but
voted, to disagree on other portions of the Senate-passed
itio:
109
1 QObill. For failure of ac on by the Senate on this action
by the House, S« 3206 died.'
During all these debates and votes both Houses did
not disagree over the provisions of Section 19(m). It was
apparently never at issue between them and in fact passed
the House twice and the Senate once during that week.
No study of the financial responsibility problem was
to be undertaken at Congressional direction yet. It remained
for the 91st Congress to take up and finally legislate
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regarding financial responsibility to meet liability for oil
pollution,, During this time other people and groups were
evidently studying this problem and interacted during 1969
both on Capitol Hill and in the international scene.
U. S. Legislative Achievements in 1969
.•
Bills Introduced
As the 91st Congress began in mid-January 1969,
many oil pollution prevention and control bills were intro-
duced in both Houses of Congress «, The matter of financial
responsibility was included in some of them.
Senate Bills Calling for Study
On the Senate side two bills were intro-
duced which contained similar provisions calling for a study
of the financial responsibility problem.
S. 7
The first bill was S. 7, a bill to
amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which Senator
Edmund S. Muskie introduced on January 15th. ~ Section 12(j)
of that bill "as introduced provided:
The Secretary of Transportation, in consul-
tation with . . . shall conduct a study of the
need for, and the desirability of, establish-
ing a system of requiring vessels using the
navigable waters of the United States to give
evidence that such vessels have adequate
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financial capability within appropriate
limitations to reimburse the United States
in accordance with the provisions of sub-
section (c) of this section for the removal
of discharged oil and to pay damage claims
covering private real or personal property
injured or destroyed by such discharged oil.
. « . (Emphasis added .)^-l
One notes that the proposed claim over vessels is
unclear as to its scope. It could easily include foreign
vessels in innocent passage through the U.S. territorial
sea. One might also point out that this section uses Mr.
Checket's word "capability" rather than "responsibility"
as used in section 19(m) of S„ 5206 which both Houses
] 12
agreed upon at the end of the 90th Congress. Apparently
the Senate Public Works Committee staff has read the House
Public Works Committee hearings! Perhaps somewhat more
significant is the greater specification in S. 7 of the
possible claims of the U.S. government for clean up costs
and of other claims for damages caused by oil pollution.
Section 19(m) , S. 3206, 90th Congress had not specified any
particular class of claimants. This then is notable since
the first bill on this subject reported out of committee




A week later, on January 22, 19S9, Sen-
ator Muskie introduced the other Senate bill containing language
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regarding financial responsibility, S. 54-4-. This "bill had
"been prepared "by the Department of Interior and was intro-
duced at their request. " Section 12 (i) of Section 3 of
S. 54-4- as introduced provided:
The Secretary of Transportation, in consulta-
tion with . . . shall conduct a study of the
need for, and the desirability of, establish-
ing a system of requiring vessels using' the
navigable waters of the United States and the
waters of the contiguous zone to give evidence
that such vessel have adequate financial capa-
bility within appropriate limitations to reim-
burse the United States in accordance with the
provisions of this section for the removal of
discharged oil and to pay damage claims cover-
ing private, real, or personal property damaged
or destroyed by such discharged oil. ...
(Emphasis added. )H5
It may be seen that this section differs from sec-
tion 12(<j) of S. 7 only in that it looks to impose the
financial responsibility requirements on vessels in the
contiguous zone as well as in U.S. navigable waters. This
particular cladm was in the contiguous zone was not adopted.
No explanation appears in the legislative history as to why
it was dropped.
House Bills
Financial responsibility appeared in
different forms in the House bills H.R. 414-8, H.R. 5511, H.R.
64-95, H.R. 6609 and H.R. 736]., 91st Congress.





II.R. 4-148, a bill to amend the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, was introduced by
Representative George H c Fallon, by request, on January 23,
1969 and was referred to the House Public Works Committee of
116
which Congressman Fallon was then chairman. This bill
provided in relevant parts:
Sec 12 (i) The Secretary of Transportation, in
consultation with . e . shall conduct a study
of the need for, and the desirability of, estab-
lishing a system of requiring vessels using the
navigabl e waters of the United States and" the
waters of the contiguous zone to give evidence
that such vessels have adequate financial cap-
ability within appropriate limitations to re-
imburse the United States in accordance with the
provisions of this section for the removal of
discharged oil and to pay damage claims cover-
ing private, real, or personal property damaged
or destroyed by such discharged oil. . . .
(Emphasis added. )H7
Since this subsection is identical to that of S. ^A
just quoted, it would appear that this bill was also intro-
duced at Interior's request.
H.R. 5511
Before another bill on this
subject was introduced in Congress, the infamous Santa Barbara
1 1 qChannel oil blowout began on January 28, 1969.
The oil leaked at the rate of 20,000 gallons a day
for several weeks, polluting beaches along 20 miles of the
California shore, and the story occupied the front pages
] 20
of newspapers across the nation for several weeks.
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Two days after the "blowout "began Congressman Dingell
introduced H.R. 5511 , another "bill to amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act* Perhaps "because the Santa
Barbara spill involved offshore drilling and not a tanker
spill, H.R. 5511 contained identical language to that con-
tained in S» 7 :
Sec 12(5]") The Secretary of Transportation, in
consultation with . . . shall conduct a study of
the need for, and the desirability of, establish-
ing a system of requiring vessels using the navi-
gable waters of the United States to give evi-
dence that such vessels have adequate financial
capability within appropriate limitations to
reimburse the United States in accordance with
the provisions of subsection (c) of this section
for the removal of discharged oil and to pay
damage claims covering private real or personal
property injured, or destroyed by such discharged
oil. . . .121
Accordingly both Public Works Committees had before




Referred to Merchant Marine
Committee
At least two bills were intro-
duced in the House and referred to the House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee which contained identical provisions
regarding financial responsibility. H.R. 6-4-95? introduced
by Mr. Garmatz, and H.R. 6609, introduced by Mr. Ashley, on
February 6 and 7, 1969, respectively, to amend the Oil
Pollution Act of 1924- , each provided:
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Sec. 5« ( a ) Each owner of a vessel over
three hundred gross tons and using any port
or place in the United States shall estab-
lish, under regulations prescribed by the
Federal Maritime Commission, his financial
responsibility to meet the maximum liability
to which the vessel, could be subjected under
this Act. . . .123
These bills appear to be the first to suggest a claim
limited to U.S. internal waters. Even though this committee
was destined not to be the originating committee of the
WQIA, the influence of this bill is evident in the next
bill, H.R. 7361.
Referred to the Public Works
Committee
H.R. 7361 was introduced about
a month later, on February 20th, by Congressman Blatnik and
124-
referred to the House Public Works Committee of which he
was second-ranking member. The approach of this bill was
ultimately successful regarding financial responsibility
for government clean up costs. In relevant part this bill
to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act provided:
Sec (j)(l) Any vessel over one hundred and
fifty registered gross tons using any port
or place in the United States or the navi-
gable waters of the United State s for any
purpose shall establish and maintain under
regulations . . . evidence of financial re-
sponsibility to meet the maximum potential
liability to the United States which such
vessel could be subjected under this sec-
tion for negligent discharge of oil or mat-
ter. . . . (Emphasis added, y- ^
One immediately notes the most comprehensive claim
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in the territorial sea yet considered in this "bill. Indeed
this "bill appears to be the first to propose a requirement
of financial responsibility of a vessel using the U.S.
territorial sea "for any purpose" presumably including
innocent passage. The earlier bills requiring financial
responsibility (H.R. 15992, H.R. 64-95 and H.R. 6609) were
limited to vessels using U.S. ports, while the other bills
previously introduced called for a study of the problem.
Section 17(j)(l) of H.R. 7561 emerged from this
committee with some modification, as part of section 17 (k)
(l) of H.R. 4-14-8, ' and with further amendment ultimately
became part of section ll(p)(l) of the WQIA. As noted
before the claim over "any vessel . . . using . . . the
navigable waters of the United States for any purpose" was
127
never amended hereafter. '
As introduced H.R. 7361 did not contain a section
calling for any study of financial responsibility. Regard-
ing other damages this bill provided:
Sec 17(h)(7) Nothing in this section
shall effect or modify in any way the
obligations of any owner or operator
of any vessel or onshore or offshore
facility under any provision, of law
for damages to any publicly or priva-
tely owned property from a discharge
of oil or matter or from the removal
of any oil or matter. 128
The idea of this section was incorporated in section 11




By Senate Publi c Works Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution
Senator Muskie's subcommittee on air and
water pollution held extensive hearings on the two "bills,
S. 7 and S. 544, intermittently from February into June
1969c The subsections calling for a study of the financial
responsibility problem received a limited amount of atten-
tion at those hearings. We shall examine seriatim the
relevant testimony.
VADM James A. Hirshfield
USCGn^RetfreciT"
The first witness to discuss the
financial responsibility subsections was VADM James A.
Hirshfield, USCG (retired) who testified on the second day
of the hearings in his capacity as President of the Lake
Carriers' Association of Cleveland, Ohio, representing the
129Great Lakes vessel industry. y He commented:
. . . it is probably ( sic ) that a require-
ment of financial responsibility could be
in conflict with the right of innocent pas-
sage. There is a clear preponderance of
authority to the effect that sovereignty is
qualified by what is known as the right of
innocent passage, and that this qualifica-
tion forbids the sovereign to prohibit the
innocent passage of alien merchant vessels
through its territorial waters. 130
This testimony is the first mention of the innocent
passage problem before any of the committees hearing evidence
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on such proposals,, It is unfortunate that his testimony
was not subjected to any questioning by the subcommittees.
It may be noted that VADM Hirshfield had previously
testified before the House Public Works Committee on H.R.
15906, 90th Congress, 2d Session (April 25, 1968) after Mr.
Checket had made his proposal f VADM Hirshfield made no
131
comment on his proposal at that time. ^
Mr. Everett S. Checket
The order of witnesses was rever-
sed on this occasion and Mr. Checket followed VADM Hirsh-
field as the next witness before Senator Muskie ' s sub-
committee. Mr. Checket repeated his earlier suggestion in
much the same language as before
:
... we would recommend that a provision
requiring that a shipowner show evidence of
financial capability be included. While
section 12(j; of S. 7 and section 12(i) of
S. 5^4 would authorize a study as to the
desirability of such a system, we believe that
such a system should be incorporated in the
law now. Without such a provision, we can
forsee a variety of circumstances under which
it would be impossible for the Secretary of
the Interior to recover the costs of oil re-
moval from the party who caused the spill.
. . . a foreign shipowner causing pollution
might not be accessible to the Secretary
for collection of costs resulting from pol-
lution. In this last example, bear in mind
that we are speaking of all categories of
ships — freighters, tankers, bulk cargo
vessels, and so on — which, in international
commerce, constantly travel in and out of
U.S. waters and, along with U.S. -flag vessels,




Our suggestion is that every vessel,
whether foreign or domestic, on entering
a U.S. port or at the time of registry
or enrollment, he required to demonstrate
financial capability to meet the poten-
tial liability for oil removal established
by law. . . . (Emphasis added* )^32
One may note again that his proposal is limited to applica-
tion in internal waters. Although VADM Hirshfield's warning
about innocent passage had just been given to the subcom-
mittee, no mention of it was made during Mr. Checket's
testimony.
The colloquy which followed between Mr. Checket and
Senator Dole illustrated the limited nature of his proposed
claim:
Senator DOLE. So your suggestion ... is that
TOVALOP would be an added protection. . . .
Mr. CHECKET (TOVALOP) would be partic-
ularly applicable to all of the foreign ships
that come into the ports of the United States,
of all sizes, descriptions, and financial re-
sources. i^3
Mr. Checket's suggestion should have been understood, by the
members of the subcommittee as a limited claim. If it had
not, testimony later that month spelled it out explicitly.
The Secretary of the Interior
The then Secretary of the Interior,
Walter J. Hickel, submitted a statement to the subcommittee
in person on February 28, 1969. That statement contained
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the following pertinent language
:
We believe that the "bill S. 7 could be
further improved by adding another amend-
ment, requiring that any vessel, except
small and public vessels, using the navig-
able waters of the United States for any
purpo se , except for purposes of any innocent
passage , should secure evidence of financial
resjH'ni: ;.i pi "i ].•;,
r
; of such type and of such an
amount to insure that the' cost of any clean-
up operations could be covered.
Ve support the proposed study as set forth
in proposed section 12(<j) as it relates to
the need for and the desirability of estab-
lishing a system of requiring vessels using
the navigable waters of the United States to
give evidence that such vessels have adequate
financial capability within appropriate lim-
itations to pay damage claims covering pri-
vate, real, or personal property injured or
destroyed by such discharged oil and other
hazardous substances., (Emphasis addedc) 1 -^^
One must immediately note the expressly limited nature
of this claim . In addition one can note that in adopting
Mr. Checket's recommendation Secretary Hickel modified his
department's bill, S. 544.. He made no reference to the con-
tiguous zone although it appeared in S„ 544. One must note
with regret that Mr. Hickel did not discuss this proposal
in his oral presentation before the subcommittee and that
thereafter he was not questioned about it by any member of
the subcommittee on the record. It is therefore perhaps
significant that the very language of the first paragraph
quoted from Secretary Hickel ' s statement appears as section
ll(p)(l) of the VQIA, but without the phrase "except for
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the purposes of any innocent passage."
One explanation for the omission of the innocent
passage exception may be gleaned from the following comment
of Senator Muskie later that day in a colloquy with Russell
Train, then Under Secretary of the Interior:
Well, I think that as long as our atten-
tion and the country's attention is focused
on this problem, we ought to enact the
strongest possible kind of legislation, out-
side the 3-mile limit, and within the 3-mile
limit, . . .135
A legitimate inference may perhaps be drawn from this state-
ment that the innocent passage exception was deliberately
omitted
„
By House Public Works Subcommittee on
River and Harbors
On the other side of the Capitol, the
Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors of the House Public
Works Committee was holding almost simultaneously hearings
on H.R. 4148 and H.R. 7361, each of which as may be recalled
provided for a study of financial capability. Many of the
same people who testified before Senator Muskie testified
before Congressman Blatnik's subcommittee. Secretary Hickel
and Admiral Hirshfield again were the only witnesses to
point out the innocent passage problem. The other witnesses
who spoke to the financial responsibility problem did not
in their testimony very carefully describe the areas in
which the requirement was to apply.
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The Secretary of .the Interior
Secretary Hickel testified "before
the House Subcommittees on Rivers and Harbors on financial
responsibility on March 5th, five days after he had testi-
fied before Senator Muskie on that very same subject. He
again stressed his support for the innocent passage excep-
tion but expanded the area of application of financial
responsibility to the contiguous zone:
To further assure that there would be
responsibility we recommend that there be a
requirement that any vessel, except small
and public vessels, using the navigable waters
and the waters of the contiguous zone for any
purpose, except for purposes of innocent pas-
jsage, secure evidence of financial responsibil-
ity of such type and of such an amount to in-
sure that the cost of any cleanup operations
would be covered.
There is also a need for a study of the desir-
ability of establishing a system of requiring
vessels using the navigable waters of the
United States and the water contiguous zone
to give evidence that such vessels have ade-
quate financial capability within appropriate
limitations to pay damage claims covering
private, real, or personal property injured
or destroyed by such discharged oil and other
hazardous substances. (Emphasis added. )1$6
JAJM James A. Hirshfield
USCG (Retired!
The following day, March 6th, Admiral Hirshfield
testified in support of H.R. 4148. His testimony regarding
the innocent passage problem posed by section 12(i) of H.R.
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414-8 was identical to that given "before Senator Muskie '
s
subcommittee a month earlier except that he added one
sentence by way of illustration of innocent passage. He
stated:
. . . it is probable that a requirement of
financial responsibility could "be in con-
flict with the right of innocent passage.
By this I am referring to the necessity of
Canadian and foreign-flag ships passing
through U.S. waters on voyages between
Canadian ports. There is a clear prepon-
derance of authority to the effect that
sovereignty is qualified "by what is known as
the right of innocent passage, and that is
this qualification forbids the sovereign to
prohibit the innocent passage of alien mer- -, -?<-,




The subcommittee did not question Admiral Hirshfield.
It is perhaps belaboring the obvious to note that
Admiral Hirshfield ' s formulation of the innocent passage
problem begs the question to the extent that he meant to
be understood to say that potential oil polluting vessels
merely passing through the territorial sea were per se
engaged in innocent passage. The real issue, of course,
is whether such a vessel by virtue of that threat looses
the innocent status under international law. Regardless,
none of the other witnesses who appeared before the sub-
committee addressed themselves to this question.
Current Coast Guard Officers
On this same day that Admiral
Hirshfield testified five high-ranking and presumably
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knowledgeable Coast Guard officers appeared before the sub-
committee. These were the Commandant of the Coast Guard,
the chief of the Office of Public and International Affairs
and U.S. Delegate to IMCO, the chief of the Law Enforcement
Division, the chief of the Legislative and Regulations Divi-
sion and the assistant chief of the Hazardous Materials
Division None of these officers were asked any questions
138
about this issue nor did any of them raise the point. ^
Mr. Everett S. Checket
Also on March 6th, Mr. Everett S.
Checket testified before this subcommittee. His testimony
regarding financial responsibility noted support of H.Rc
7361 which had incorporated his earlier suggestion. He
pointed out that the other four bills before the subcommittee
"would only authorize a study as to the desirability of
139
such a system. JJ His testimony here made no mention of
the geographical area of applicability of the financial re-
sponsibility requirements. However, as noted above, H:R.
7361 spoke of using "the navigable waters of the United
States for any purpose" ~ while the language of his pro-
posal was limited to vessels using United States ports.
One cannot therefore tell from this record whether he recog-
nized this difference or affirmatively acquiesced in the
more comprehensive formulation of H.R. 7361.
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The Maritime Law Association
The Maritime Law Association again
submitted, a statement on this legislation,. The Special
Committee stated that it had examined the many oil pollu-
tion hills before the subcommittee very carefully* However
they made no mention of the innocent passage probleriic Their
concern remained the possible reciprocity of other nations
placing similar economic burdens of increased insurance
costs on the U.S. merchant fleet. Their statement did not




The conservations had several com-
ments regarding foreign vessels being subjected to the
financial responsibility requirements.
League of Women Voters
The statement of the League of
Women Voters of the United States inferentially lent support
for the limited claim of authority over foreign vessels
using United States ports. The statement said:
Yet we see the inequity of placing unlimited
liability on ships flying the American flag
where similar responsibility cannot be required
from ships of foreign register. Although total
responsibility for all ships would be desirable,
the proposal to require evidence of financial re-
sponsibility up to a certain sum from all ships,
foreign and domestic, at the time of entry into a
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United States port may "be the "best" that can he
done at this time* . . . (Emphasis added. )l Zi"5
Their statement does not identify to which "bill they are
referring. None of the hills pending "before that subcom-
mittee then was limited to internal waters.
National Wildlife Federation
The chief of the Conservation
Education Division of the National Wildlife Federation, Mr.
Louis S. Clapper, made a strong statement, on March 4th,
"before the subcommittee in favor of H.R. 414-8 including in
the regulations all foreign vessels using U.Sc waters.
In our opinion, Mr. Chairman, these (oil)
spills no longer can be accepted or tol-
erated. Strong legislation must be enacted
and enforced upon all owners of vessels, both
domestic and foreign, using navigable waters.
• c e provision for the Secretary of Trans-
portation to study the need for and desir-
ability of requiring that vessels give proof
of financial capability to reimburse the U.S.
for costs of cleanup is in order, and we
assume such investigations would cover appli-
cations to ships of foreign registry as well
-.^
as those of the U.S. when they use U.S. waters.
Congressional Reaction
The attitude of the subcommittee
may be reflected in a comment made by Congressman Sullivan
on the third day of these hearings:
/
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. . o We are talking about protecting the
coastal waters of the United States. . . •
/w/hen a vessel comes into the ports of
the United States, they should be covered
in case of a spill c^^
However, Mr. Sullivan was using language here suggestive
of a limited claim.
Committee Action
House Public Works Committee
H.R. 4-14-8 Reported Out
The House Public Works Committee
reported out H.R* 4-14-8 with amendments on March 25, 1969*
It contained provisions similar to but broader than those
proposed by Mr. Checket:
Sec 17(k)(l). Any vessel over one hundred
gross registered tons, including any barge
of equivalent size, using any port or place
in the United States or the navigable waters
of the United States for any purpose shall
establish and maintain under regulations ...
evidence of financial responsibility to meet
the maximum potential liability to the United
States which such vessel could be subjected
under this section for willful or negligent
discharge of oil or matter. . . .
Sec 17(k)0). The Secretary of Transportation,
in consultation with . . . shall conduct a
study of the need for and, to the extent de-
termined necessary —
(A) other measures to provide financial
responsibility and limitations of liability
with respect to vessels using the navigable





One may note the presence of a broad claim without the limita-
tion for innocent passage recommended by Secretary Hickel and
151Admiral Hirshfield. The language here reported out was
obviously taken from section 17(k)(l.) of H.R. 7361 previously
152discussed, ' and was the claim ultimately enacted as sec-
tion ll(p)(l) of the WQIA e
Committee Report
An examination of the House Public
Works Committee Report of H.R. 42.48 is of little help re-
garding the innocent passage problem. In relevant parts it
states:
Part I, General:
• • • • \„
Barges are specifically included in subsec-
tion 17(k)(l"), requiring evidence of finan-
cial responsibility, because many barges are
not registered. 153
Nothing else is said in this section about section 17(k)(l).
The information set forth regarding section 17(k)(3)
is little more revealing:
The study of requirement for financial
responsibility and limits of liability
called for in subsection 17(k)(3) is nec-
essary because neither the affected in-
dustries nor international underwriters
have any previous experience in this area
of discharge cleanup, and they were unable
to supply the committee with adequate
factual information in this regard. It is
hoped that the results of the study, plus
any experience gained in the interim, will




The section-by-section explanation set forth in Part II of
the House Report merely repeats the language of the bill as
155quoted above.
House Action
H.R. 4-14-8 was debated on the floor
of the House on April 15th and 16th, 1969 but these provisions
156
were not discussed. y The bill passed the House on April
15716th. -" On April 18th it was received by the Senate and
158
referred to the Senate Public Works Committee y which was
still taking testimony on S. 7 and S. y\ l\.
Senate Public Works Committee
Additional Hearing's by Subcommittee
Later that spring additional testi-
mony regarding S. 7 and S. 544- was taken by Senator Muskie's
subcommittee.
Department of State
On May 20th, 1969, in execu-
tive session the subcommittee heard Mr. Richard A. Prank,
then acting Deputy Legal Advisor, U.S. State Department testify
regarding the then pending preparatory negotiations for the
IMCO International Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Dam-
159
age 1969. In the course of his testimony Mr. Frank stated
regarding the financial responsibility idea:
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We are thinking of putting in the (civil
liability) convention provisions which are
going to make it very difficult for those
states which don't ratify, because a State
that does ratify may be able to keep a ship
of a State that does not ratify out of its
ports, or it ma;y be able to insist that that
ship, even though it is not covered by the
convention, when it is within territorial
waters, has financial security
.
. * . It seems to me w'e have to be very
careful when we adhere to a convention, or
we have legislation, to make it clear that
we are not prejudicing our own shipping and
the wat to do that is to require all ships -, ,-q
that come to our ports to be covered by this.,
Although the first portion of this testimony may
support a broad claim, the latter portion is clearly a claim
limited to internal waters. Unfortunately, Mr. Frank made
no mention of the financial responsibility provisions of
the pending legislation or its relationship to the innocent
passage counterclaim.
Another Senator's Thinking
How one member of the subcom-
mittee was viewing this question in late May 1969 is revealed
by these questions asked by Senator Boggs of Mr, P. J.
Kreuzkamp, vice president of Alexander and Alexander, a New
York international insurance brokerage firm which placed most
of the U.S. flag protection and indemnity (P & I) insurance:
Sen. BOGGS. ... In the bill we have under
consideration, the provisions would apply to
any ship that comes (sic) into the U.S. waters,
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foreign ships as well as U.S.. vessels o • •
Sen. BOGGS. How do the U.S. Merchant Marine
figures compare with figures for foreign
ships that enter U.S. ports? . What is the
number of foreign ships that enter U.S. ports
per year?161
These questions seem to indicate that Senator Boggs had a
limited claim in mind, the second quotations indicating a
narrower claim than the first. Perhaps it also suggests
fuzzy thinking on his part or a "bad memory.
S. 7 Reported Out
On August 7th, 1969, the Senate
Public Works Committee reported out S. 7, as a Senate sub-
162
stitute for hut in the nature of an amendment to H.R. 414-8.
Section 12(f)(2)(A) of S. 7 stated:
Each owner or operator of a vessel over three
hundred gross tons, including any "barge of
equivalent size, using any port or place in
the United States, shall establish and main-
tain, under regulations . . . evidence of
financial responsibility of $100 per gross
ton of the liability to which the vessel could
be subjected under paragraph (l) of this sub-
section. . . .163
It may be noted that this version of S. 7 did not contain
any provision for a study of financial responsibility as
was contained in the House-passed H.R. 4148. It must
also be noted that the words "for any purpose" do not appear
in S. 7 after the words "navigable waters of the United
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States" although they did appear in section 17(k)(l) of
1 65
II.R. 414-8 as previously passed "by the House.
Committee Report
The report of the Senate Public
Works Committee on S. 7 did however contain the words "for
any purpose" after "navigable waters of the United States":
Section 12(f)(2)—-Financial responsibility
This section would provide that any vessel
over 300 gross tons which use any port or
place in the United States or the navigable
waters of the United States for any purpose
must establish evidence of financial respon-
sibility of $100 per gross ton to meet the
maximum potential liability to the United
States which the vessel could be subjected
to under section 12(f)(1). . . . 166
Apparently then one cannot consider the omission of those
words to signify any lessening of the breadth of the claim
proposed. Certainly no mention is made in the Senate report
of the innocent passage counterclaim raised during the hear-
ings before this committee on S. 7-
Senat e Action
S. 7 finally was taken up on the
167floor of the Senate on October 7th and 8th. ' During the
two day debate the innocent passage issue was not ever directly
mentioned. The only relevant comments made on the floor
regarding financial responsibility did not question the
extent of the claim.

Senator Gravel ' s Comments
Senator Mike Gravel submitted a
statement which contained this language:
. . . I am also deeply disturbed by those
provisions of Section 12(f) of the bill
which require all vessels over 300 tons
which utilize American ports or waterways
to establish "financial responsibility" for
oil cleanup costs of only $100 per gross ton
but which simultaneously provide that , in
the event of an actual oil spill, the vessel's
statutory liability for cleanup Ppsts /might
be higher/. (Emphasis omitted.)
Senator Gravel was concerned about the bill ' s not requiring
insurance to the maximum liability imposed by the bill. In
the process he stated the bill's applicability as a compre-
hensive claim in the territorial sea.
Senator Cooper's Assumptions
Later in the debate that day
Senator John Sherman Cooper, a member of the Public Works
Committee, speaking in support of the bill, stated:
In order to impose on all vessels a uni-
form standard of liability the bill re-
quires that all vessels using the ports
or waters of the United States must show
evidence of financial responsibility to
meet liability for the cost of removal to
a limit of $100 per gross ton. . . . 1°9
His statement clearly assumes the validity of the convpre-
hensive claim over all foreign vessels in U.S. territorial
sea. Nowhere in his comments on the Senate floor, or in




Passage of S. 7
Finally, on October 8th, 1969,
170
S. 7 was passed unanimously by the Senate. ' Since S. 7 was




Five months after S. 7 and H.R. 4148
went to conference committee and three months after the Brussels
171Civil Liability Convention was signed, but before that
convention was submitted to the Senate for its advise and
172
consent to ratification, the conference committee reported
out a compromise bill that was more similar to H.R. 4148 than
S. 7- The bill as reported out of conference on March 24,
1970" however, was unchanged between that form and as finally
enacted. It stated:
Section ll(p)(l) Any vessel over three
hundred gross tons, including any barge of
equivalent size, using any port or place in
the United States or the navigable waters
of the United States for any purpose shall
establish and maintain under regulations . . .
evidence of financial responsibility of $100
per gross ton, or $14,000,000 whichever is
the lesser, to meet the liability to the United
States which such vessel could be subjected under
this section. . . .^7^
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As previously anticipated the "broadly states claim remained
ostensibly unlimited by any innocent passage exception.
Conference Report
The conference report on this bill
did not explain why the innocent passage exception was omitted.
The report simply stated:
Subsection (p) is essentially the same as the
equivalent provisions of the House bill rela-
ting to the financial responsibility of vessels
except that where the House bill required
vessels over 100 gross registered tons to es-
tablish evidence of financial responsibility,
this provision requires vessels over 300 gross
tons to do so and the limits of liability are
specified to be the same as those contained in
subsection (f)(1), that is, $100 a gross ton
or $14 million, whichever is lesser. . . .
• • • •
Paragraph (4-) of subsection (p) is essentially
the same as the provisions of the House bill
relating to a study of the need for other
measures to provide financial responsibility
and to limit liability on vessels. . . . <?
The conference report simply makes no mention of innocent
passage.
Enactment of the Water Quality Improvement Act
Senate Action
The Senate acted on the conference report
the same day that the bill was reported out of confex^ence
176
committee. After a rather short floor debate on the report,
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The Senate unanimously adopted the conference report on
177March 24, 1970. The discussion on the floor added nothing
to an understanding of the comprehensiveness of the claim
set forth in section ll(p)(l).
House Action
The House considered the conference report
the following day, March 25th. With even less discussion on
the floor, ' the House also unanimously adopted the con-
179ference report. ' y As in the case of the Senate debate, the
House discussion adds nothing to an understanding of the
claim.
Presidential Signature
The President signed the Water Quality
Improvement Act of 1970 into law on April 3, 1970. Con-
sequently this claim over foreign vessels engaged in innocent
passage through United States territorial seas became effec-






Pursuant to authority delegated to it,
on September 29, 1970 the Federal Maritime Commission issued
as its General Order 27 regulations implementing section 11
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(p)(l) of the WQIA effective October 3 , 1970. 1S To date184
these regulations, constituting title l \-6 Code of Federal
Regulations part 5^2—Financial Responsibility for Oil
Pollution Cleanup—have been amended five times. Neither
the original regulations nor any of the amendments recognize
an innocent passage exception to their applicability.
The relevant provisions of 46 Code of Federal Regula-
tions, part ujL\-2 provide:
Sec. 542.1 Scope.
The regulations contained in this part set
forth the procedures whereby the owner or
operator of every vessel over 300 gross
tons . . . using . . . the navigable waters
of the United States for any purpose after
April 2, 1971, shall establish and maintain
evidence of financial responsibility of
$100 per gross ton, or $14 million, which-
ever is the lesser, to meet the liability
to the United States to which any such vessel
could be subjected pursuant to section 11,
Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, for
the discharge of oil into or upon the navig-
able waters of the United States, adjoining
shorelines, or into or upon the waters of
the contiguous zone. . . .
Sec. 542.2 Definitions.
• • • •
(p) "Navigable waters of the United States"
include the coastal territorial waters of
the United States, the inland waters of the
United States including the United States
portion of the Great Lakes and the St.
Lawrence Seaway, and the Panama Canal.
Sec. 5^2.3 Proof of financial responsibility,
when required.
(a) No vessel over 300 gross tons . . . shall
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use any port or place in the United States
or the navigable waters of the United States
on or after April 3, 1971, for any purpose
unless a Certificate has "been issued cover-
ing such vessel*
Sec, 54-2.4- Procedure for establishing
financial responsibility.
(a) Either owners or operators of vessels
subject to sec. 54-2.3 must file an applica-
tion on Form FMC-224- for a Certificate of
Financial Responsibility (Oil Pollution)
«
• c •
(b)(2) ... an applicant . . . should file
a completed application at least 4-5 days in
advance of any of its vessels using any port
or place in, or the navigable waters of, the
United States. Applications will be proces-
sed in order of receipt. Requests for special
consideration, however, will be granted where
applications involve bare-boat charters or
unusual situations, if good cause is shown by
the applicant. All applications, evidence,
documents, and other statements required to be
filed with the Commission shall be in English.
(d) Each applicant, insurer, surety, and
guarantor shall furnish a written designa-
tion of a person in the United States as legal
agent for service of process for the purposes
of the rules of this part. . . .
Sec. 54-2.6 Issuance of Certificate of Finan-
cial Responsibility.
(a) . . . where evidence of financial respon-
sibility has been established, a separate
Certificate covering each vessel shall be
issued. . . The period covered by each Cer-
tificate shall be indeterminate unless a
termination date has been specified thereon.
A certificate issued . . . or a copy thereof,
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must be carried on boai^d the certificated
vessel. Where it would be physically im-
possible for the Certificate or copy
thereof to be carried aboard the certified
vessel, it must be retained at a location
in the United States and kept readily
accessible for inspection by U.S. Govern-
ment officials: Provided, however, That
where it would be physically impossible
for the Certificate or copy thereof to be
carried aboard the certified vessel, the
Federal Maritime Commission Certificate
number, preceded by letters "FMC" , must be
marked upon each bow of such vessel in such
manner as to be readily discernible, but in
no event shall the letters and numbers used
be smaller than three inches in size.
Sec. 542.9 Fees.
(d) Every Application Form FMC-224 shall be
accompanied by an application fee of $100
which shall not be refundable.
(e) in addition to the application fee, a
vessel certificate fee for each vessel listed
on the application, subject to a maximum total
certification fee of $1,000 shall be paid by
the applicant in accordance with the follow-
ing gross tonage schedule: For each vessel
over: Fee
$00 to 1,200 gross tons T~2
1,200 to 5,000 gross tons 5
5,000 to 10,000 gross tons 10
10,000 to $0,000 gross tons 15
50,000 gross tons 25
Applications and Certifications
These regulations thus establish a signifi-
cant administrative and financial burden on the shipowner beyond
his cost of obtaining requisite evidence of insurance. For
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a Certificate for a fleet of MO vessels each over $0,000
gross tons listed on one application would cost $1,000, while
the same number of similar sized vessels registered as
single-ship corporations would cost. $5, 000. Fortunately,
renewal certificates are not required each year.
The breadth of coverage of the world's merchant fleet
by these regulations is difficult to measure with accuracy
at this time. The records of the Office of Oil Pollution
Responsibility, Bureau of Certification and Licensing, Fed-
eral Maritime Commission, wherein the applications are pro-
cessed, are only now in the early stages of being incorpor-
ated into a data processing system. ' Any statistics
-| oo
available are based on manual counts. A count by the author
from a listing of all vessels certified by the FMC as of May
27, 1971, revealed that apparently more than half of the non-
U.S. flag merchant vessels of the world have complied with
189the WQIA financial responsibility provisions. J Further-
more, about 55% of the world's largest tankers (over 200,000
\ 190dwt) had also complied. The significance of these figures
is examined below in Chapter VI.
Enforcement
Because of the large number of applications
191
still outstanding the FMC has ordered that
any vessel, subject to the financial respon-
,
sibility provisions of section ll(p)(l)

- C
. c c for which an application for a
Certificate of Financial Responsibility
(Oil Pollution) has been filed and re-
quired evidence of financial responsibil-
ity submitted, but which does not have
its Certificate aboard, will be deemed to
be in substantial compliance with section
ll(p)(l) of the Act and the Co Lssion's
implementing regulations « ... ^ c-
The enforcement personnel of the U.S. Coast Guard or
the Customs Inspectors of the U.S. Treasury Department
accordingly, when they "board a vessel making for U.S. internal
waters, ask to see the Certificate. If the Certificate is
not available, then those officials ask for the registered
name of the vessel, the name of the owner or operator having
applied for the Certificate, and "the control or Certificate
number which has been assigned to each application or Cer-
tificate" by the PMC. JJ This information is then forwarded.
194
to the PMC to determine its accuracy.
Those vessels which are found not to be in compliance




necessary application information. ^ o other enforcement
actions are being taken at this time
The author has been informed that, except for passage
through the Panama Canal, and the rare vessel observed to be
leaving a wake of oil, no attempt is currently being made to
check vessels engaged in innocent passage through the U.S.
197territorial sea.' '
The United States is however, requiring all vessels
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desiring to pass through the Panama Canal to show compliance
with section ll(p)(l) before they are permitted to pass
198through the Canal. This enforcement is based on the
unusually broad statutory terr: : i dal application of the
Act's definition of "United States" to include the Canal
199
Zone. yy This application of the Act requires a separate
examination of the problems of innocent' passage through
international straits.
Section ll(p)Q) Stud
The reader may recall that Senate bills S. 7
and S. 5^ called for a study of the whole financial respon-
sibility problem but that the conference committee decided
to require financial responsibility of vessels for U.S. cleanup
costs and have a study of the other aspects of financial
20.1
responsibility. The study was conducted under contract
202from the Coast Guard ~ to the Program of Policy Studies in
Science and Technology of the George Washington University.
This interdisciplinary study was conducted during the period
October to December 1970, and was submitted to the Coast
205Guard in mid-December, ^ presumably in time for it to be
staffed, a report prepared and submitted to the President
and the Congress in accordance with statutory deadline of
.tt(
205
204-January 1, 1971. However the report was not transmi ed
to the President and the Congress until March 15, 1971-
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The report does not contain any recommendations or
discussion of the innocent passage problem, presumably
"because it does not relate directly to the purpose of the
report. However, the study does contain a "brief discus-
sion of the problem and a recommendation for its elimina-
tion.
In a section concerning the purposes for which
jurisdiction is exercised, the study states:
Eight of Innocent Passage
As is apparent, there is a conflict between
Section ll(p)(l) of the VQIA and the right
of innocent passage of foreign vessels through
the United States territorial sea. This con-
flict may be particularized as follows:
Article 14 of the 1953 Geneva Convention on
the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone
sets forth the present international law re-
garding innocent passage. It provides in
relevant part's that:
(1) . . . ships of all States ... enjoy the
right of innocent passage through the terri-
torial sea . . .
(2) /not applicable/
(5) /^/assage includes stopping and anchor-
ing,- but only insofar as the same are inci-
dental to ordinary navigation or are rendered
necessary by force majeure or by distress.
(4) /g/assage is innocent so long as it is
not prejudicial to the peace, good order, or
security of the coastal State. . . .
Consequently a vessel loading or unloading at
an offshore terminal within the territorial
sea would not be engaged in innocent passage.
Article 15 of the same convention, however,
prohibits the coastal state from nhamper/Tng/
innocent passage through the territorial sea."
Nevertheless the Federal Maritime Commission
has done so in Section 5^2.$ of its regulations
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implementing Section ll(p)(l) of the WQIA
which regulations were issued as required
"by Section 11 (p) (2):
(a) No vessel over 300 gross tons, including
any "barge of equivalent size, shall use any
port or place in the United States or t '<
navip;able waters of the United States on or
after April 3, 1971, for any purpose unless
a Certificate has "been issued covering such
vessel. (35 Fed. Reg, 15216, 15220 (Septem-
ber 30, 1970) (Emphasis added.)
This regulation essentially restates the
relevant portions of subsections ll(p)(l)
and ll(p)(2)o It prohibits, after April
3, 3.971, any foreign vessel from merely
traversing the United States territorial
sea without ever entering United States
internal waters unless it complied with
this domestic legislation requiring obtain-
ing requisite financial responsibility and
the prescribed certificate. Such a broad
proscription is in violation of the above-
quoted international law and United States
treaty obligation. An amendment of Section
ll(p)(l) is necessary to exclude from this
proscription foreign vessels engaged in
merely innocent passage through United
States territorial sea .206
In relevant part the study concluded regarding the
right of innocent passage:
Section ll(p)(l) of the WQIA, implemented
by 46 CFR Section 5^2.3 is in violation of
Article 14 of the 1958 Geneva Convention
°^ ( sic ) "the Territorial Sea and the Con-
tiguous Zone because it violates the present
international law regarding innocent passage
of foreign vessels through United States
territorial waters. 0/
The Study accordingly recommended that "sections ll(p)(l)
and 11 (m) of the Act should be amended to exclude application
of the WQIA to foi^eign vessels exercising the right of
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innocent passage through territorial waters of the United
States."
Summary of the History of "For
Any Purpose"
The legislative history of the United States claim
to authority over foreign vessels in territorial seas for
purposes of requiring evidence of financial responsibility
may "be summarized as follows:
1. All bills considered "by the Public Works Committees
of "both Houses contained broadly stated claims to authority.
2. No bill considered by the Public Works Committees
contained an innocent passage exception to the claim.
3. The counterclaim to innocent passage was brought
to the attention of both Public Works Committees during
hearings.
4. The WQIA was during its gestation only under the
consideration of the Public Works Committees.
5. The public records do not show any specific rea-
son, justification or excuse for not including an innocent
passage exception.
6. The apparent attitude of the Congressional com-
mittees was to do everything possible to protect the United
States and its citizens from oil pollution and its harmful
effects and to ensure payment for any damages which might





One can only conclude from this legislative
history that Congress intended "for any purpose" to include
innocent passage to the extent consistent with the law — or
to the extent the claim would not be opposed and would be
recognized. The conclusion seems inescapable that the innocent
passage exception was purposefully omitted by Congress in
order to maximize the claim to protection of U.S. coasta]
209
state interests. y
Objectives and Interests Sought
to be Protected
The stated objective is to insure that money
will be available to pay the costs of the U.S. government
incurred in cleaning up oil pollution caused by all vessels
in U.S. territorial waters regardless of the purpose of their
presence in those waters. This objective serves to protect
the wealth position of the U.S. government. Since the U.S.
Treasury is not noticeably that short of cash, and since
the WQIA does not provide direct financial protection to
private persons damaged by oil pollution, this objective
cannot be considered the primary purpose.
"Because of the demonstrated high cost of oil pollu-
2.1
ti.on liability insurance, it is quite realistic to believe
that a prime purpose of the WQIA financial responsibility
requirements is to create one more motivation to make oil
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pollution less likely to occur, .i»®. c ^e objective may be
prevention of pollution indirectly encouraged through the
financial incentive of lower premiums for a "safe driv:i
record". This is a legitimate objective. Requiring finan-
cial responsibility of all vessels must hov/ever be recognized
as an indirect pressure to achieving an unstated primary goal
of preventing oil spills.
Financial responsibility requirements of all vessels
in the territorial sea may have a secondary or latent
objective of acting as a stimulant of international activity
to achieve a primary goal of having funds available to all
who are injured by oil pollution regardless of source of
the oil and regardless of the location of the person injured.
Although the Canadian actions may well embrace this objec-
tive, there is little evidence in the legislative history
of the VQI.A to indicate that was a consciously adopted
objective. As will be seen below, that indeed was the re-
sult of the U. S. and Canadian unilateral actions.
Another latent objective of the U.S. claim could be
to increase U. S. world power. Hov/ever nothing indicates
that purpose to have been considered. The effect of the U.
S. claim indeed seems to have been to give greater world
influence in the general subject matter of marine pollution




The Canadian government in 1970 and 1971 enacted
several very comprehensive and strong pollution control
laws. Only two relatively minor aspects of them are
currently in force. Nevertheless the total impact of these
laws and implementing regulations insofar as it relates to
financial responsibility should he examined, in part because
of the Canadian claim's significant differences from both
the U.S. and the British approaches to this aspect of pollu-
tion control, and in part because of the international impact
of the Canadian claim. Since other aspects of the claim have
been extensively examined elsewhere, 212 they will not be
repeated herein, except as necessary to an understanding of
the Canadian claim.
General
The Canadian legislation in 1970 was enacted in
response to the perceived threat of pollution from the S. S.
Manhattan's navigations through the Arctic. 213 Canada by
statute increased her territorial sea width from 3 miles to
12 miles and authorized the establishment of exclusive
fishing zones beyond 12 miles, 214 simultaneously withdrawing
her consent to compulsory jurisdiction of the International
Court of Justice on these issues. 21 ^ She also enacted, but
has not yeb implemented, the Arctic Waters Pollution Pre-
vention Act of 1970. 216 Tliis act declared as an anti-pollution
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zone all waters within 100 miles from Canada's Arctic coast,
forbade pollution in that zone, imposed penalties and civil
liabilities for all violations, authorized requiring within
specially designated shipping safety control zones financial
responsibility, and authorized comprehensive regulation and
inspection, including construction standards, of vessels in
such zones. She enacted in March 1971 similar legislation,
not yet implemented, with regard to her territorial sea,
exclusive fishing zones and internal waters off her Atlantic
and Pacific coasts, and in those portions of the 100 mile
Arctic waters and pollution zones not within designated
2] 7
shipping safety control zones." '
Areas of Application
Examination of a map of Canada reveals that Canada
has three separate coastlines, each with international
straits, each of significantly different aspects. Canada's
western coast runs about 500 miles northwestward from the
Seattle, Washington-Vancouver Island area (at about 5^ N,
125°W) to the southern tip of the Alaskan panhandle (at
about 55°N, 130°W) . The large Canadian island of Queen
Charlotte lies off the northern portion of the west coast
and is bounded on the north by the international strait of
Dixon Entrance and the east by Hecate Strait leading south
to Queen Charlotte Sound which in turn lies to the westward
of the middle portion of Canada's western coastline.
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Canada's eastern coastline is much more complex in
geography containing the peninsula and islands guarding the
mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the northward coast-
line on the Labrador Sea up to 60°N, 65°w". The two principle
entrances to the Gulf of St. Lawrence are through Cabot
Strait in the center and the Strait of Belle Isle to the
north between Newfoundland island and mainland. In addition
at the south is the important Bay of Fund„y "between ~Ec\i
Brunswick and Nova Scotia off the northeastern-most Maine
coast.
Finally there is the Canadian Arctic which, in the
general shape of a right triangle, runs from a point in the
northwest at the northeastern Alaskan "border north of the
Arctic Circle (at about 70°N, 17+0°V) , in a northeastward
line about 1500 miles to a point near the northern tip of
Greenland (at about 83°N, 60°V) , and then on a line roughly
due south for about 1600 miles to the mouth of Hud.son Strait
(at about 60°N, 65°W)
.
The Canadian anti-pollution legislation reaches much
of ocean area bordering this coastline. In addition to the
PI Pi12-mile territorial sea, she has claimed as exclusive
high seas fishing areas, on the east coast, the Strait of
Belle Isle, Cabot Strait and the Bay of Fundy, and on the
P] 9
west coast, Dixon Entrance and Queen Charlotte Sound. " J
In addition to the 12-mile territorial sea claimed in Arctic
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waters, Canada also claims the right to control pollution
in high seas areas of the Arctic waters to a distance oi
about 88 additional miles contiguous to and outside her
.
•+-•-, 220territorial sea.
Arctic waters are defined, to he those waters above
60 N and west of 14-1 W. Portions of those waters may be
designated as "shipping safety control zones" in which
particularly stringent regulation of pollution may be
222
undertaken.
Accordingly Canada claims jurisdiction for pollution
control purposes over not only her 12-mile territorial sea
but also over arctic waters extending 100 miles seaward
from her northern coastline and over all of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and the Bay of Pundy in the east and almost an 88
mile-wide stretch of high seas from the northern tip of
Vancouver Island to the southern tip of the Queen Charlotte
Islands. Canada therefore claims pollution control juris-
diction over an 88 mile-wide "strip" of high seas on all
her coastlines except off the islands of Queen Charlotte
and Vancouver in the west, and Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
in the east. This leaves only a small percentage of Canada's
coasts (about 2000 miles) to be protected by her 12—mile
territorial sea. It should be noted that under the 195^
Oil Pollution Prevention Convention, as amended in 1962,




and west coasts and 50 miles wide in the northern arctic
Innocent Passage
The Canadian government recognized the existence of
the innocent passage counterclaim to the claims set forth
in the Arctic Waters Act. However her public position evi-
denced a lack of understanding of the position of the
opposing claims of pollution control and innocent passa^
in the territorial sea:
It is the Canadian position that any passage
threatening the environment of a coastal
state cannot be considered innocent since
it represents a threat to the coastal State
security. 226
. . . Canada cannot accept any right of
innocent passage if that right is defined as
precluding the right of a coastal state to
control pollution in such waters /the terri-
torial sea./. The lav/ may be undeveloped on
this question, but if that is the case, we
propose to develop it. 2/
/The Government of Canada intends to/ open
up the Northwest Passage as a water-way for
innocent passage by ships of all states, by
laying down conditions for the exercise of
such passage; by establishing that the pas-
sage of ships threatening pollution will not
be considered innocent. . .228
These views on innocent par seem to hold that the
coastal state decides for itself under what circumstances
passage is not innocent. ~ y Let us see next m what parts
of the Canadian territorial sea financial responsibility
is claimed to be required by Canada and to what activities
of vessels in those areas that claim runs.

Financial Responsibility
Since the concept of innocent passage revolves about
250
activities m the territorial sea, only the applicability
of the Canadian financial responsibility requirements in the
territorial sea is considered.
It seems clear that under Canadian law financial
responsibility may be required in shipping safety control
251
zones. y ' These zones are any area of areas of arctic
waters (i.e., internal waters, territorial sea or high seas)
252
so designated by the Prime Minister and his cabinet.
In such zones financial responsibility may be required of
the owners of a ship and of its cargo if the ship "proposes
255to navigate or . . . navigates within" any such zone.
In these zones all ships, regardless of cargo or method of
propulsion, regardless of purpose of being in or of traver-
sing those waters, and regardless of destination, may be
254-
required to establish financial responsibility. y Innocent
passage may thus be affected in such a zone within the
Canadian arctic territorial sea.
In those portions of the Canadian territorial sea
not within shipping safety control zones, whether or not in
255the arctic, -^ "the owner of any ship that carries a pollu-
256 257 258tant in bulk ' to or from any place in Canada"
(presumably meaning to or from internal waters) and the
259
owner of that pollutant ~ may be required to establish
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240financial response .y. Since this requirement seems
to apply only to vessels going to or from Canadian internal
waters, innocent passage would not seem to be affected in
those portions of the Canadian territorial sea not within
241
a shipping safety control zone. The innocent passage
would thus seem to be affected by the Canadian financial
responsibility requirements only in the portions of the
Canadian arctic territorial sea designated as shipping safety
control zones. Innocent passage does not seem to be affected
in any of the Canadian territorial sea on her east or west
coasts. Therefore it seems that the Canadian claim, to
require financial responsibility is in considerably less
conflict with the innocent passage counterclaim in the
249territorial sea than is the United States claim. y
A brief description of the civil liability schemes
of these two acts will be helpful for comparative and
appraisal purposes.
Civil Liability
Both the Arctic Waters Act and the Pollution Part
of the Canada Shipping Act claim to impose civil liability
for the same types of oil pollution damages. These include
245both "all actual loss or damage incurred" as well as
244governmental prevention, mitigation and cleanup expenses.
Liability under both acts is "absolute and does not depend
245
upon proof of fault or negligence. " ~ However the acts
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differ in defenses to liability. Under the Arctic Waters
246Act the only defense is that of act of a third person,
while the Canada Shipping Act permits in addition the three




Both acts provide for limitations of liability. The
Arctic Water Act permits limitation:: to be set by regulation
"taking into account the size of such ship and the nature
and quantity of the cargo carried or to be carried by it."
The Canada Shipping Act expressly limits the liability of
the ship owner or cargo owner in the identical manner and
to the identical amounts set forth in the Brussels Civil
Liability Convention, that is, $134 per ton/$14 million
maximum, with no limit if there is "actual fault or privity"
249
on the part of the owner.
Compensation Fund
The Arctic Waters Act makes no provision for compen-
sation to victims beyond the limitations of liability which
may be set by regulation. Thus in a major catastrophe some
damages could well go uncompensated for lack of funds. In
the Canada Shipping Act a "Maritime Pollution Claims Fund"
250is established ' and extensive statutory regulations
251
written. y ~
This fund would be supported by a tax on pollutants
imported into or exported from Canada as ship's cargo.

The act provides for a tax not to exceed 15 cents per ton
255
of oil imported or exported. •" The actual tax rate on oil
254-is to be set by regulation. y ' Regulations may also be
255issued imposing any tax on any other pollutant. yy There
appears to be no monetary limit on the maximum amount of
damages which can be paid from this fund. It is designed
to apply in those situations where other normal measures
256fail to provide full compensation for damages. y
Since the Canada Shipping Act applies to arctic waters
257
"not within a shipping safety control zone," -/t the anomalous
situation appears to exist that damages resulting from a
catastrophic accident in a shipping safety control zone would
not necessarily all be compensated even though similar
damages from an accident in a supposedly safer portion of
258the arctic waters would be all paid. Draft articles for
an international convention to establish a similar Interna-
tional Fund for the Compensation of Oil Pollution Damage
supplementary to the Civil Liability Convention have been
259prepared. ^ y Such an International Fund could well fill
this gap. This fund would insure compensation to a total
of $50 to $60 million. It would be funded through a tax on




British 03 : i
Great' Britain has recently taken action to strengthen
her oil pollution laws. On 8 April 1971 she enacted the
261Oil in Navigable Waters Act 1971 "bo implement the Inter-
vention Convention and the 1969 Amendments to the 1954 Oil
262Pollution Prevention Convention. The Intervention Con-
vention was previously ratified by Great Britain on January
265
12, 1971* Great Britain has accepted the 1969 amendments
to the 1954 Oil Pollution Prevention Convention.
She is also considering certain implementing legisla-
tion of the Civil Liability Convention, Apparently this
legislation, The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Bill,
will enact as domestic lav/ the financial responsibility
265
requirements of the Civil Liability Convention. y If so
the financial responsibility requirements of foreign vessels
in Brit: sh territorial waters would apply only to those
266
vessels making for internal waters or ports. This pro-
vision appears to be in compliance with the requirements of
Article VII paragraph 11 of the Civil Liability Convention
a- a -k -1 267discussed below. '
The British claim is therefore markedly different from
the United States and Canada an claims in that it is much more
limited in application and does not apply to vessels engaged in
innocent passage through British territorial seas.

OH I III
THE D ] ROCESS
The process of authoritative decision to which
claimants may turn for resolution of the competing claims of
financial responsibility and innocent passage is the con-
stitutive process of the world arena. This process has




promote certain community objectives, while
acting within certain arenas of authority
and utilizing certain bases of power, by
employing a wide variety of strategies or
instruments of policy, to achieve specific
outcomes in the prescription and applica-
tion of policies, with important effe cts not-
only upon the claimants but also upon other
participants and their communities, under
all the rapidly changing conditions of the
contemporary world power and other social
processes. 2"^
The emphasized terms provide convenient categories by which
to describe the process as applicable to the conflict under
consideration.,
Decision-Makers
In the most comprehensive conception, relevant deci-
sion functions are performed, with varying degrees of prom-
inence and limitation, by all the participants in the world
social process, i.e. , officials of nation-states, interna-




private associations, pressure groups, and the individual
269human "being. Although international officials are
increasingly using the functions to make and apply policy
(intelligence, recommending, invoking, prescribing, apply-
ing, appraising and terminating), it remains true that "the
most important issues about the use of the oceans are
270decided by officials of nation-states," It is important
for this study that these officials are also claimants
"before authority on these issues. Accordingly the officials
are restrained in "both the decisions and the claims "by the
promise of reciprocity. As a result the authorized decision-
maker reaches an appropriate compromise of competing claims
through recognition, clarification and implementation of
the widely-shared community interest. This produces objec-
tivity in decision-making and yields sanction for the
• • 271decision. '
Objectives
Authoritative decision-makers are established by the
general community to achieve certain objectives. These
objectives may be stated at different levels of abstrac-
tion. In its most abstract yet most fundamental form, the
overriding objective is "the promotion of the fullest,
conserving, peaceful use of the sea by all participants for




Three discernible subgoals appear in a less abstract
form:
(1) secure the common interests of all participants
in both inclusive uses and competences and exclusive uses
and competences;
(2) reject all assertions of special interests, _i.e_o
,
claims made irrespective of or against common interest; and
(3) maintain an economic — and continually evolving
— balance between different common interests (whether in-
clusive or exclusive and whether relating to uses or compe-
tences) which conflict in particular contexts.
To achieve the first subgoal choices must be made.
The desired preferences are made by balancing the common
interests. This involves (l) preferring inclusive interests
over exclusive interests; (2) conflicting inclusive interests
are accommodated on the basis of reasonableness; and (3)
exclusive interests are recognized and protected only when
and to the degree the common good is better assisted there-
by. Finally an objective common to all lav/ is the promotion
of stability in expectation of participants so that power
will not be employed arbitrarily but only in relatively
uniform patterns. That permits participants to pursue their





The arenas in which decisions are made concerning
the use of the oceans are (l) organized and unorganized,
(2) external and internal to particular states, and (3)
continuous and specially constituted « The traditional
arenas wherein the law of the sea has evolved have "been the
unorganized, direct confrontations of officials and repre-
sentatives of different states e However in the past several
decades increasing use has "been made by claimants of organ-
ized arenas, "both specially constituted ad hoc conferences
and permanent international institutions,, In the area of
pollution control in the territorial sea there have not "been
as many decisions made in arenas within particular states
in contract to the many decisions affecting internal waters
274
made with particular states c '
Unorganized
With regard to the United States claim to require
financial responsibility, it would appear that decision may
well be being made in the traditional unorganized arena
since it does not appear' to be current U.S. policy to apply
275the requirement to vessels in innocent passage and there
have been no public instances of foreign nations raising
276
objections to the requirements. Indeed as previously
277




The process of dec! ' in the unorganized arena is
apparently still underway regarding the Canadian claims to
pollution control. The United States protested strongly
the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act and the exten-
278
sion of the Canadian territoria] sea to 12 miles and has
protested to the drawing of fishing closing lines "by Canada
pursuant to the amended Terri borial Sea and Pishing Zoni
279Act. '' J Although it is understood that the Canadian govern-
ment has drafted implementing regulations for the Arctic
Waters Pollution Prevention Act," over a year has passed
since that Act was given Royal Assent ' and the Act has
not yet "been proclaimed or regulations issued. Thus the
U.S. protests have apparently acted effectively — although
perhaps only temporarily — in the unorganized arena. In




The type of claim exemplified "by the U.S. financial
responsibility requirements has "been considered in the
organized arena to date only at the ad hoc 1969 Brussels
Conference on Marine Pollution Damage, where the claim was
285
rejected "by a sizeable majority of the nations voting.
The Canadian government has to date not accepted the United
States proposal to hold an "Internationa] conference designed




With regard to the general problem of oil pollution
of the oceans, however, considerable authoritative decision
285has "been and is being made in organized arenas. ' The
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization is
the specialized agency of the U.S. primarily engaged in
intelligence and recommending functions regarding oil pol-
n , • 286lution.
In addition several ad hoc conferences have "been and
will "be concerned with the problem. IMCO sponsored the
aforementioned 1969 International Conference on Marine
Pollution Damage ' and is scheduled to hold in Brussels in
December 1971 a diplomatic conference to adopt a convention
establishing an international compensation fund for oil
pollution damage supplementary to the Civil Liability Con-
vention of 1969 ' ' and in 1973 another International Confer-
ence on Marine Pollution to prepare a convention restraining
contamination of the marine environment by all vessels and
289
equipment. " y FAO sponsored a Technical Conference on Marine
Pollution and its Effects on Living Resources and Fishing,
Rome, 9-18 December, 1970, which heard many papers regarding
290
oil pollution. y Die General Assemply has approved the
convening of a United Nations Conference on the Human Environ-
ment in Stockholm in mid-1972 " and a general Law of the




will "be considered "by both conferences y ^ although it is
not certain at this time the specific concerns of each
294
conference with oil pollution.
Bases of Power
The bases of power available to decision-makers in
support of their authoritative determinations of the law
of the sea embrace all the values normally at the disposal
of states and international governmental organizations
.
The national officials, being the principal decision-makers
in unorganized arenas, draw upon all the bases of effective
power (controls over people, resources and institutional
arrangements) of the states they represent c The decisions
of international governmental organizations are sustained by
grants of authority from states and by controls, varying in
degree, over skills, enlightenment, well-being, loyalties,
conceptions of rectitude, resources and even military forces,
Increasing recognition by all peoples of their interdepen-
dences in the enjoyment of the oceans provides increasingly
greater support for these bases of power of all these
decision-makers.
Strategies
The strategies by which decision-makers may manage
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"base values in support of decisions about the use of the
oceans are the familiar policy instruments of diplomacy,
ideology, econo] L< and military force. They are used
singly and in combination, with varying emphases, to induce
conformity to the decisions by the carrot or the stick.
National officials generally have broader freedom of choice
of the particular instrument than do international organiza-
tions who generally are limited to the diplomatic and ideo-
logical strategies. However the considerations of recipro-
city and potential retaliation under conditions of inter-
dependence generally restrict the free choice of the national
095
officials in their choice of strategies.
Outcome s
The outcomes achieved by decision-makers in resolving
controversies involve the seven functions used in the making
and application of policy, intelligence, recommending, in-
voking, prescribing, applying, appraising and terminating.




The effects achieved by the decision-makers in com-
promising and accomodating the claims to authority correspond
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in degree i ' ' objectives sought. The internationaliza-
tion of the oceans for all purposes decreases or increases
as decision-makers honor and protect the many inclusive and
exclusive claims. The fuller, peaceful rational use of the
oceans is promoted or retarded as decision-makers succeed
or fail to consider and weigh properly all the relevant
factors to the most economic accomodation of the conflicting
298
claims. The previous descriptions of the development of
the U.S. and Canadian claims apply illustrate domestic
decision-makers failing to consider and weigh all the rele-
vant factors to the most economic accomodation of the con-
flicting claims. The subsequent description of the evolution
of the relevant international law regarding innocent passage
299
and pollution control also demonstrates the same failure.
Conditions and Situations
The conditions under which authoritative decision-
makers prescribe and apply policy to claims to authority
remains today grounded in the facts that (l) no central
authority exists to make and apply policy, and (2) no state
or group of states has the power necessary to enforce policy
without uneconomic resort to violence. Therefore' a common
policy which recognizes and protects inclusive interests in
the oceans requires for its continuance a sustained general
consensus among the participants on what the policy should

be. States must therefore continue to recognize their
community of interest and the conditions under which such
a consensus can be maintained to preserve those common
.interests. Excessive claims for exclusive control which
interfere with reasonable uses by others and violate long-
established expectations about lawfulness can, if not
decisively rejected, breed more extensive claims and yield
disintegration of common authority and great loss of particu-
lar values of all claimants
.
l'here does not yet appear to have been accepted such
a truly common policy with regard to this particular conflict
or even with regard to marine pollution in general. Cer-
tainly one may hope that the 1972 Stockholm Conference on
the Human Environment" and the 1973 Law of the Sea Conference,
aided by the continuing work of the various organizations
301previously mentioned, will be able to promote such a
policy. The chapter which follows and the concluding




It may well be that an authoritative decision has not
yet been made on these coastal claims to require financial
responsibility of foreign vessels passing through territorial
seas. A juridical analysis of those claims may then perhaps
be of some use to the decision-makers. Such an analysis can
best be continued by clearly specifying the policy goals which
any decision on those claims should support. This is a
rational way of proceeding with an attempt to resolve the
conflict. Just what then is it that a decision about con-
flicting uses of the oceans should attempt to achieve? What
are the goals of such decisions?
Central to decisions regarding uses of the oceans
is the "community interest in the continued maintenance of
the highest possible degree of internationalization of the
oceans" and the concomitant "common interest in an economic
balance of exclusive and inclusive uses." y In the context
here under study the common inclusive interest is ..in assur-
ing full and efficient use of the oceans (freedom of passage)
and the common exclusive interest is in permitting protec-
tion of coastal value processes (passage must be innocent,
i_. e_. , not offensive to certain coastal interests). ^ The
goal of the decision maker is to accomodate these exclusive
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and inclusive c] i in a manner which produces the greatest
production and widest possible sharing of values among all
504peoples at the least cost.
This indeed is the goal for the following reasons:
(l) Coastal states have a common interest in the exclusive
claims to control in a: i • i of the oceans adjacent to the:i i
coasts to protect their territorial base and organized
social life and to take advantage of any unique riches of
the ocean in their vicinity. ^ (2) All states, coastal
and land-locked, have common interests in the fullest
506possible access to all the inclusive uses of the oceans.
That this is so particularly with regard to ocean commerce
may be seen from the fact that in 1969 sixty of the more
than 130 nations of the world each had a significant ocean-
507going merchant fleet^ ' arid Y/ nations imported or exported
by sea significant quantities of co. -cial commodities,,
Indeed it has been said that almost all of the bulk raw
709
materials in international trade is transported on the seas.""
(3) Since all states have a mutual interest in all types
of uses, each state has an interest in an accomodation of
such uses when they conflict which will give both adequate
protection to exclusive claims and the greatest possible
access to inclusive uses. The maximization of inclusive
uses is therefore dependent on restricting exclusive claims




common : est. The key then is reasonableness
.
The factors relevant to an appraisal of the reason-
ableness of any claim include (l) the relationship betwet
the claimed authority and the interests sought to be pro-
tected; (2) the nature and significance of the inclusive
uses affected; and (3) the possible alternatives to securing
the coastal interest's.
Necessarily the reasonableness of both the coastal
claims and the flag nation counterclaims should be examined.
The coastal claims can be appraised in terms of (l) the
extensiveness of the claim of authority asserted by the
coastal state; (2) the areas subjected to that authority;
(3) the interests the coastal state seeks to protect and
promote; (4-) the significance of those interests (a) between
the claimants and (b) through time as to each claimant; and
(5) the relationship between the authority claimed by the
coastal state and the significance of the interests sought
to be protected in terms of available alternatives. The
flag nation counterclaims can similarly be appraised in terms
of (l) the activity subjected, to coastal authority (.i.e..,
movement of passing vessels) ; (2) the intensity of that use
by foreign flag vessels; (3) the location of that use; and
(4) the significance of that use measured by (a) the strate-
gic location of the territorial sea, (b) the available
alternative routes, (c) the extent of interference, and (d)
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any oth special factors. The extent of interference may
be separately examined to provide comparison of the competing
claims. The degree of interference should "be ascertained
on the scale from complete incompatibility to minimal con-
flict. Finally the duration of the interference is of
major significance due to the substantial differences
5] 1between temporary and permanent assertions of authority.
The main factors relevant to appraisal of the com-
peting claims here under study appear then to be (l) the
consequentiality and range of the interests sought to be
protected by the coastal state, (2) the scope of authority
claimed, (3) the importance of the area affected for inclu-
sive use, ( ; l) the intensity of the impact upon coastal
interests, and (5) the alternative sanctions available for
3] 2
coastal protection. Since coastal states do have a common
and legitimate interest in protecting their wealth and
well-being from the harmful effects of oil pollution and
in obtaining compensation for damages caused by that pollu-
tion, that common interest may support the exercise of some
exclusive claim to authority by coastal states. Indeed a
policy which refuses to accomodate these coastal interests
will be unlikely to diminish efforts by states to exercise
control by such exclusive claims. 7 ' Further, a lack of
accomodation can result in more extensive exclusive claims
than otherwise might have occurred when such coastal states
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become frustrated or completely dis; tied with the func-
tioning of international law in resolving contemporary
problems. Accordingly — and this is the goal — coastal
states may exercise only that degree of* exclusive competence
which is reasonable and necessary to protect their wealth
and well-being from the effects of oil pollution. To the
extent that alternatives of inclusive competence exist
which satisfy legitimate coastal interests, those alterna-




Innocent Passage and Pollution Control
Tj rrit orial Sea Claims i 1
1
Int ernati onal Law
Introduction
516As previously explained, a counterclaim of innocent
passage is generally an expression of opposition to a partic-
ular coastal state claim of control in the territorial sea
by maritime nations who are interested in maximum freedom of
navigation for their ships. The international community has
recognized both a right of innocent passage as a limiting
feature on coastal control over foreign vessels in the
territorial sea and has recognized coastal states' lc,_ Ltimate
interests in pollution control in the territorial sea. Peace-
ful resolution of the opposing claims is the object of
international law. Accordingly some relevant international
law has developed in efforts to accomodate these claims.
The history of development of that law follows in an effort
to ascertain the present international law as an aid in re-
solving the conflict under study.
Customary International Lav;
Prior to 1969 there does not appear to have been any




financial responsibility for oil pollution of vessels
engaged in passage through the terr I sea» However
the genera" 1 ;hts of innocent passage and coastal pollu-
tion control have "been dealt with in varying degrees of
detail during this century.
Although the gi cal right of innocent passage was
517
noted early, only at the 1930 Hague Codification Confer-
ence was an attempt made to spell out some of the details of
this right c Perhaps "because these prior r\ uces were so
slim, the formal preparatory work for the 1930 Hague Confer-
ence itself only had vague references to innocent passage
„
1930 Hague Codification Conferen
General Definition of Innocent Passage
Replies to Inquiries
The replies by states to the Preparatory
Committee's inquiries about the regime of the territorial
sea ' did not produce vexy elaborate definitions of inno-
53 9
cent passage. Those replies^ spoke of the presence of
goods or persons aboard vessels in the territorial sea which
might be a source of danger or prejudicial to the "safety,
520good order, or revenues"^ of the coastal states, or in more
521general terms conveying the same idea. Wot surprisingly
the Observations derived from these replies also stated vc-;,
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little specific about the content of the right of innocent
322passage.
Basis of Discussion No.
;
j
Basis of Discussion No. 19 prepared from
this Observation and these replies provided only that mer-
chant vessels must he allowed a right of innocent passage
through territorial waters and that "any police or navigation
regulations with which such ships may "be required to comply
must he applied in such a manner as to respect the right of
passage and without disco ation. "* * This right of
innocent passage was to include both persons and goods aboard
ships and to comprise "anchoring so far as is necessary for
purposes of navigation."^
British Recommendations
The Conference did however produce some
concrete proposals for content to that right of innocent
passage, based primarily on .< ug ;estions of the British dele-
gation. The British recommendation was
A passage is not innocent if the ship makes
use of the territorial waters of the coastal
State for any purpose prejudicial to the
safety, good order, or revenues of the coast-
al State. ^2b
This recommendation was expanded in the further British
recommendation that
A coastal State may require foreign ,<
exercising the right of innocent pas,' i g< to
comply with such regulations as may be pre-.
scribed by local la\. :

("b) For the protection of the waters of
the coastal State from oil and ships
'
refuse e c < .326
Final Act
The provision u] ' : ately adopted "by the
Conference was quite similar to the original British, general
proposal
:
Passage is not innocent when a vessel makes
use of the territorial sea of a Coastal
State for the purpose of doing any act pre-
judicial to the security, to the public
policy or to the fiscal interests of that
State. 327
Although one cannot ascertain the reasons for the changes in
language, it would appear their purpose was to widen the
competence of the coastal state to qualify passage as non-
innocent as may "be seen from the comparative chart of the
British proposal and the language finally adopted:
British proposal Article 3-> Final Act
• * © • • •
for any purpose for the purpose
of doing any act
prejudicial prejudicial
to the security, to the security
good order, or to the public policy or
revenues to the fiscal interests
of the coastal State. of that State.
In particular, -one may properly assume that a coastal State
could not, under Article 3 of the Final Act of the Confer-
ence regarding Territorial Sea, deem passage non-innocent
until an act deemed prejudicial to coastal interests has

L<
"been performed, and a mere purpose to use the t< orial
sea in a prejudicial wa; an accompanying prejudicial
act would not "be sufficient.
One may also note the extreme discretion with which
the coastal state is invested "by the for Lla of the Final
Act containing such general words as "public policy,"
"security," and "fiscal interest;1 '
Pollution Co i
The British proposal regarding pollution
control is set forth on the preceding page. Its detail was
adopted in somewhat different language:
Foreign vessels exercising the rj of
passage shall comply with the laws and
regulations enacted in conformity wd th
international usage "by the Coastal State,
and, in particular, as regards:
(b) the protection of the waters of the
Coastal State against pollution of any
kind caused "by vessels. . . .329
The pertinent differences in language may he seen from the
following chart:
British proposal Article 3, Final Act
A Coastal State may re-
quire foreign ships Foreign vessels exercising
exercising the right of the right of passage shall
innocent passage to com- comply with the laws and
ply with such regulations regulations enacted in con-
as may he prescribed by formity with international
local law: usage by the Coastal State,




(b) for the protec- (b) the protection of waters
tion of the we i of the Coastal State
of the Coastal St.:
from oil and ships' against pollution of any kind
refuse. . . . caused by vessels. . . .
Anal
:
One may take particular note of certain sig-
nificant provisions of the Final Act above quoted. First and
foremost to be noted is the clear consensus- "that the
coastal state was not considered to be free at its discre-
tion to require compliance with any regulation it might feel
inclined to enact. "^_ On the contrary, foreign vessels
were required to comply with laws and regulations "enacted
552in conformity with international usage by the Coastal State. "^
Therefore, "a criterion of usage in the community determined
555the scope of coastal authority to protect its interests. ^
Secondly, subsection (b) of Article 6 specifies as a
particular matter subject to coastal state regulation "pollu-
tion of any kind caused by vessels." The Observations to
this article state that this is one of the "principle powers
which international law has hitherto recognized as belonging
to the Coastal State for this purpose" and "the term 'enacted'
musb be understood in the sense that the laws and regulations
55^1
are to be duly promulgated. "-^ Therefore one finds here an
early positive recognition of coastal state competence to reg-
ulate pollution in its territorial sea by vessels engaged in
passage. The specifics and limits of that competence are how-
ever not detailed and barely suggested.

Further matter mentioned in the Observations to
;icle 6 must he mentioned. That Observation states flatly
!
;;sels infringing the laws and regulations which have been
properly enacted are clearly amenable to the courts of the
Coastal State.' This statement raises the question
whether every violation of coastal regulations makes an
otherwise innocent passage non-innocent. Certainly "subjec-
tion of ships to judicial proceedings could be a much more
severe interference with the interests of other states than
simple exclusion from access. For if innocent passage is
to be considered as an effective right of access free from
serious interference by the coastal state, application of
severe sanctions by a coastal state is incompatible with
that concept of innocent passage. However the current view,
as embodied in the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea
distinguishes between "violations of coastal law that just-
ify consideration of passage as non-innocent and subject to
exclusion, and violations that do not make passage non-
innocent but which still warrant other application of coastal
authority."^-" Recognition of this as] of the problem
brings to mind the necessity to consider the alternatives
available to the coastal state in enforcing its pollution
control regulations and in judging the appropriateness of
sanctions.

Internal i ommission Efforts
The Inv 1 Law Commission (ILC) addressed
the question of innocent passage during certain of i I
deliberations preceding the 1958 Lav/ of the Sea Conference.
The efforts spent during the ILC meetings dealing with
innocent passage were in part directed to "make detailed
specification both of the general interests that the coastal
state is entitled to protect in its territorial sea and of
the specific regulations it may impose upon passing vessels.
The general definition of innocent passage put forward by
the .1930 Hague Conference was greatly altered by the ILC C
Further, certain Commission members "sought to avoid any
effort to provide, by means of a specification of coastal
authority to prescribe regulations concerning passage, any
concrete guidance for decisions with respect to innocent
passage. "^ ;
General Definition of Innocent Passage
1954- Session
Under consideration by the ILC when the
subject of the regime of the territorial sea was first con-
sidered was the proposed definition drafted by the Special
Rapporteur, Mr. Francois. It read as follows:
Article 14. Meaning of the Eight of Passage
1. "Passage" means navigation through the
territorial sea for the purpose either of
traversing that sea without entering inland
..358






of mal Lng for the high sea
from Lnla] ' cs.
2. Passage is noi b when a vessel
makes use of the territorial sea of a
coastal State for the purpose of doing any
act prejudicial to the security, to the
public policy or to the fiscal interests
of that State.
3- Passage includes stopping and anchor-
ing, but in so far only as the same are
incidental to ordinary navigation or are
rendered necessary by force ma
t
je ar< or by
distress. 5^0
This proposal was first discussed at the Sixth Session
(l9!7-0 of the ILC„ J " McDougal and Burke accurately summar-
ize that discussion:
. . . some members expressed considerable
dissatisfaction with the formulation of
"security, public policy or fiscal inter-
ests" ... In particular, the words "public
policy" were regarded as much too vague and
as permitting an almost unlimited discretion
in the coastal state to qualify passage as
non-innocent. On the other hand, "fiscal
interests" was regarded as referring to
rather unimportant concerns of the coast;-]
s ca ~ue«...
The definition initially adopted by the IPC was in the form
recommended by the Rapporteur except that paragraph 2 was
amended to read
:
Passage is not innocent when a vessel makes
use of the territorial sea of a coastal
State for the purpose of doing any act pre-
judicial to the security or public policy of
that State or to such of its interests as the
territorial sea is in
I
j to protect. "^Em-
pha i [ : 1 i i! i i cates sub, - ba at E
v
I cl ynges^/^^5
As may be readily seen reference to fiscal interests was
dropped by the ILC and a coastal-state--oriented clause added.

1953, Se,
The ILC initial formulation received wide
reaction from governments resulting in the Special Rapporteur
redrafting the article. He renumhered it article 17 . It
read:
Article 17- Meaning of the right of innocent
passage
1. Vessels of all States shall enjoy the right
of innocent passage through the territorial
sea.
2. Passage means navigation through the ter-
ritorial sea for the purpose either of traver-
sing that sea without entering inland waters,
or of proceeding to inland waters, or of mak-
ing for the high sea from inland waters.
3. Passage is innocent so long as the vessel
uses the territorial sea without committing any
act contrary to the present rules.
4. Passage includes stopping and anchoring,
hut in so far only as the same are incidental
to ordinary navigation or are rendered neces-
sary "by force maj'eure or "by distress. 344
This new proposal "by the Special Rapporteur was
criticized at the Seventh Session (1955) of the ILC as too
vague and for leaving too much control over passage in the
345hands of the coastal state. As a result the article was
346
again modified, ultimately^ to read:
Article 17.
1. Subject to the present regulations,
vessels of all States shall enjoy the right
of innocent passage through the territorial
sea.
2. Passage means navigation through the
territorial sea for the purpose either of
traversing that sea without entering inland
waters, or of proceeding to inland waters,
of of making for the high sea from inland
waters.

3. Passage is innocent so long as the




the security of the coastal State or con-
trary to the present rales or to othe
rules of international law.
4. Passage includes stopping and anchor-
ing, hut in so far only as the same are
incidental to ordinary navigation or are
rendered necessary by .force majeure or by
distress. 5 lv
This formulation is substantially the provisions of the
7,Z|_g
draft article 15 approved by the ILC.
The result of this drafting is that security was the
only explicity mentioned interest with which passage would
have to comply to remain innocent. The 1930 Hague Conven-
tion proposal regarding abiding by coastal state pollution
prevention laws and regulations was deleted from the article
on general definition. It was first moved to another draft
349
article and then relegated to the commentary to that article.
In summary to 1956, there was some specification of
the coastal state's legitimate interests to exercise author-
ity over the passage of foreign ships in its territorial sea.
Until 1956 there was even seeming consensus on this question
both of the details of the right and no disagreement about
the purpose of the listing, namely to provide a more "pre-
cise" definition of innocent passage.
As evident from the above descriptions, the general
definition of innocent passage to 1956 is rather abstract.




"to narrow coastal authority over passage."^ During the
final session of the ILC devoted to the articles on the law
of the sea, the Eighth, the ILC made major changes in the
provisions of the articles dealing with the general defini-
tion of passage and the duties of foreign vessels during
passage c
1956 Session
During this Eighth Session the members of
the ILC simply could not agree on the scope of coastal
352
authority over passage. Unsuccessful efforts were made
to include specification of items beyond "security" which
could he considered prejudicial activities. In the end,
article 16 was adopted with only a few minor changes. y ^
As adopted by the ILC in its final report, article
16 was renumbered article 15. It read:
Article 15- Meaning of the right of innocent
passage
1. Subject to the provisions of the present
rules, ships of all States shall enjoy the
right of innocent passage through the terri-
torial sea.
2. Passage means navigation through the
territorial sea for the purpose either of
traversing that sea without entering in-
ternal waters, or of proceeding to internal
waters, or of making for the high seas from
internal waters.
J. Passage is Innocent so long as a ship
does not use the territorial sea for commit-
ting any acts prejudicial to the security of
the coastal State or contrary to the present
rules, or to other rules of international
law.

4-. Passage includes stopping • tic-r-
ing, but only in so far as the same are
incidental to ordinary navigation or are
rendered necessary by force ma ; i ; ure or by
distress.
5>. Submarin i are required to navigate
on the surface ,:
Pollution control
1954- Session
The Special Rapporteur placed the pollu-
tion control authority in article 1? of his ori| ' i] propos 3
It was identical to article 6 of the 1950 Convention's Pinal
Act previously quoted. "^ This proposal, became article 21
when under consideration at the Sixth Se; Lon of the IPC, y
since it had been moved to the subsection relating to rules
applicable to vessels other than warships. The provision
had previously been in the general definitional section of
rights of passage.
Paragraph 1 of this article was amended during this
session of the IPC, not with regard to the specific examples,
but by replacing "international usage by the coastal State"
with the words "these regulations and other rules of inter-
national law." ^-^
The commentary to article 21 states:
International lav/ has long recognized the
right of the coastal State to enact in the
general interest of navigation special regu-
lations applicable to vessels exercising the
right of innocent passage through the terri-
torial sea. The principle powers which inter-
national law has hitherto recognized as belong-
ing to the coastal State_for this purpose are
defined in this article.?-?"

19 !
Article 21 was renumbered 20 during the
Seventh Session of the ILG in 1955- it was adopted unani-
mousiy without discussioiic yyy The comment to this article
bed that the "list . . . is not exhaustive of regulations
enacted by the coasta] State with which foreign vessels must
comply during their passage «, . , tie article itsel '
was returned from a subsidiary subsection to the first sec-
tion containing the general rules- The article has remained
in that first section of the Convention,,
1956 Session
The discussion of the TW during its
Eighth session in 1956 of the duties of foreign vessels
-561during their passage- centered around the listing of
coastal laws with which the foreign vessel in passage must
-562
comply » Attempts were made to add items to the list.
That produced an extended discussion on the merits and de-
merits of having any list at all and resulted in the com-
promise of a general requirement of the foreign vessel to
comply coupled with the listing being placed in the commen-
tary. 56^
It is reasonably clear from a reading of these dis-
cussions that at no time did any of the members of the ILC
intend to imply by this action that the coasta] state lacked
authority to make pollution contro] la o that international

.10 -
law did not require the foreign vessel to comply with them
so long as those rules were otherwise in conformity with
international law. Unfortunately, "but not surprisingly,
none of the discussion dealt with any criteria by which to
judge the validity under international law of any particu-
lar coastal stat ' pollution control laws or regulations.
It is clear however that the coastal state did not have
blanket authority to legislate and regulate.
^
6^
In any event the article was again revised to reflect
these changes and the commentary was expanded to include the
examples. In redrafting the article was renumbered article
18c The final draft of article 18 then read:
Article 18. Duties of foreign ships during
their passage
Foreign ships exercising the right of innocent
passage shall comply with the laws and regula-
tions enacted by the coastal State in confor-
mity with the present rules and other rules of
international law and, in particular, with the
laws and regulations relating to transport and.
navigation.
The commentary to this article read:
Commentary
(1) International law has long recognized the
right of the coastal State to enact, in the
general interest of navigation, special regu-
lations applicable to ships exercising the
right of passage through the territorial sea.
(2) Ships entering the territorial sea of a
foreign State remain under the Jurisdiction
of the flag State. Nevertheless, the fact
that they are in waters under the sovereignty
of another state imposes some limitation on
the exercise of the exclusive Jurisdict on of
the flag State. Such ships must comply with

• I
the laws and regulations enacted "by the
coastal State in conformity with the present
rules and other rules of international law
and, in particular, with the laws and regu'1
tions relating to transport and navigation.
At its seventh session, the Commission thought
it useful to give the following examples:
© C C
(b) The protection of the waters of the coastal
State against pollution of any kind caused "by
ships; :
«. <
(5) . . « The Commission considered that such
a list, which could not "be exhaustive, would
"be somewhat arbitrary and preferred to men-
tion these cases in the commentary without
including them in the body of the article. 565
A careful examination of this language reveals that the sub-
stance of it previously appeared in the Commission's report
on this article.
This article was ultimately adopted verbatim as
article 17 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous Zone. It appears in the subsection containing
rules applicable to all ships. Unfortunately the commentary
was deleted entirely from the Convention.
Before turning to a consideration of the relevant
work of the 1958 Geneva Conference on the Lav/ of the Sea, •
one final matter regarding the ILC ' s efforts should be men-
tioned. As noted previously, one must examine the question
of the relation between innocent passage and adherence to
coastal laws and the protection of the latter by prohibit:i i Lg

Ipassa{ b. Although the comments of one
i her of the Commission appears to indicate that these
•566
concepts are separable and distinct, that view is clearly
rejected by the ILC in its commentary to article 15 dealing
with the meaning of the right of passage:
(5) For the right in question to be claimable,
passage must in fact be innocent,. It will not
be innocent if the ship commits any of the acts
referred to in paragraph three. . . . /T/he more
general expression in paragraph three . . .
covers, inter alia, questions relating to cus-
toms and health as well as the interests enumer-
ated in the comment to article 18 /duties of
foreign ships in passag;e"7.367
It therefore appears that the ILC felt that a coastal state
had the authority to prohibit passage of a ship in violation
of its pollution control laws, presuming that those laws or
regulations were themselves consonant with international
law.
Conventional International Law
1958 Geneva Conference on the
Law of the Sea
General Definition of Innocen t Passage
McDougal and Burke properly identify the three
principle controversies at the 1958 Conference regarding
definition of innocent passage as involving (l) "the provi-
sion for a general definition of innocent passage," (2) "I
desire to provide that prohibition of passage as non-innoc
was separate from requiring conformity with coastal laws a
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regulations," and (5) ''Die deletion of the reference to
'other rules of international law' as a condition for inno-
568
cent pas; . Resolution of the controversies at the
Conference however provides little guidance to the specifics
of coastal state authority regarding pollution control
.
Nevertheless a statement of the resolution is helpful at
least to maintain perspective as to the meaning of the re-
sults of the conference.
With regard to the first question, the First Committee
and later the Conference adopted as a general definition
"Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to
569the peace, good order or security of the coastal State.
"
y
This language was adopted as a compromise between the extreme
positions put forth favoring flag nations (only "security")
and coastal states (simple "interests") for competence of the
coastal state.
The second question involved attempts to distinguish
coastal state competence to prohibit passage as non-innocent
and coastal competence to prescribe regulations to which
570passing vessels must comply. ' The problem is the same
as adverted to previously: whether the sanction of pro-
hibition of passage may be applied by the coastal state to
any violations of its laws and regulations. If the concepts
are separate, the implication is that the coastal state may
not prohibit passage as non-innocent in sanction for vio-




to provide its own refutation. uy( McDougal and Burke con-
clude that "the object of the distinction . c .was to
differentiate the sanctions available to the coastal state
2,72
for protection of its interests."-^ This differentiation
is stated as follows:
For violation of coastal prescriptions
(whether executive, legislative, administra-
tive, or whatever) relating to interests
broadly formulated as "peace, good__order or
security," /article 14- paragraph 4/ the
coastal state would, be competent to prohibit
passage as non-innocent.
For failure to comply with other coastal laws
/article 177 » however, passing vessels could
not be excluded from the territorial sea, but
they could, be subjected to other forms of
coastal authority . ^75
As acknowledged by McDougal and Burke, this interpretation
is not based on any such distinction apparent on the face of
the articles but is supported by testimony of the parti ci-
374pants that this was their objective.
The third controversy at the 1958 Conference related
to attempts to eliminate reference to "other rules of inter-
national law" in the definition of innocent passage in the
375ILC article 15 paragraph 3- it too was ultimately re-
tained as part of the second sentence of article 14 paragraph
4 and appears to be part of the same dichotomy just discussed.
However, McDougal and Burke appear to analyze the situation
correctly as simply
to indicate that violation of international
law prescriptions protecting lesser interests
does not deprive passage of its innocent char-
acter. On the other hand, infringement of
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more fundamental prescriptions, such as
those of the Unite Uions Charter, would
clearly justify prohibition of passage as
non-innocent . 376
It should also "be noted that the Conference deleted
the ILC ' s phrase "a ship does not use the territorial sea
znn
for committing any acts,' on the proposal of the United
378 "579States^' since it was "considered to "be ambiguous..
Ambassador Dean simply stated his delegation "favored a more
general formulation, and did not believe it was necessary
to mention the kind of acts that rendered passage no longer
innocent."^ The "aim of his amendment" was to make the
"provision as unambiguous as possible" since "the right of
381innocent passage was so important. "^ As stated by McDougaJ
and Burke, the result of that amendment is that
Convention Article 14(4) no longer restricts
coastal competence to prohibit passage to
considerations arising from incidents occur-
ring in the territorial sea. It is now open
to the coastal state to take other factors
into account, including, for example, the
purpose of the projected passage, the cargo
carried, and destination in a third state. 382
Pollution Control
Great Britain proposed an amendment to article
18, duties of foreign ships during passage, to include
specific reference to pollution control:
Delete "in conformity with the present
rules and other rules of international law
and, in particular, with the laws and reg-
ulations relating to transport and navigation"
and substitute "to secure the safety of navi-
gation through the territorial sea, the pro-
tection of channels and buoys and the prevention

of pollution, provided these are in conformity
with international law. 383
It is evident that this amendment had its antecedents in
the British proposals at the 1930 Hague Codification Con-
ference.
This amendment, unfortunately, was discussed only
once in the First Committee, at the 27th meeting^ when
Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice of the British delegation stated the
reasons for their amendment:
At one state, the Commission had inserted
in its draft an enumeration of the types
of laws and regulations applicable "but had
later modified the text on the ground that
it might fail to he exhaustive. His dele-
gation considered that in fact only laws and
regulations pertaining to the matters in its
second amendment /quoted above/ were really
applicable, so that such a text would make
for greater precision. 38^
No further discussion of this amendment was held at that
meeting. This article was next discussed at the 33rd meet-
ing but it was not dealt with substantively. The concern
was with a Mexican proposed amendment which would have
required the ship's passage to be in conformity with inter-
national law as well as with coastal state laws and regula-
tions which themselves would not be expressly subject to
international law. Considerable opposition to this Mexican
proposal was naturally expressed. At the 34th meeting that
proposal was first adopted^1 ' ' and then rejected on a vote on
the whole of article 18. -^ ' Thereafter at the 36th meeting





Therefore by a procedural maneuver in which the British
proposal was never really discussed and never came to a vote
— and apparently was never formally withdrawn ~ the ILC '
s
formulation of coastal states' right to impose laws and
regulations on foreign vessels was adopted. There are no
comments to the co bion's articles as with the ILC's, and
thus there is no •: •] ; cit statement that pollution control
is within the scope of coastal state authority under inter-
national law to regulate as against foreign vessels in
passage. Nevertheless the summary records of the First
Committee of the 1958 Geneva Conference on the Law of the
Sea do not indicate that there was any rejection of the ILC's
comments as stated, by Sir Pitzmaurice.
International Conference on Marine
Pollution Damage, 1969
There is no international convention which specif-
ically gives a coastal state a right to make a unilateral
requirement of financial responsibility a prerequisite to
passage through the territorial sea. The specific subject
of financial responsibility is of very recent vintage in
this context and was not discussed at or prior to the 1958
Geneva Conference.* " Perhaps the first international con-
sideration of this question in formal conference was during
the International Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Damage,
1969 held in Brussels under the auspices of IMCO.

IThis claim was considered in the context of the draft-
ing of the International Convention on Civil Liability for
-590
Oil Pollution Damage^ which was "being handled by the Com-
mittee of the Whole II. The pertinent draft articles under
consideration at that time read as follows:
Article III
12. A Contracting State shall not permit a
ship under its flag to which this Article
applies to trade unless a certificate has
been issued under paragraphs 2 and 14 of
this Article.
13- Subject to the provisions of this
Article, each Contracting States shall en-
sure, under its national legislation, that
insurance or other security to the extent
specified in paragraph 1 of this Article is
maintained in respect of any ship, where
ever registered, entering or leaving a port
in its territory, or approaching, or leaving
an off-shore terminal in its territorial
waters, if the ship carried more than 2,000
tons of oil in bulk as cargo. 591
With minor amendments this language was ultimately adopted
and signed as part of Article VII, paragraphs 10 and 11, of
7,92
the Civil Liability Convention. However, during one of
the last meetings of the Committee of the Whole II, an
amendment was offered which would have specifically permitted
states to require certificates of financial responsibility
of ships engaged in innocent passage.
This proposed amendment read:
l^bis. A Contracting State may require,
under its national legislation, that in-
surance or other security to the extent
specified in paragraph 1 of this Article
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its territorial waters (both internal
waters and territorial sea). 393
This amendment was proposed and supported primarily "by coastal
states without a large maritime fleet. Spain, France and
Italy alone of the 15 largest merchant fleet nations-^
supported the proposal which was introduced "by them.
The arguments in favor of the proposal were:
(1) "to increase the protection afforded to coastal
States, which at present were inadequate since nothing was
said about potentially dangerous ships not necessarily arriving





(2) "The amendment did not place any obligation on
-597
the coastal State; it merely allowed it an option. "^ yr
($) "The proposal was entirely compatible with existing
international law. . . . With regard to the right of innocent
passage, paragraph 5 of Article 14 of the 1958 Geneva Conven-
tion on the territorial sea allowed the coastal State to make
and publish laws and regulations concerning foreign fishing
vessels in the territorial sea. The intention of the amend-
ment was not to impose a unilateral lav; or to give a blank
cheque to any State to stop tankers. His delegation /Spain7
only wanted what was compatible with international legisla-
tion and was anxious that the provision of the Convention
should be complied with. ^
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(4) It "was acceptable to apply the paragraph "only
to ships carrying more than 2,000 tons of oile" v
Opposition to the amendment was expressed "by countries
with the largest merchant fleet and was expressed in terms
of the right of innocent passage. The delegate from the
Netherlands stated:
He did not understand how it could be pos-
sible to control ships passing through the
territorial sea except by stopping and
board.ing them, and that would be a contra-
vention of international law. A coastal
State could not hinder the innocent passage
of a ship. Sanctions could be imposed only
in the ports visited, not during innocent
passage. 4-00
Lord Devlin from Great Britain was even more emphatic:
If the amendment was intended to cover inter-
national /internal/ waters his delegation could
accept it; but if it was meant to apply to the
territorial sea, they had no doubt that it con-
flicted with the provisions of the 1958 Geneva
Convention, which states quite categorically
that a coastal State must not hamper the inno-
cent passage of a ship through its territorial
sea.^1
«
The United States chief delegate, Mr. Weuman "stated he
sympathized with the aims of the movers of the amendment but
shared the concern of those who had spoken about the serious
effect it could have on the right of innocent passage. If
included in the Convention, it could prevent its ratification."
The delegate from the Soviet Union stated flatly that "there
was a universally recognized principle of international law
regarding the innocent passage of ships, and the amendment
conflicted with that principle."

The coastal states won this "battle in committee but
lost the war in plenary session. The vote in committee was
19 in favor, 17 against with seven abstentions, with 11
of the largest merchant fleet nations not able to persuade
the coastal states.
This amendment was thereupon referred along with the
rest of this draft of the Civil Liability Convention to a
Drafting Group. That Group reported out this amendment as
paragraph 12 of a renumbered Article VII. ^ Perhaps
fortuitiously, the Drafting Group did not add what was meant
by "territorial waters" to this paragraph as had been added
in the early discussion in committee.
On the last day of the conference, November 27, 1969,
during final voting on this convention, the United States
called for a separate vote on this paragraph 12. The mari-
time nations won this time. Only 13 states voted in favor
of the amendment, 24 voted against it, and seven nations
again abstained.
What then does one make of this? The amendment would
have recognized the right of a coastal state to impose on
ships engaged in passage without stopping through the terri-
torial sea a requirement that they have certificates of
financial responsibility (or the equivalent) even if they
had no intention of making for a port or otherwise passing
through the internal waters of the coastal state. The amend-
ment would have recognized as valid what the United States

Ihas done in section ll(p)(l) of the WQIA and its implementing
regulations and the Canadian government claims the right to
do in Arctic shipping safety control zones.
However this proposal was defeated in plenary session
of the conference "by almost a two-to-one vote. It seems fair
to assume, since the record of any roll call vote is not
available, that many of the coastal states which had origin-
ally joined with France and Spain switched sides. ' The
inference may then perhaps fairly "be drawn that the interna-
tional community represented at the IMCO conference does
not now — or yet — recognize that method of coastal state
protection as valid indernational law. It is clear that the
arguments made on "both sides with reference to the 1958
Territorial Sea Convention do not reveal any real understand-
ing of where the pollution control authority is based in
that convention, not even by the British delegate whose
government had been previoiisly the strongest claimant for
express recognition of that specific coastal state authority.
Evaluation of Existing Regime
That then appears to he the state of the international
law of innocent passage as it related to coastal state author-
ity to exercise pollution control in the territorial sea. In
summary both customary and conventional international law
recognize that the coastal state has competence to exercise
some measure of pollution control in the territorial sea
which may properly restrict a foreign vessel in the use of

the territorial sea. It is equally clear that the parameters
of that coastal state right are neither fixed nor even staked.
The subject of specific kinds of coastal claims to oil pollu-
tion control in the . territorial sea are simply too recent a
development for the international community to have developed
any rules. The only known international consideration of a
particular attempt to authorize coastal states to require oil
tankers to have proof of financial responsibility as a con-
dition of entry into territorial sea for purposes of passage
through those waters rejected that claim as contrary to the
flag states' interests in freedom of the seas.
Further a majority of the non-U. S. flag merchant
vessels have, without protest, complied with the only imple-
mented coastal claim to require financial responsibility for
oil pollution damage. The reason(s) for such compliance
are unknown. It may be that all those vessels are expected
at some time to enter U.S. ports. Or it may be that the
vessel owners did not want to "fight about it." Nevertheless,
such shipowners may be more reluctant to comply with future
financial responsibility requirements of other nations —
particularly if the limits of liability or the theory and
nature of liability differ in each or even a small number of
the some 126 coastal states and islands of the world today.
International Regulation of Oil
Pollution in General
International regulation of oil pollution became pos-




and found not to "be totally effective. y This international
regulation has "been traditionally limited to control in the
high seas only. The first international convention to come
into force was the 1954 Oil Pollution Prevention Convention. "
This convention set up prohibited areas of the high seas hut
contained no effective enforcement provisions. It relied on
legislation of the flag state to punish violators even though
flag state legislation was quite varied in its effectiveness.
This convention was amended in 1962 to bring more
ships under its regulation and also expanded the prohibited
4-11
areas. But the amendments did not include any effective
enforcement provisions.
4-12 4-15Given impetus by the Torrey Canyon disaster, IMCO
sponsored the International Legal Conference on Marine Pollu-
tion Damage held in Brussels during November 1969- This
conference adopted amendments to the 1954- Oil Pollution Pre-
vention Convention prohibiting all intentional discharges of
414
oil on the high seas. However the amendments do not add
any effective enforcement provisions, leaving enforcement with
the flag state. The conference also produced two conventions,
one designed to authorize and control coastal state inter-
vention on the high seas to abate oil pollution from damaged
415
ships. ' The other convention set up an international scheme
to regulate the civil liability of tanker owners for oil
pollution damage to public and private coastal interests.




to victims of oil pollution.
The Civil Liability Convention requires each owner of
a ship carrying more than 2,000 tons of oil in "bulk to main-
tain insurance or other financial responsibility in an amount
equal to the limit of his liability. Certification of
compliance with this financial responsibility requirement
lies with the flag state. Enforcement of this provision
is unusually effective: no state may permit such a ship
4-19
under its flag to trade unless it has such a certificate,
and
Subject to the provisions of this Article
/VII_7, each Contracting State shall ensure,
under its national legislation, that insur-
ance or other security to the extent speci-
fied in paragraph 1 of this Article is in
force in respect of any ship, wherever regis-
tered
,
entering or leaving a port in its
territory, or arriving at or leaving an off-
shore terminal in its territorial sea, if the
ship actually carries more than 2,000 tons
of oil in bulk. ^20
Thus enforcement occurs during the normal customs clearance
procedure.
4-21Pursuant to a Conference resolution, Draft Articles
for an International Convention on the Establishment of an
International Fund, funded by a levy on oil carried as cargo
at sea, for the supplementary compensation of oil pollution
damage to a total of $30 to $60 million beyond a polluting
vessel's liability under the Civil Liability Convention,
4-22have been drafted by the IMCO Legal Committee. The Eund
would also indemnify shipowners for liability under the Civil

-Liability Convention "between a minimum amount, proposed as
the 1957 Brussels Limitation of Liability Convention ^
amount of $67 per ton/maximum of $7 million, and the maximum
amount under the Civil Liability Convention of $34- per ton,
maximum of $lll million. A two-to-three week diplomatic
conference to adopt this convention is currently scheduled
to begin November 29, 1971 in Brussels. '
Private Transnational Efforts
at Compensation
Industry-sponsored insurance efforts have recently
zl?6
flourished — or become visible. Placed into effect
recently are cooperative insurance schemes by tanker owners
(TOVALOP),^27 bulk oil cargo owners (CRISTAL) 428 and owners
of offshore and onshore oil facilities (O.I.L.). 429 CRISTAL
alone is specifically designed to fill a part of the insur-
ance gap until the international compensation fund is estab-
lished.
TOVALOP is a voluntary plan intended to encourage
immediate action be members to clean up pollution resulting
from a negligent discharge of oil from a member's tanker
(regardless of the degree of fault). The agreement is in
full force with the owners of more than 80% of the tanker
zp50
tonnage participating in the plan. ^ Under this plan
national governments — but not private persons — can be
reimbursed, up to a maximum of $100 per gross ton of the
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tanker discharging the oil or $10 million whichever is lesser,
for reasonable and voluntary prevention or clean up expenses
incurred. The tanker owner is encouraged to act quickly to
clean up, since he may recover from the fund his reasonable
clean up costs. Clean up by a national government of private
beaches is reimbursable by the fund. The tanker owner carries
the burden of disproving negligence. TOVALOP does not cover-
fire or explosion, consequential or ecological damage. The
plan began January 7, 1969 for an initial term of five years,
451
renewable for successive two five year terms. ^
CRISTAL is an interim voluntary insurance plan that
will provide compensation to third-party victims not eligible
for compensation under TOVALOP who are damaged by oil pollu-
tion from a sea-going tanker covered by TOVALOP. CRISTAL
went into effect April 1, 1971 after petroleum companies
representing ownership of 80% of the world's crude and fuel
oil carried in tankers covered by TOVALOP signed the agree-
452
ment. CRISTAL will remain in operation until the Inter-
national Pund for the Compensation of Oil Pollution Damage
Supplementary to the Civil Liability Convention comes into
operation. CRISTAL will also terminate if TOVALOP terminates
before the Civil Liability Convention comes into force, or
if the Civil Liability Convention does not come into force
by April 1, 1976.
^
5 Under CRISTAL $30 million is the maxi-
mum compensation per single incident, including amounts paid
under TOVALOP, existing law or any other funds paid to cover
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the costs of the incident. ^
International Efforts in General
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Committee
on the Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS) convened in Novem-
ber 1970 at Brussels, Belgium a conference on Pollution of
the Sea by Oil Spills. Jy There it was recognized that the
NATO nations were uniquely involved in the problems caused
by intentional and accidental oil spills because they control
under their flag or through their nationals about 75% of the
tanker tonnage of the world and because more than 70% of the
world's annual oil production enters their coastal areas and
ports. v At the urging of the United States, J the con-
ference resolved "to achieve by mid-decade the elimination
of intentional discharges of oil and oily wastes into the
sea and the minimuzation of accidental spills." ^ The
December 1970 NATO Ministerial Meeting approved, based on
this conference's actions, in which the NATO nations re.solved
"to start work at once in order to achieve by 1975 if possible
but not later than the end of the decade, the elimination of
intentional discharges of oil and oily wastes into the sea.
This meeting also produced resolution to support and accelerate
/|/|Q
work in IMCO with a view to achieving the policy objective.
As previously noted, in June 1972, there will be a
U.N. Law of the Sea Conference. To date the jurisdiction of
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these conferences with regard to pollution prevention and
l\l\Q




There is a growing recognition that the problem of oil
spills can only "be solved by preventing oil spills from occur-
ring in the first place and minimizing the harm of the spills
when they occur. The 1926 Intergovernmental Conference of
Maritime Nations held in Washington, D. C. was split on the
necessity for complete prohibition of all discharged of oil
into the oceans. J The 1926 International Shipping Confer-
ence, made up of private ship owner organizations, did pro-
duce a cooperative agreement to refrain from discharging
oily waters within 50 miles of any coast. That remains
the standard rule in force today. ' The efforts of the
/|/|5
League of Nations between 1954 and 1936 were inconclusive.
The 1954 International Conference on Pollution of the Sea
by Oil recognized that "the only entirely effective method
of preventing oil pollution is the complete avoidance of
L\i\n
the discharge of persistent oils into the sea ..." A
very recent statement of a political scientist is quite
exp1i ci t : " the only way to successfully manage /sic7 oil
spill s is to protect them. " The industry agrees: The real
key area in avoiding pollution of the seas Is competent,
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prudent seamanship. It is a question of disciplined and well
trained crews. It is a question of crews and masters who
are responsive to the direction of top management in the
companies.
As is well known neither that conference nor subsequent
efforts have achieved the desired result. However the more
recent and on-going efforts are significant and forceful
evidence that such a goal may well be achieved. Some know-
ledge of these efforts as viable alternatives is necessary
to a realistic appraisal of the coastal claims to financial
responsibility, particularly where the objectives of those
claims is to reduce or eliminate in the first place oil spills
in the oceans as opposed to a more limited and direct objec-
tive of insuring compensation for damages caused by oil
spills. A sampling of these efforts is set forth in the
sections of this chapter which follows.
IMCO
The Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organiza-
tion came into formal existence March 17, 1958. Among
other functions, IMCO provides a forum for continuing exchange
among the world's maritime safety administrations. It con-
ducted the I960 Conference on the Safety of Life at Sea, y
and the 1962 Conference which produced amendments to the 1954
Oil Pollution Prevention Convention. J A brief description
of the structure and operation of IMCO will be helpful to
understand the nature and status of the work of IMCO.

The main body of IMCO is the Assembly in regular
session every two years. The administrative "body of IMCO
is the Council, composed of 18 states, which usually meets
twice a year. Subordinate to the Council are three committees
Legal, Facilitation and Maritime Safety. The Maritime Safety
Committee is the primary action activity. ^ Its membership
of sixteen states is weighted in favor of the largest ship-
owning nations. yy
Currently the Maritime Safety Committee has eleven
working subcommittees structured according to technical
matters handled. These are Marine Pollution, Tennage Measure-
ment, Subdivision and Stability, Fire Protection, Radio
Communications, Cargoes and Containers, Safety of Fishing
Vessels, Carriage of Dangerous Goods, Lifesaving Appliances,
4-56Safety of Navigation, and Ship Design and Equipment.
Important is the fact that the work on the IMCO
technical program is done by the representatives of the
member states and not by the small Secretariat. This arrange-
ment produces "a steadying effect because proponent and
advocate are obliged to personally undertake /sic/7 the basic
research to document and support their proposals /sic/
Meetings of these various bodies of IMCO occur about 24- times
4-58
a year. y The final product of IMCO is a resolution
adopted by the Assembly after consideration by the appropriate
Z159
subcommittees, committee and Council. Since the IMCO
resolution is in the form of a recommendation and never a
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binding obligation, it is up to the individual governments
concerned to adopt the recommendation if it desires
.
19^8-1966 Pre-Torrey Canyon
From 1958 until 1966 IliCO had produced agreement
on a significant number of matters relating to oil pollution
prevention. These included:
(1) standardized day and night markings for ocean-
ographic craft and structures;
(2) recommended maintenance of certain navigation
lights in islets in the Red Sea to enhance safety of tankers
and other vessels plying those waters;
(3) endorsed the separation of traffic in the Strait
of Dover and improvement of the pertinent navigational aids;
(4-) developed jointly with the International Labor
Organization a guidance document on the education and train-
ing of masters, officers and seamen;
(5) revised the International Code of Signals;
(6) agreed upon lights and shapes for dracones under
tow
;
(7) promoted the extension of weather reporting
services;
(8) agreed to encourage provision of spaces onboard
ship for the separation, clarification or purification and
carriage of slop oil by allowing such spaces to be deducted
from gross tonnage in determining net tonnage;
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( 9) recommended the performance of navigational
lights in large vessels with high superstructures aft; and
(10) conducted in 1966 a major international confer-
ence which updated the International Load Line Convention
of 1930 including for the first time requirements for
the internal compartmentation of cargo ships.
1967 Post-Torrey Canyon
The May 196? special meeting of the IMCO Council,
called at the request of the British, produced additional







(e) officer and crew training;
(f) use of automatic pilots;
(g) construction and design of tankers;
(h) identification and charting of hazards.
(2) Remedial measures:
(a) procedures in the event of accidents;
("b) research in oil clearance.
(3) Legal measures:




(c) liability in event of accidents;
(d) compulsory insurance for tankers;
(e) movement of salavage equipment.
Previous mention has been made of most of the legal measures
which were considered "by the Legal Committee.
1968
In 1968 the IMCO Assembly met in its fourth
extraordinary session and adopted about thirty resolutions,
two-thirds of which were related to pollution control. These
resolutions concerned:
Resolution No.
14-6 — amendment of the Safety of Life At Sea Conven-
tion of I960 (Solas I960) to require radar, radio
direction-finding gear, gyro compass, echo sounder,
nautical publications and use of automatic pilot.
14-7 — requiring masters to report all incidents in
which they are involved to a government appointed
officer or agency if an oil spill occurs or is probable
148 — government implementation of arrangements to
deal with significant oil spillage from ships.
14-9 — regional cooperation in dealing with signifi-
cant spillages of oil, such as among the North Sea
countries (and which was implemented in the Agreement

yj
for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the Worth
Sea by Oil, June 9, 1969 ). 465
150 — research and exchange of information on methods
for disposal of oil in cases of significant spills.
151 — government cooperation in detection of offeil£v
,
enforcement of provisions, and investigation of in-..
fractions of the 1954- Oil Pollution Prevention Conven-
tion.
152 — encouraging development and use of any possible
system or device whereby oily mixtures from tank
cleaning or ballasting are not discharged into the
sea.
153 — urging review of national laws on penalties
for unlawful discharge of oil outside the territorial
sea to insure adequate severity, to improve penalties
if necessary and submit study and results to IMCO.
In addition prosecuting authorities were to be given
instructions to enable systematic proceedings to be
taken against any unlawful discharge of oil. Also
proposals to amend again the 1954- Oil Pollution Pre-
vention Convention to penalize more severely unlawful
pollution.
154- — reports by governments of installation or
changes of oil reception facilities to IMCO for

distribution, encouragement of stucL.es on how facilities
can be used more effectively and encouragement of ships
under their flags to use available shore reception
facilities.
155 — the Maritime Safety Committee insuring that
amendments to the 1954- Oil Pollution Prevention Con-
vention, particularly regarding prohibiting discharge
of oil outside the prohibited zones, be proposed in
time for the next Assembly, and determination of the
need for amendment regarding detection and enforce-
ment of deliberate pollution.
156 — ships being required to carry an efficient
electronic position-fixing device suitable for the
trade where used and preparation of corresponding
amendment of SOLAS I960.
157 — recommendation on the use and testing of ship-
borne navigational equipment. Importance of making
most effective use of all navigational aids to be
brought to notice of ships' masters. Operational
tests of shipborne navigational equipment be carried
out as frequently as possible at sea, particularly
when hazardous navigation is expected. Tests to be
recorded in the Log Book. Encouragement and develop-
ment and use of reliable speed and distance indicators.
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158 — recommendation on port advisory services,
particularly in terminals and ports where noxious or
hazardous cargoes are handled, and requiring masters
to give early indication of expected time of arrival.
159 — recommendation of pilotage services to "be
organized as a contribution to safety of navigation.
Defining ships for which pilot services to he mandatory.
160 — recommendation on data concerning maneuvering
capahilities and stopping distances of ships to he
available on the bridge for various conditions of
draught and speed.
161 — recommendation on establishing traffic separa-
tion schemes and areas to be avoided by ships of certain
classes. Adoption of terms, definitions and general
principles concerning traffic separation and routing.
162 — recommendation on additional day and night
signals for deep-draught ships in narrow channels.
171 — convening the 1969 Brussels International
Conference on Marine Pollution Damage.
172 — recommendation for uniform application and
interception of Regulation 27 of the International
Convention on Load Lines, 1966, governments recommended
to give effect to the recommendation as soon as possible.
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173 — participation in official inquiries into
maritime casualties.
1969
At the sixth regular session in October 1969 the
Assembly adopted another eleven resolutions related to oil
4-66pollution. These were:
Resolution No .
175 — adoption of the 1969 amendments to the 1954-
Oil Pollution Prevention Convention in part encouraging
greater use of the load-on-top procedure.
176 — after noting the U.S. Conference on the Human
Environment scheduled for 1972, decided to hold,
another International Conference on Marine Pollution
in 1973 to consummate agreement on international
restraint of contamination of the sea, land, and air
by ships, vessels and other equipment on the marine
environment.
177 — recommending performance standards for naviga-
tional lights to insure early identification among
vessels of their respective attitudes and conditions
of operation.
178 — recommending adoption of rules for positioning
of navigation lights to increase accuracy in estimat-
ing the aspect of observed ships.
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179 — recommending establishment of shipping routes
through offshore exploration areas to ensure that
exploitation of sea-bed resources does not obstruct
shipping routes.
180 — recommending dissemination of the location
of off-shore platforms by Notices to Mariners and/or
radio warnings.
182 — recommending the fitting of off-shire platforms
and associated ships, airfraft and land stations with
maritime mobile safety radiocommunications equipment.
186 — adoption of traffic schemes in the approaches
to New York Harbor, Santa Barbara and Delaware Bay,
along with schemes for other areas in Europe and
South Africa. '
188 — recommending superceding by "Document for
Guidance—1968" of earlier-approved one.
189 — authorizing a study on the need of centralizing
in IMCO the statistical experience of oil spills.
192 — authorizing study and preparation for a confer-
ence revising the Regulations for Preventing Collisions
at Sea, 196Q
Z|68




During 1970 the Legal Committee's Working Group
on the Establishment of an International Compensation Fund
for Oil Pollution Damage made substantial progress on draft-
mg that convention. y
At its 21st session in February 1970, the Maritime
Safety Committee agreed on two recommendations which will
be submitted to the Seventh Assembly for adoption. The first
dealt with maneuvering data and supplementary information
for each ship to be available to the master to give him
maximum information on the performance of his ship in emer-
gencies. The second relates to steering gear for tankers
about 20,000 gross tons.
The Maritime Safety Committee's Subcommittee on Ship
Design and Equipment reported in 1970 that present technology
of ship design and construction afforded no immediate
practical means to reduce the risk of collision or stranding,
but that new devices such as high-powered lateral thrusters
braking devices and controllable pitch propellers could' pro-
duce improvements and research on them was underway in
L\n~\
several countries. At the October 1970 meeting of the
Maritime Safety Committee an interim recommendation was
adopted that no further increase in tank sizes should be
contemplated and set a provisional upper limit of 30,000
cubic meters for a wing tank and 50,000 cubic meters for a
center tank on oil tankers. The Subcommittee on Ship Design
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and equipment was instructed urgently to determine feasible
4-72
reduction m tank size limits. '
1971
The Maritime Safety Committee in March 1971 adopted
additional traffic separation schemes "bringing the total to
4-73 4-74-
65, and additional schemes are under active consideration. '
In addition the Maritime Safety Committee directed the Sub-
committee on Safety of Navigation to study the recent inci-
475dents m the English channel (y relative to a possible need
to unify the buoyage system used in international waters,
particularly those marking wrecks and other dangers to ship-
ping; approved performance standards for navigational radar
equipment; and adopted a recommendation on improving the
reliability of the steering gear on large ships. The Committee
also authorized studies on promulgating navigational warnings
to shipping and on enhancing safety of navigation through
the Straits of Dover. Additional amendments to the 1954- Oil
Pollution Prevention Convention were prepared to prohibit
discharge of oil within 50 miles of the Great Barrier Reef
off the northeast coast of Australia. Pursuant to previous
direction the Committee considered the works of the Sub-
committee on Ship Design and Equipment to reduce the size
of individual tanks on supertankers. The Maritime Safety
Committee, as a result of those studies, proposed another
amendment to the 1954 Oil Pollution Prevention Convention to
require that no more than 30,000 cubic meters of oil would
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"be discharged from any single tank "breached in a collision
by any tanker built after January 1, 1972. ' These amend-
ments will be considered for adoption by the Seventh IMCO
Assembly.
The Subcommittee on Marine Pollution has prepared
draft specifications for oily-water separators and oil-content
meters for use on board ships. These will be considered
by the Seventh Assembly for adoption and recommendation to
Governments for implementation. '^ In addition the Subcommittee
on Marine Pollution is using the information from Governments
of their national arrangements, methods and means for dealing
with significant oil spills to prepare a practical manual
for the guidance of Governments in developing Oil Spill Con-
tmgency Plans.
The twenty-sixth meeting of the IMCO Council in June
1971 produced rather historic decisions which are expected to
be enacted upon at the seventh regular Assembly meeting
scheduled for October 5-15, 1971. ' The Council considered
the Maritime Safety Committee's recommendations of March
1971 that the 1973 IMCO Conference on Marine Pollution have
as its main objective the achievement, by 1975 if possible,
but certainly by the end of the decade, the complete elim-
ination of wilful and intentional pollution of the sea by
noxious substances other than oil and the minimization of
accidental spills. The Council decided that the agenda of
the 1973 Conference on Marine Pollution should include:
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(1) further revision of the 1954 Oil Pollution Pre-
vention Convention to make it an enforceable document pro-
viding for the complete elimination of the wilful and
intentional pollution of the seas by oil;
(2) extension of the 1954 Oil Pollution Prevention
Convention or creation of a new instrument to provide for
(a) the complete elimination of the wilful and intentional
pollution of the sea by activities such as tank washing and
bilge discharge of noxious and hazardous cargoes other than
oil, and (b) minimization of spillage of oil and other noxious
substances as a result of accidents;
(3) establishment of an instrument dealing with the
safe carriage of dangerous goods from the point of view of
protection of the marine environment, its living resources
A • 4- • ^84and amenities;
(4) establishment of an instrument dealing with the
485disposal or treatment of ship-generated sewage or waste;
(5) establishment of a scheme on effective enforce-
ment of existing and future conventions. With regard to
the 1954 Oil Pollution Prevention Convention, the following
aspects are to be considered:
(a) development of an international arrangement
to facilitate inspections of oil record books in loading
and repair ports to detect breaches of the Convention;
(b) institution of a simple on-the-spot procedure
to deal with such offenses;
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(c) review of the system of penalties of the Con-
vention; and
(d) development of internationally agreed specifica-
tions for instruments and other equipment, such as continuously
recording oil content meters, to facilitate enforcement of
the Convention;
(6) revision of existing conventions, and incorporation
in future conventions, to provide for a procedure for rapid
amendment of the conventions' standards and regulations to
keep abreast of the current state of the art in marine trans-
portation;
(7) requested the Maritime Safety Committee to continue
work on the preparation of:
(a) a new convention to provide for minimization of
the wilful, intentional and accidental pollution of the seas
"by oil and other substances from off-shore facilities, and
(b) a new convention dealing with dumping or other
means of disposal of shore-generated waste and sewage in the
seas by ships and barges; ' and
(8) requested the Legal Committee to consider exten-
sion of the Intervention and Civil Liability Conventions to
cover pollution casualties by noxious and hazardous cargoes
other than oil and those resulting from exploration and
489




"The best method to control pollutant spills is
preventing their occurrence." Prevention takes many
forms. They include those of a deterrent nature, those
which tend to minimize human error, and those which physically
reduce oil content in waste.
Legal regulation is the most frequently used deterrent
and has been described in detail throughout this study.
Deterrence is effectuated by enforcement of those laws. En-
forcement has previously been difficult not only because of
the general lack of sanctions in the laws but also because
of the previously difficult task of detecting oil spills at
or near the time they occurred and in identifyinf the spilled
oil as coming from a particular vessel. Efforts to increase
the sanctions in the laws have been previously described.
Detection is apparently no longer limited to the daytime
good visibility situations with the development of aerial
conventional and ultraviolet photographic and radar and pas-
491
sive microwave techniques. y
Identification of the source of oil pollution could
be accomplished by "passive tagging" and "active tagging".
Passive tagging involves chemical analysis of a particular
spill to identify a unique stable chemical fingerprint. Re-
search indicates that this tenchique is chemically and
L\Q2
forensically unsatisfactory. However the process of active
tagging appears to be capable of accomplishing the task.
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Active tagging involves the addition to the oil on loading
or change of ownership of an inexpensive, stable and coded
material which is readily identifiable and does not inter-
fere with subsequent use of the petroleum. Research indicates
that development of a satisfactory active tag is in the
~ , 493near xuture. ^
Minimization of human error can he best accomplished
by proper training of ship's personnel. A detailed indoctrina-
tion and training program is in use and results are indicative
494
of its success. y Since many oil spills occur during trans-
495fer of petroleum and oily waste in port, a method has been
developed to insert tank vessel overfill alarm instruments
through tank-top ullage holes to sound an alarm which the
product reaches a level where spill is imminent and another
is being developed to automatically accuate shut down of
496pumps or closing of valves upon receipt of an overfill alarm.
In addition oily water separators are being developed both
for shore side and shipboard operation, to complement the
497land-on-top procedure employed by most oil companies today.
Control
Control of oil pollution once it has occurred is
designed to prevent the oil from spreading further. This may
be accomplished by prevention of further oil escaping from
the vessel and by containing what is already spilled. The
Coast Guard appears to have caused the successful develop-
ment of a system to remove oil from a damaged tanker. It is
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an air deliverable antipollution transfer system (ADAPTS)
,
consisting of portable pumps, pump prime movers, temporary
oil storage containers, transfer piping, necessary fittings
and tools and requisite air delivery equipment designed to
perform effectively in 4-0-mph winds and 12-foot seas, air
deliverable within four hours of notification, capable of
deployment and operation without use of' surface craft, be
self-supporting, and capable of transfer and storing 20,000
tons of crude oil within a 20-hour period. Delivery of the
Zi.93
first operational system is expected by the summer of 1972.
Spill containment has received considerably more
research effort but the success has not yet been attained.
It appears "unlikely that any one boom will be maximally
effective in all environmental conditions" and that "ulti-
mately a 'family' of booms for all occasions should be
499developed." JJ This is so because in stagnant water, almost
any barrier will contain oil. However, at the other extreme,
a violent storm on the high seas presently presents an
insurmountable containment problem. ^ There are an increa-
sing number of systems which however do work well within
their parameters.
Cleanup
Cleanup of oil pollution involves several different
operations. Cleanup requires removal of the oil from the
surface of the ocean, from the beaches, and from the living
organisms it contaminates, normally at some considerable

period of time after the spill occurs. Removal from the
surface of the ocean may be "by several methods. The oil on
the surface may he hurried, sunk, emulsified or decomposed,
or it may he collected from the surface and taken away for
separation. As might he expected none is best for all
circumstances and there is currently no excellent solution
for any. Currently the most effective with the least ecolo-
gical and personal danger is concentrating the oil in an
absorbent and removing both from the surface of the ocean.
Considerable research continues in this area but solutions
502
are not as near at hand. The techniques of removal from
beaches do not seem to have produced any truly satisfactory
505 50^
method, although some techniques seem promising. Methods





As with most claims to competing uses of the oceans,
appraisal is framed in the general question of reasonableness,
The following factors were previously suggested as relevant
in ascertaining the reasonableness of the coastal state
claim to require financial responsibility:
(1) extensiveness of the claim of authority;
(2) areas subject to authority;
(3) interests the coastal state seek to protect or
promote
;
( l\) the significance of those interests, both between
claimants and through the passage of time;
(5) the relationship between the authority claimed and
the significance of the interests sought to be protected;
(6) possible alternatives;
(7) degree of interference caused by the claim; and
(8) duration of that interference.
Applying these criteria to the United States claim,
one finds the following:
(l) the United States claim is quite comprehensive
since it applies to all ships over 300 gross tons except
self propelled barges not carrying oil as cargo or fuel of
whatever registry or nationality using U.S. waters regardless




(2) the claim is also quite comprehensive since it
applies not only to U.S. internal waters hut to the whole
of the United States territorial sea wherever located.
Currently the area this encompasses is 3 miles from the base
line., but may soon extend to 12 miles, possibly or even to
200 miles o It does not currently extend to the contiguous
zone of the United States.
($) The interests the United States seeks to protect
have been mentioned previously. Briefly they include the
wealth of the U.S. government directly, national wealth and
well-being, and the wealth and well-being of its citizens.
(4-) The wealth and well-being interests of coastal
states are shared by the flag states and are equally signif-
icant to each claimant and through the passage of time.
Wealth and well-being are fundamental interests of citizens
which take second place to none. To the extent that the
wealth interest of the coastal state itself is at stake,
then its importance is better considered less than the
wealth and well-being of either its citizens or of the 'citi-
zens of a flag state represented by the owners of the vessels
and cargoes and the crews and other individuals dependent
on maritime commerce. The significance of the wealth and
well-being interests between individuals is thus very diffi-
cult to measure and one is probably not any more significant
than the other.
(5) The authority claimed by the United States is
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to ensure that compensation for damages will be available
to the United States government . The wealth and well-being
interests of the U.S. and its citizens are undoubtedly very
significant. The claimed authority is therefore directly
related to a perservation of those significant coastal
interests.
(6) The possible alternatives to the U.S. requiring
financial responsibility of ships engaged in innocent pas-
sage through her territorial waters are in many respects
already being adopted. The international compensation fund
supplementary to the Civil Liability Convention if adopted
should satisfy the needs of the U.S. In the meantime TOVALOP
and CRISTAL provide significant insurance protection to the
U.S. interests and statistically should cover some or most
of the tankers who have not complied with section ll(p)(l)
of the VQIA. Senator Muskie has suggested urgent bilateral
negotiations with Canada to establish a financial responsi-
bility regime to protect U.S. and Canadian coasts from
pollution dangers of tankers passing through coastal waters
bound for the other nation's ports. Indirectly, other and
perhpas more significant alternatives are encompassed in
the very large amount of efforts being made to prevent oil
pollution from occurring in the first place.
(7) It is difficult to measure the degree of inter-
ference caused by the U.S. claim. Compliance by half of the
world's merchant fleet does not indicate why the complied

individually or wiry the other half has not complied. Infor-
mation is not available to determine if the effect of this
claim has "been to drive vessels in normal trade routes passing
U.S. coasts outside the U.S. territorial sea or if it has
kept any ships from visiting or trading in U.S. ports.
Since the United States does not seem to have attempted to
enforce that claim the degree of interference is diminished
as to those who are acting in defiance or ignorance of the
law. The potential for significant intereference is never-
theless great. To the extent that the U.S. claim encourages
similar unilateral — and differing — financial responsi-
bility claims a greater interference with innocent passage
in territorial seas generally results.
(8) The U.S. claim is not conditioned — expressly
or by interpretation -- to be other than of permanance of
duration.
Appraisal of the reasonableness of the flag nation
counterclaim of innocent passage was previously suggested
to require consideration of the following factors:
(1) the activity subjected to coastal authority;
(2) the importance of the interests the flag state
seeks to protect;
(3) the main use of the territorial sea which is
affected by the claim;
(4) the intensity of use of the territorial sea by the




(5) the significance of the use of the territorial
sea by the counterclaimant, measured "by:
(a) the strategic location of the territorial
sea,
(b) any available alternative routes, including
passage outside the territorial sea,
(c) the extent of interference with the use, and
(d) any other special factors; and
(6) the extent to which the interest at stake is shared
by other states.
We next apply these factors to the foreign flag tank
ship counterclaim of innocent passage. This analysis is
necessarily restricted to tankers because of the lack of
available information as to dry cargo foreign merchants and
because the perceived danger is mainly from the tankers.
(1) The specific activity subjected to coastal auth-
ority is passage of vessels through the U.S. territorial sea
without entering a U.S. port or internal waters.
(2) The interests which the flag state seeks to pro-
tect are quite significant. The interests are contained in
the phrase "freedom of navigation". They include not only
the immediate financial interests which are adversely
affected by increased costs either of compliance or of
greater distances to travel when required to remain 3, 12 or
200 miles from U.S. coasts if that vessel is not intending
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to make for a U.S. port. They also Include the observable
tendancy for limited special purpose claims of authority
to develop into more comprehensive and restrictive claims
to control all activity and thereby diminish the flag nations'
freedom, of the seas.
(3) The main use of the territorial sea affected by
the claim is naturally the movement of passing vessels.
(4) The intensity of such use was not able to be
determined. However, because of Senator Muskie ' s recent
views it appears that at least in certain parts of the U.S.
territorial sea the intensity of foreign flag traffic is
significant. Certainly in other territorial seas of the world
the vessel traffic is quite significant.
(5) The significance of the use of the territorial sea
by flag nations cannot also be measures except in a general
way. Some protions of the U.S. territorial sea are undoubt-
edly important to foreign vessels: e.g., off the Maine coast.
Alternative routes may well 3.n certain locations be more
dangerous or noticeably more expensive. The actual inter-
ference measured by enforcement efforts has been nill. How-
ever the psychological interference is unknown but may well
be significant.
(6) It has been demonstrated that all flag states
share the interest in innocent passage which is at stake in
this situation. But it was demonstrated at the beginning
of this study that all states have a common interest in the
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oceans and the concept of* innocent passage has "been shown to
support that commonality of usage. The interest at stake is
hopefully not to he free from the costs of having to pay for
damages caused "by oil pollution in any particular territorial
sea. The interest is certainly in minimizing the cost of
providing that compensation and, we hope, in providing it
to all who may he damaged and in what ever state they may
occur. The flag states certainly share an interest in having
a uniform requirement rather than a proliferation of differ-
ing financial responsibility requirements.
Finally the third part of the analysis previously
suggested called for an examination of the comparative fac-
tors of:
(1) the degree of interference, .i.e.. , where in the
range from complete incompatibility to minimal conflict, and
(2) the duration of the interference, in the range
from temporary to permanent.
It appears that the degree of interference is techni-
cally completely incompatible hut currently in practice is
one of minimal conflict. The duration of the interference
is on paper permanent — and is like to remain so after the
adoption of the compensation fund and the Civil laahility
Convention simply because of the current silence on the
issue. However if enforcement legislation is ever proposed,
enacted and then enforced against foreign vessels passing
through the U.S. territorial sea, the degree of incompatibility
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will "become very great in fact and in result the duration
may well be only temporary
.
The thesis is then that the need for compensation can
best be found internationally and need not be imposed by
coastal states in contravention of traditional arrangements
of competences. Thus requiring financial responsibility of
ships in passage through territorial seas — and canals and
international straits for similar reasons — is an unnecessary
method to accomplish the purpose of financial protection with
the available alternatives and with no demonstrated coastal
need to apply the financial responsibility requirements on
ships in passage to accomplish the prime coastal purpose of
financial protection.
The practical evidence of the truly staggering efforts
to prevent the control oil spills indicates — in the absence
of proof the vessels in passage cause measurably significant
oil pollution of the oceans landward from the territorial
sea — that requiring financial responsibility of ships in
passage is overkill to achieve a proper protective interest.
If the object is to insure that money will be available to
pay for damage caused by those uncounted ships engaged in
innocent passage, an international compensation scheme is
preferred where coastal legislation runs counter to the




The purpose of the territorial sea is protection of
coastal state exclusive interests and uses. Even today the
bulk of world commerce is carried on the oceans* The world
is truly interdependent. Maritime commerce does need today
as much encouragement as it ever did. What is new today is
an arising recognition of different coastal interests which
are not "being served "by the existing law of the sea. To the
extent that coastal state claims to exercise exclusive
competencies over greater portions of adjacent sea space —
even to 200 miles — are tolerated or recognized, the need
for the innocent passage doctrine given the "basic need for
maritime commerce "by all nations of the world is ever in-
creased.
Canadian and United States coastal claims to require
financial responsibility of ships in their waters have not
"been specifically opposed on innocent passage grounds.
That may he so because the function of the doctrine has been
lost sight of by the claimants and decision makers in the
law of the sea area. Innocent passage says so much in two
words without any clear definition attending to it. Innocence
is based on reasonableness — by coastal states and by flag
states. Reasonableness can never, in an international com-
munity, be decided unilaterally by one state. What is
reasonable must be decided by a concensus of all nations
taking into account the interests and uses of all nations
in the particularities of each type of passage.

The purpose of financial responsibility to provide
funds for compensation when needed is met by international
practice with TOVALOP and CRISTAL — actual private inter-
national agreements with functioning insurance companies
to provide the financial actualities to satisfy any coastal
state. These contractural arrangements in the oil industry
demonstrate that the coastal state interest in funds "being
available has been quickly and probably adequately met.
$50 million is available to pay for all oil pollution dam-
ages of an oil tanker incident. The airline industry has
$100 million available without governmental backing. Exist-
ing and proposed international conventions would provide
identical financial protection to coastal states and their
inhabitants for oil pollution damage from tankers. There
seems little reason to believe that similar international
agreements cannot be made for oil pollution financial pro-
tection from ships other than tankers — or for financial
protection from other hazards of ocean transport of hazardous
substances.
The purpose of financial responsibility to encourage
prevention of oil spills in the first place or control when
they occur is a secondary objective in relation to the means.
More direct approaches, both domestic and international, have
been undertaken and are underway. They give rise to great
expectations that the problems of intentional and even
accidental oil spills will be greatly diminished in the very
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near future. Thus if the alternatives of direct action in
favor of prevention and control of oil spills are working,
then a coastal state method of indirectly meeting that
objective at the expense of recognized international law is
definitely not appropriate, reasonable or acceptable to the
international community.
Requirements of financial responsibility by coastal
states as a latent objective of increasing coastal state
world power is rejected for the previous reasons as well as
considerations, here important of reciprocity. Maximum
peaceful uses of the oceans is the prime goal of the lav/ of
the sea. Expansion of a particular coastal state's world
power position in this manner, either temporarily or more
durably over time, only provokes other states to act in a
similar manner. The result is greater tension rather than
greater peace. Accomodation of interests and uses, inclusive
and exclusive, is maximized by denying recognition to such
expansive claims sounding in sovereignty over expanding
parts of the oceans.
The need for coastal protection is a need common to
all coastal nations, not only to the claimants here under
examinatione It is indeed a need common to all nations of
the world. The potential if not the proven actual effects
of oil pollution affect all states and all inhabitants of
Spaceship Earth. The objective then is truly inclusive.
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Protective action should "be similarly inclusive. Existing
models indicate that protection is being created in a manner
that protects all states and all states' inclusive interests.
Accordingly, financial responsibility requirements for oil
pollution damage should not be imposed unilaterally by coastal






The Oil Pollution Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 604, 33 U.S.C.
I 433 0964), as amended by 211 of the Clean Water Restora-
tion Act of 1966, 80 b. 1252, 33 U.S.C. s 433 (Supp. Ill,
1968); The Oil Pollution Control Act of 1961, 75 Stat, 402,'
33 U.S.C. I 1001-15 (1964), as amended by Pub. L. No. 89-551,
75 Stat. 4 02 (1966).
2
Pub. L. No. 91-224, 84 Stat. 91 (1970), ameiiding The
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 35 U.S.C. 4~66 et. seq.
WQIA I 11 (p)(l).
4
See_ chapter V infra.
5
See Program of Policy Studies in Science and Technol-
ogy, Geo . Wash. U
.
, Legal, Economic and Technical Aspects of
Liability and Financial Responsibility as related to Oil Pol-
lution: A Study for the U.S . Coast Guard iii
,
5-^-7, 7-6 &
7-8~XT"970) (hereinafter cited as sTT~(pT(4) Study)
.
6
Art. 15 para. 1, Convention on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone, done at Geneva April 29, 1958, in force for
the United States Sept. 10, 1964, 15 U.S.T. 1607, T.I.A.S.
No. 5639, 516 U.N.T.S. 205 (hereinafter cited as the Territori-
al Sea Convention) . Although the travaux preparatoires of
article 15 of the Territorial Sea Convention shows that this
article was directed at more positive acts against foreign
vessels in the territorial sea, the travaux preparatoires set
forth infra in chapter V equally shows that article 17 of that
convention contains restrictions of a general nature on the
coastal laws to which a foreign vessel in passage may be sub-
ject. See Comparative Chart 2 preceding page 1.
7






The Future of the Oceans 45 (1971) ; cf.
W . Marx
,






the lengthy statement of Dr. Arvid Pardo,
Maltese Permanent Representative to the U.I, , to the Main
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean
Floor Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, Geneva,
March 23, 1971, in which he advocates universal recognition
of a 200 mile territorial sea with considerable limits placed
on the exercise of coastal state jurisdiction within that
area, and G.A. Res. 2750C , 25 U.N. GAOR Supp. , at ,
U.N. Doc. A/ (1970).
10
The methodology used in this study is "based upon the
policy-oriented jurisprudence developed "by Professors Lasswell
and McDougal of the Yale Law School. The "basic structure and
concepts are drawn from M. McDougal & W. Burke, The Public
Order of the Oceans (196*2) ("he. after cited as McDougal &
Burke) . Invaluable assistance in applying the methodology to
this particular pollution control problem was drawn from
^L__^P- -LH 1 Contiguous Zones for Pollution Control: An Appraisal
Under International Law (Sea "Grant Tech, Bull. No. 13" U.
Miami Law School, 1971 J (hereinafter cited as Wulf , Contiguous
Zones for Pollution Control) and R. Cundick, Oil Pollution: A
Juridical Analysis of the 'Right of~~a Coastal State to Inter-
X-42-e by Removmg or Destroying" a Vessel 'on the High Seas which
Threatens Pollution of its Coastal Interests (unpublished LL.M.
thesis on file in the George Washington U. Library, 1971) (here-
inafter cited as Cundick, Oil Pollution: Intervention) and
extensive conversations with both authors. Responsibility for
the contents of this study, however, is solely the author's.
11
Of the 151 states shown in ManJ"js_Jtomain : A Thematic
Atlas of the World (McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1969T7~126 have coast-
lines on continents or islands. Only 25 states are land-locked.
Contra , W. Priedmann, The Future of the Oceans 14 & 43 which
states, without citation or list, there are 29 land-locked
states. A listing of the 151 states appears in Appendix D,
along with the states' territorial sea claims, whether the
states are parties to the main maritime conventions, and whether
they are members of the United Nations.
12




The oceans are also the primary source of rain and snow.
The oceans' high heat capacity regulates climate. The ocean

currents are of great maritime significance. Ibid..
15
JfcPoVkgalA Burke 52; K. Turekian, Oceans 2.
16
McDougal & Burke 849.
17





Schachter & Serwer, Marine Pollution Proh-
1 ems and Remedies , 65 Am. J . Int'l L. 84~"(1971) and sources
cited therein; sources listed in Sen. Public Works Comm.
,
92d
Gong. , 1st Sess. , Oil Pollution of the Marine Environment A
Legal Bibliog] iphy" (;omm. Print, ser. 92-1, .1971); sources




Study of Critical Environmental Problems (SCEP) , Mass .
Inst, of Tech. , Report: Man's Impact on the Global Environment:
Assessment and Recommendations for Action 27 , 14-1-42 (1970)
and sources cited therein~(hlireinafter cited as SCEj^Rjrpojrt)





mental Conservation: The Oil and Gas Industries 29 para. 23
( 197"l3 (hereinafter cited as N.P."C. , Environmental Conserva-
tion) ; Earth Tool Kit: A Field Manual for Citizen Activists
244-58 IS. Love ed. 1971) (hefein^JteT~cTcecras Earth Tool
Kit ) .
~
A recent collection on reports on the physio-biological
effects of oil pollution is contained in Proceedings of Joint
Conference on Prevention and Control of Oil Spills June 15-17 ?
1971 Sheraton Park Hotel Washington, D.CT 429-4-94 (hereinafter
cited" as 1971~Oil Spills "Conf. Proc.TTC'ontra, Gross, The Pol-
lution of the Coastal Ocean and the Great Lakes, 97 U.S. Naval
Inst. "Proc. Naval Review Issue, May 1971, 228 at 239.
Dr. Max Blumer, Senior Scientist, Dep't of Chemistry,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass. raises
perhaps the most vocal warnings of the dangers of oil pollution
of the oceans based on his studies of the effects of a spill of
about 700 tons of #2 fuel oil which came ashore on Sept. 16,
1969 in West Falmouth, Buzzards Bay, Mass. See_, e_
.g. , Blumer,
Scientific Aspects of the Oil Spill Problem," a paper presented
to the NATO-CCMS Oil "Spills Conference, fcvember 1970, in 1
Environmental Affairs 54 (1971); Blumer, Sanders, Grassle &
Hampson, A Small Oil' Spill, 13 Environment , March 1971? at 2;
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Blumer, OiJ 21_2£ : Oceans, 15 0? partus, Oct. 10,
1969, at 3; Aro:. a Chemical Society, Oil in the Sea, Men
and Molecules Transcript #508 (radio "broadcast featuring Dr.
Blume
r
) ; Young , Pollution, Threat to I V Only Hope , 138
National Geographic 737 , at 761~62"Tl970) <
POSCEP I t 27; U.N. Sec'y General, Tl a, infra
note 29, at 29. Council on Environmental Quality, En-
vironmental : The First Annual Report of the Council
on Environmental Quality 10 • ) .
21 sSee
,
e_.£. , s 1"! ' Study at 16-6 and sources
cited therein; Sec'y of J Lor
,
The Nat ioral E stu arine
Pollution Study : A Report to the U.S. Congress, Sen. Doc. No.
91^58, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. at 251, ^-WT^OTTW. Marx ,
The Frail Ocean 71-74.
22There does not appear to he a central source list-
ing known oil spills. Some listing of oil spills may be
found in Horizon to Horizon, 13 Envir_onment_ , March 1971 at
16-21 (covering the" period Nov. T96^~to~Jan. 1971); H En-
vironment , Nov. 1969, at 11 (covering the period 1907 to 1969);
Water Pollution—1969, infra note 70, pt . 1, at 14 2 (1960-66)
& at 182 (1968), pt. 2, at 422 (1960-67), and pt . 4, at 1010-11
(1968-69), at 1311-12 (1960-68) & at 1316-18; Sec'y of Interior
,
Report to the Congress: The National Estuarine Pollution Study
,
i u Doc. N£. 91-58, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 293-96 (1970)"
Xbirds) ; Secretaries of Interior and Transport at i on , Oil Pol-
lution: A' i ort to The "Pre s ident on Tollution ~oT'~The~T\lation ' s
Maters by" Oi l and Other Hazardous~5ubs^ances 6 n."9H8"J re-
printed" in "Oil Pollution: Problems and Policies 62 (S. Degler
ed. 196*97 » "Fed* "Water Quality Admin., EepH of Interior, Clean
Water for th^r97n~riT~l~STaW NoTe",
Recent Developments m the haw of
"
the" Seas: A Synopsis, 7
San Diego L."Rev. 627, at 64-6-60 (1970) "(1969-7677 Note
,
Recent Developments in the Law of the Seas II: A Synopsis, 8
San Diego L. Rev. 658, at 667-82 (1971) TlW^TpT Environ-
mental Policy Div
.
, Congressional Res. Sery. , Lib, of Cong
.
,
"Congress' and" the ~N at ion' s Environment ^Environmental Affairs
of the 91st Congress, 97—97 &" 200 (Sen. Comm. on Interior"
& "Insular Affairs Comm. Print, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 1971)
(hereinafter cited as Congress and the Nation's Environment).
23,
2L\




App: Ly most accidents in oil spills have occurred
fairly near shore, within about 25 miles from land. SCEF
Report 139; N.P.C . , Envl ronmental Conservation 26.
26
s
s (p)(4) Study at 15-1; N . Wulf, Contiguous Zones
for Pollution Control 9-12 and sources cited therein.
27~
r Congress and the Nation's Environment 200, citing
Oil & Gas J ". , "June 1970~.
28SCEP Report 159-
29yT. Heyerdahl, Atlantic Ocean Pollution Observed by
Ra Expedition: Report and Sampl es Delivered to the Permanent
Mission of Norway to the U.N7(1970"")
,
in U.N. Sec 'y General ?
The Sea: Prevention and Control of Marine Pollution
,
U.N.
Doc. E75003, Annex II TMay~7, 1971) '(hereinafter cited as
U.N. Sec'y General, The Sea).
30,
ll(p)Q) Study at 15-2; see also 1971 Oil Spills
Conf. Proc. 4-57-78, 489-94.
51See the table m Wulf , Contiguous Zones for Pollu-
tion Control 5 compiled from data set "forth in Report of the
Panel on Marine Resources, 5 Panel Reports of the Commissi on
on Marine Science. Engineering and Resources VII-193 & VII-
195 096977"
'62
Marine Science Affairs—Se lecting Priority Programs
,
Annua ]. Report of the President to the Congress on Marine
Resources and Engineering Development, together with the
Report of the National Council on Marine Resource s and En-
gineering Development 21 (i~970~) (hereinafter cited as 197Q
Marine Scienc e Affairs ). The President of Gulf Oil Corp.
reported that crude oil alone accounts for more than half of
the world's ocean cargo tonnage (over 600 million tons of
crude a year). Address of B. R. Dorsey to Pittsburgh Chapter,
Nat'l Ass'n of Accountants, Spring 1970, in 19 The Orange
Disc, July-Aug. 1970, at 11.
The U.S. currently imports 25 percent of its oil,
mostly from Venezuela. It is predicted by the oil industry
that by 1980 the U.S. will import 52 percent of its oil,
mostly from the Middle East and northern Africa. Hoyt , Oil
Outputs on Verge of Decline, Christian Science Monitor,





) The Tank Register 1971
(hereinaf 9?iy~at~ |
gives the following breakdown of tank fleet over
6,000 dwt as of January 1, 1971:
Total Tanker
Including Dual/
Special Purpose Percentage of Size of Group




173 13.2 100,000 - 199,
9
(
389 19.3 70,000 - 99,999
395 13.6 50,000 - 69,999
443 11.1 35,000 - 49,999
517 9.4 25,000 - 34,999
443 5.8 20,000 - 24,000
728 7-7 15,000 - 19-999
313 2 - ] 6,000 - 14,999
3534 lOu.O
54Corporate Development Group, Sun Oil Co. , Analysis
of World 'Tank Ship Fleet, December 31, 1969, at" Table 3B
CI970;.
55v
^The Wall Street Journal reports that "as a rule of
thumb, it's about 35% less expensive per ton to haul oil in
a 300,000-ton tanker than it is in a 100,000 ton tanker."
Williams, Superport Setback
,
Wall St. J., June 30, 1971, at
16, col. 1. The National Petroleum Council states an esti-
mate that "the transportation cost per barrel for a tanker
run from the Gulf Coast to the New York City area is reduced
by a factor of almost 3 for an increase in deadweight ton-
nage from 16,000 to 100,000." OX., Environmental Conser-
vation at 9 par. 5-
^6The Tanker Register 1971 at 14.
^'The Tanker Register 1971 at 15, with first quarter
1971 supplement. Five more tankers of the 326,000 dwt class
are under construction for Gulf Oil Co. J. Dorsey, remarks,
in 19 The. Orange. Disc, July-Aug. 1970, at 11.
38Oil & Gas J.
,




New Orleans (La.) Times-Picayune, July 51, 1970,
in 96 U.S. Naval Inst. Proc, Nov. 1970, at 107
.
Z|1
V/all St. J., June 50, 1971, at 16, col. 1.
4-2
^The Tanker Register Iffil at 15 & first quarter
197-1 supplement
4-3
^Statement of Board Chairman E. D. Brockett, Gulf
Oil Corp., at 1971 Annual Meeting of shareholders in 19
The Orange Disc
,
May-June 1971, at 7 (18 vessels); Wall
St. J., June 17, 1971, at 4-, col. 4- (Standard Oil of New
Jersey).
McDonald, Oil and the Environment : The View From
Maine , Fortune , April 1971, at 85. It was reported in mid-
1970 that "eleven 500,000 dwt, 191 200,000 dwt, and 58
100,000 dwt tankers were on order or under construction.
Oliver, Garguantuan Tankers: Privileged or Burdened? 96
U.S. Naval Inst. Proc
,
Sept. 1970, at 4-0.
4-5
^The 20 ports are listed by Oliver, supra note 4-4-,
at 40, as Long Beach, Calif.; Bantry Bay, Ireland; FInnart
and Milford Haven, Great Britain; Rotterdam, Netherlands;
La Skhirra, Tunisia; Port de Bouc, France; Haifa, Israel;
Mena Al-Ahmadi and Kharg Island in the Persian Gulf; Marsa
el Brega, Libya; Las Palm as, Africa; Dumai, Sungai , and
Pakning, Indonesia; and Chiba, Tokuyama, Shimotsu, Negishi
and Iwakuni, Japan. As a result transshipment terminals
are being constructed. The first of these are Bantry Bay
Terminal, Whiddy Island, Eire and Okinawa Terminal on





46Wall St. J., June 50 , 1971, at 16, col. 2; Oliver,
supra note 44-, at 40. The controversy over development of
the Maine deepwater ports is recounted in Fortune, April 197-1,
at 84-; Time, April 12, 1971, at 45; Wash. Post, April 11,
1971, at "AG, col. 1.
4-7
'Fortune, April 1971, at 85- At present the max-
imum depth of a North American port is 45 feet. J. Commerce,
June 25, 1970, in 96 U.S. Naval Inst . Proc, Dec. 1970, at
107.

48Wall St .J. June 30, 197-1, at 16, col. 1; Report of
;




, 3 Pane imi s^ion on "Marine Science
,
Engineerinx [I] ., (] . ;;.
^^i?1®.' March 29, 1971, at 48; Oliver, supra note
44, at 40.""
'
50See also Cabine: k Force on Oil Import Control,
TM_PJJ^mp_ort J^Tlest_ion: ' oort on the "Relationship of
Oil Imports to the Nati_ona;i Sec] 'rT5y~33 par7""ZP I ( a7TT970
)
"(he'relnaft er cited as The Oil Import Question) and Oliver,
supra not e 44 , at 45
.
51This list is "based on the Track Chart of the World,
H. 0. 1262 (28th ed. rev. Dec. 1966) and includes those
countries lying within 200 miles of a track.
52y Other methods are examined in Chapter V.
55The premier study of flags of convenience is
B. Eoczek, Flag s of Convenience (1962). A recent view of
the effectively United States controlled fleet appears in
Emery , The United States Effective Contu ; \ eet
, 96 U.S.
Naval Inst. Proc. Naval Review Issue
,
May l"970, at 1587"
About 90% of the U.S. foreign trade cargo moves
"by sea while U.S. -flag vessels carry only about 5% "by
weight of this total. Marine Science Affairs, Annual Re-
port of the President to the Congress on Marine Resource s
and Engineering Development, together with the Report of
the National Council _on Marine Resource s and neering
Developments 65 (19711 (hereinafter cited as 1971 Marine
Science Affairs)
.
^statistical Office q^the__UJN[. , Statistical Year-
hook 1969 at 596-417 (1970jThereinafter cited as 1969 U.N .
Stat ,Y B*. ~i and Appendices A & E.
^ E.g. , Schacter and Serwer, supra note 18; Comment,
Oil Pollution of the Sea, 10 Harv. Int'l L.J . 516, at
350-52, 353-59 (1969;; U.S. D"el^gatToirt o the Conference
on Pollution of the Sea by Oil Spills, Committee on the
Challenges of Modern Socfety , NATO , Report Submitted" to
the PresidenFTNov7'~1970); 1971 Oil Spills Conf. Proc .




-^McDougal & Burke, supra note 10, at 179.
^8Icl, at 180-83.
59Id. at 180.
60Act of Aug. 5, 1886, ch.929, I 3, 24 Stat. 329.
63 These developments are traced in Nanda, The "Torrey
Canyon' 1 Disaster: Some Legal Aspects, 44 Denver L.J. 400,
w?=rr\:t9677: ^~ : —
u
^A.ct of Mar. 3, 1889, ch. 425 s 13, 30 Stat. 1152
.
65Supra note 1.
64International Convention for the Prevention of Pol-
lution of the Sea by Oil, done at London May 12, 1954, in
force for the U.S. Dec. 8, 1961, "12 U.S.T. 2989, T.I.A.S.




-'The Oil Pollution Control Act of 1961, supra note 1.
66Amendments done at London April 11, 1962, in force
for the U.S. May 18, 1967, except amendment to Art. XIV in
force for the U.S. June 28, 196?, U.S.T. I523, T.I.A.S.
No. 6109, 600 U.N.T.S. 332.
'Supra note 1.
Supra note 1. The New York Times reported that Rep.
James Wright of the oil-producing state of Texas was respon-
sible for that emasculation by introducing in the Rivers and
Harbors Subcommittee of the House Public Works Committee a
change in the definition of "discharge'' to "grossly negligent
or willful." New York Times, Apr. 16, 196?, at 41, col. 1.
Davies states that Rep. Wright later denied that he submitted
the amendment. J. Davies, The Politics of Pollution 210 n.16
Davies notes that this amendment "went unnoticed." Id. at 4-6.
69The WQIA repealed the 1924 Oil Pollution Act. Pub.
L. No. 91-224, s 108, 84 Stat. 113-
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Tne Ocean Eagle went aground In the entrance to San
Juan Harbor on March 3, "1968. A report on this spill may be
found in Cerames-Vivas , Special Report to Office of Naval
Research Oceanic Biology Programs on the Ocean Eagle Oil
Spill
,




1st Sess., ser. 91-2, at 426 (pt.~2, 1969 "(hereinafter
cited as Water Pollution-1969)
.
The Santa Barbara Channel blow out began on January 28,
1969. The extensive Congressional investigations into this
incident appear in Water Pollution-1969, pt . 3; Hearings on
S.12 19, S.2516, S.5551, S.5516 and S.3095 Before the Subcomm .
on Interior & Insular Affairs, 91st Cong ."7" 2d Sess!! ("pts. 1
& 2, 1970) ; Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Flood Control and
Subcomm. on Rivers and Harbors of House Public Works Comm
.
,
91st Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 91-2, 91-3 D-96'9 ) ; and Hearings on
H.R. 6493, H.R. 6609, H.R. 6794- & H.R. 7525 Before the House
Comm. on Merchant Marine & Fisheries , "91st Cong. , 1st Sess.,
ser ."^1-4, at 469 (1969) (hereinafter cited as H.R. M.M.F. Oil
Pollution Hearings 1969 )
•
See also Baldwin, The Santa Barbara Oil Spill, 42 Color.
L^ Rev. 33 (1970), in Law and The Environment 1 THT Baldwin
& JTTage , eds. 1970) ;""Tflote , Continental Shelf Oil Disasters:
Challenge to Int ernational Pollution Control
, 35 Cornell L. Rev
113 (1969); "Comment , Pollut io'n of the High Seas Resulting Trom
Drilling and Producing Operations
—
"Federal Jurisdiction and
Operator Liability, 12 S. Tex. L.J . 73 (1970); Note, Pollution
of the Marine Environment from Out er Continent al Shelf Oi l
Operations, 2g~ST~Carol. L. Rev . 228~TT970); Clingan, Oil
Pollution: No Solution? 95 U.ST Naval Inst. Proc . , May 1969 at
63; D. Stranghan & B. Abbott , The Santa Barbara Oil Spill:
Ecological Changes and Natural Oil Leaks (1969)
;~
F. Anderson,
L. Jones, C . Mitchell & W. North
,
Preliminary Report on
Ecological" Effects of the Santa Barbara Oil Spill (1^6^)
.
71WQIA I 11(b)(2). These exceptions appear in 18 C.E.R.
part 610, 35 Fed. Reg. 14306 (1970), Env. Rep . 71:5151 (1970).
' WQIA s 11(b)(4). Implementing regulations are con-
tained in 33 C.E.R. part 153- 35 Fed- ^E- 17944 (1970),
Env. Rep . 71:5171 (1970).





^WQIA I 11(c)(1) & 11(d). Cleanup may "be paid for
from the Pollution Fund authorized by WQIA § ll(k). Al-
though $35 million was authorized by § ll(k), only $20.5
million has beer, appropriated under a continuing resolution
for the Dep't of Transportation. 1971 Marine Science
Affairs 17
.
Regulations for administration of the fund appear
in 33 CF.R. subpart 153^, 36 Fed. Reg. 7010-11 (1971).
'6WQIA § ll(b)(4)-(5) & 11(a)(2). The regulations under
these sections appear in 35 CF.R. § 153.03, 35 Fed.
17944 (1970), Env. Rep . 71:5171 (1970). Issuance of proposed
regulations under~¥~ir( <j)(2) was expected at the end of July
1971. 2 Env. Rep . 175 (1971).
77WQIA I 11 (m).
78 sWQIA s ll(p)(l). Implementing regulations are
tained in 46 CF.R. part 542 (1971).
con-
79At least the ¥Q1A contains no express grants of sanc-
tioning authority. But se_e the view of the Federal Maritime
Administration set forth in Its commentary to its initial
rules for financial responsibility for oil pollution cleanup:
Granted that there is no specific monetary
"penalty" provided for any violation of sec-
tion ll(p)(l) of the Act (WQIA), it is never-
theless a fact that the Act does make certain
enforcement procedures, including court in-
junctions, applicable to section ll(p)(l).
Therefore . . . there do exist "sanctions for
the failure of vessels to be covered by cer-
tificates" and the fact that these sanctions
may be administratively difficult to impose
does not make them any less available.
55 Fed. Reg_. 15217 (1970). It is submitted that there is no
language in the WQIA or its legislative history which supports
that position of the FMC
The study conducted pursuant to WQIA I ll(p)(4) states this
point clearly:
The FMC regulations are difficult to enforce
because the WQIA fails (1) to impose penalties
pertaining to filing false statement in appli-
cations for certification; (2) to include

enfor Lt pro Ions, and ($) to provide
for non-compliance. The regula-
te i i
,
provide that "... a Certif
cai ty be denied, revoked, suspended or
modified . . . for cause."
There is I : Le deterrent in the prospect of
losing a Certificate if there is no penalty
for operating a vessel without one.
ction Hi ) Study at 1-9. The Report' submitted by the
Secretary of i asportation, based on this study, recommended
"that adequate sanctions for violations of financial respon-
sibility regulations be provided by statutory enactment."
Sec'y of Tray bion
,
Oil Pollution Liability and Finan-
cial^Respoj 1 use C on
j





i .", J~Tst Sess. at 10 UvV-U thereinafter cited




8246 C.F.R. I 5zl2.2(p)..
8-5
jEfforts in 1966 and 1967 regarding liability for oil
pollubion generally are discussed in Mendelsohn, Maritime
Liability for Oil Pollution—Dome stic and International Law
,
58 "Geo. Wash . L. Rev . 1, 5z2rTT9697^ gee" Oil Pollution : A
Report to the President, supra note 22.
84H.R. 15992, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. at 1-2 (1968).
85^Personal inquiry by author of House Merchant Marine
& Fisheries Committee, March 1, 1971 •
86The effect of private groups on public decision-
making is described as follows:
The most effective way for the private citi-
zen to influence governmental action is usually
through group action. The translation of in-
dividual wants into group demands is at the
heart of the political process in a democrat-
ic society. Interest groups not only pro-
vide a channel for demands but many also help

L73 -
"Lo st ;s and to foster the translation of
wants into dem
J. Davie s, The Politics of Pollution 84-85.
on
'For an interesting description of the Jurisdiction-
al conflicts between Congressional committees concerning
pollution matters see id. 65-70.
oo
Mr. Checket was employed as Marine General Manager
of Mobil Oil Corp. Hearing on H.R . 15906 and related bills
Before Subcorrmi. on Rivers & Harbors of the House Gomm^ on
Public Works, 90th Cong., 2d Sess.~ ser. 90-28, at 355 (T968)
Thereinafter cited as FWPCA—1968).
89Both H.R. 14000 and S. 2760 were bills to amend the
Federal V/ater Pollution Control Act, as amended, 33 U.S.C.
466 et__seq, and each included a section regarding prevention
of pollution of water by oil. S. 2760 had previously passed
the Senate on December 12, 1967, 113 Cong. Pec. 36130 (1967).
H.R. 14000 had been introduced in the House on November 14-
,
1967 s,Tid referred to the Public Works Committee. 113 Cong.
Rec. 32441 (1967).
9°FWPCA~~1968 at 355-
91y This is another example of "creeping jurisdiction"
at work right in the United States.
One might speculate why the American Petroleum In-
stitute opened such a pandora's box. Much of the delay in
enacting this legislation was caused by the difficulties in
assessing its extent and cost.
The conflicting interests of industry in pollution
control are briefly explored in J. Davies at 90-96.
92FWPCA—-1968 at 359-
95Id. at 360.





97f S. 3206 was originally introduced by Senator Muskie on
March 21, 1968 and dealt only with construction of waste treat-
ment works. 114 Cong. Re c. 7221 (1968). After hearings "by the
Senate Public Works Committee on April 10, 11 and 23, 1968, it
was amended to include sections regarding sewage discharged from
vessels and water pollution control research. 114 Cong. Eec .
20126 (1968). It was reported out of committee on July 8, 1968.
S. Rep. No. 1370, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., 114 Cong . Rec. 20126
ri968)7~~It passed the Senate on July 10, 1968
provisions regarding oil pollution. 114 Cong .
S. 3206 was received by the House on July 11






The House Public Works Committee held hearings on S. 3206
but they have not been examined.
98y The House Public Works Committee bill deleted any cover-
age of offshore and onshore facilities and reduced the amount of
liability for damage caused by oil discharged from vessels.
These changes and others have been described as "overall . . .




The Politics of Pollution 48. This criticism would
not, "however, seem applicable to the financial responsibility
concept
.





J. Davies, The Politics of Pollution 48.
103Ibid
104114 Cong. Rec . 29770 (1968).
105 J. Davies, The Politics of Pollution 48.
106114 Cong . Rec. at 31105 - In part the Senate restored
coverage of offshore oil facilities.
107J. Davies, The Politics of Pollution 48
1 08
These included the offshore oil facilities provisions
114 Cong. Rec . 31316.

175 -
109Davie s described this inaction as follows:
Normally it takes only a few minutes for
a measure approved by one House of Con-
gress to reach, the other. However, the
House vote was taken at 12:55 P.M. on
Monday and somehow failed to reach the
Senate floor before the Senate adjourned
at 2: 17«-*-9 Each House blamed the other
for failure of the 90th Congress to take
any action on water pollution control
.
191968 Cong_^^._Alamanac 569 (1969).
(Mr. Davies footnote). J. Davies, The Pol-
itic s of Pollution 4-8.
110H5 Cong. Pec. 791 (1969). The remarks of Senator
Muskie and Senator Mondale upon introduction of S . 7 appear
in id. at 788, 759. The bill was referred to the Senate
Public Works Committee. S. 7 was the first bill introduced
in the 91st Congress containing a provision regarding
financial responsibility.
11:L115 Cong. Rec. 791 (1969)
13 2Text at notes 90 and 99 supra .
115Text at note 15 infra.
114 115 Cong. Pec. 1382 (i960). The transmittal letter
from the Secretary of the Interior to Senator Muskie appears
at 101.1409. Senator Muskie 's remarks on introduction of S.
5^4 appear at id. 1404.
115 ld„ at 1404.
116Id. at 1627.
117H.R. 414-8, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. at 31.
118
Text at note 115 supra
.
119Baldwin, The Sant a Barbara Oil Spill, 42. U . _Cql_o
.
L. Pev. 33, 34 (1970); Water Pollution—1969 passim.
120
J. Davies, The Politics of Pollution 4-9.

- 176 -
12 H.R. 5511, 91st Cong.., 1st Sess. at 20-21. This
bill was introduced on January 30, 1969, 115 Cong . Rec.
2282 (1969), and referred to the House Public" Works" Com-
mittee .
122See text at note 111 supra,
125H.R. 6495, 91st Cong., 1st Sess, at 5, 115 Cong.
Rec.3050 (1969); H.R. 6609, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. at 5,
115 Cong . Rec. 3269 (1969).
Ten days of hearings were held on these bills by
the full House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee on
February 23 & 27, March 11-13, 18, 26-28 and April 1, 1969.
Unfortunately no bills were reported out by this committee.
During those hearings familiar positions were re-
peated. Secretary Hickle recommended that "a requirement
that any vessel---except small and public shipping—using the
navigable waters of the contiguous zone for any purpose ex-
cept innocent passage—secure evidence of financial respon-
sibility." H.R. M.M. F. Oil Pollution Hearings 1969, .supra
note 70, at 176. He was not questioned about this recommen-
dation, VADM Hirshfield repeated his view that:
In any event, it is obvious that a requirement
of financial responsibility cannot be imposed
in conflict with the right of innocent passage,
and, presumably that is why section 5 of the
bills would be limited to vessels using any
port or place in. the United States.
Id. at 260. Unfortunately the bills reported out by the Pub-
lic Works Committee were not so limited in scope.
The House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee
was given a very abbreviated exposition of the right of inno-
cent passage by one of the two U. S. Navy witnesses to testi-
fy on oil pollution.—financial responsibility, CAPT John R.
Brock, JAGC, USN, then Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General
for Internationa.]- Lav/. Id . at 322 & 324. Because the legis-
lation before this committee did not purport to violate that
right, no substantive comments on. innocent passage were made
before the committee. The Navy's concern was about pro-
posals to control discharges by non-U. S. citizens from off-
shore structures outside the U.S. contiguous zone on the U.S.
continental shelf. H.R. 6495 and H.R. 6609, § 4(a). No
Navy witnesses appeared before the Pu.b3.ic Works Committees




1:L5 Cong . Rec. 4097 (1969)
125H -R « 7561, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. at 13.







H.R. 7361, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. at 12-1$.
129The Lake Carriers' Association 'consists of 22 ves-
sel companies owning and operating an aggregate of 210 bulk-
cargo vessels under U.S. flag. These vessels have a total
trip-carrying capacity in excess of 2,662,600 gross tons.
They transport 98% of the total commerce of the Great Lakes
moved by U.S. flag vessels. 194 of these vessels are dry-bulk carriers (mostly of iron ore, grain, coal and lime-
stone); seven vessels are tankers. The remaining 17 U.S. flag
vessels who are not members of the Lake Carriers' Association
consist of 6 dry-bulk cargo vessels and eleven tankers. The
stated concern of the Lake Carriers* Association is with
uniform regulations both within the United States and inter-
nationally. Testimony of VADM Hirshfield, Water Pollution—
1969, pt. 1 at 173.
130Water Pollution—1969, pt . 1 at 178-79.
131PWPCA—1968 at 457-68.
J Water Pollution—1969 at 180.
155M- Pt- 4- at 1231, 1232.
154M- at W-zl-8.
155Id. at 954.
136Hgarin&g^n H.P. 4148 Before the Subcomm. .on Rivers
&JEarbors of the House Comm. on PxLblTc~WorksT^Tst~Cong. 1st""








Cheeket were H.R. 483,
H.E. 483 and H.R. 2184
examined
.
The other bills referred to "by Mr.
H.R. 2184, H.R. 5511 and H.R. 4148.
are identical hut they have not been
140nTexb at note 125 supra,
14 1Quoted in texb at notes 90 and 132 supra ,
]A2FWPCA-"-1969 at 646.
143Davie s comments that
(t)he conservation groups have been primarily
concerned with the preservation of fish and wild-
life. Because water pollution and pesticides are
the two forms of pollution which tend to be most
injurious to fish and wildlife, the conservation
groups have tended to focus on these areas.
All of the conservation groups . . . have been
ardent advocates of strict water pollution control
J. Davie s, The Politics of Pollution 85.
144The League of Women Voters is reported to have been
interested in water resources since 1956 and its national
League headquarters testified before Congress on a wide
variety of water resource matters including the various amend-
ments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Id. at 87.
145FWPCA—1969 at 640.
The National Wildlife Federation is reported to be
probably the largest of the conservation groups, "although
its estimate of 2,500,00 'supporters' represents several
times the number of its actual members. The Federation issues
several regular publications which are widely distributed, and
it testifies frequently before congressional committees."
J. Davie s, The Politics of Pollution at 86.









-5 Con£. Rec. 7574 (1969), H.R. Rep. No. 91-127,91st Gong 1st Sess7Tl969) (hereinafteircTbtcTTs" H.R. Rep.
No. 91-127).- " i~
150
115 Cong. Rec. 9260, 9261 (1969); H.R. Rep. No.
91-127 at 51. —t—
_
One may note that the section 17(k)(3) is the formal
progenitor of section ll(p)(4) of the 'WQIA.
3 51y Text at notes 130, 134, 136 & 137 supra .
152y Text at notes 125 &. 127 supra.
1^3g»R» Rep- No * 91-127 at 4; 1970 U.S. Code Cong. &
^--^L§. at 8l2 - Barges had not been specifically includedm section 17(k)(l) of H.R. 7361.
154J H.R. Rep. No. 91-127 at 4; 1970 U.S. Code Cong.
& Ad. News at 812. -tL-
155^H.R. Rep. No
. 91-127 at 4; 1970 U.S. Code Cong. &
Ad. News at 822, 823.
—
'




159^Water Pollution—1969, pt . 4, at 1544.
Id. at 1560, 1561. It is uncertain to what Mr.
Prank was referring by the word "this".
161
I^- at 1337, 1338.
162~
i:l5 Cong. Rec. 22908, Sen. Rep. No. 91-351, 91st




16 7)Sen. No. 91-351 at 105; 115 Cong. Eec. 289
(1969); S. 7 as reported out at 4
Section 12(q) of S. 7 merely provided that this
bill did not affect the question of liability for other
damages.
165^Text at note 150 supra.
166Sen. Rep. No. 91-351 at 68.
1 69








172Sen. Ex. G (May 20,1970).
175116 Cong. Eec . S4392 (daily ed. 1969).
17Z]
'H.E. Conf. Eep. No. 91-940, 91st Cong., 2d Sess.
at 93 (hereinafter cited as H.R, Rep. No . 91-940).
175Id. at 42; 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News at
835-36.
176116 Cong. Rec. S4392-424 (daily ed. March 24, 1970).
177ld. at S4424. The vote was 80 - 0, with 20 Senators
not voting.
178M- at H2466-72 (daily ed. March 25, 1970).
179ld. at H2472. The vote was 358 -- 0, with 72 absten-
tions.
180
Pub. L. No. 91-224, 84 Stat. 91.

Ii ;] --
'Section 11 (p) (2), V/QIA, p ies that "the pr
visions of pa iph (1) of this subsection shall he
effective one year after the effective date of this section,

The Pn qia 1 11 (p) (2) is authorized
to Relegate the responsibilities to carry out the provisions
of s 11 (p) (1) to an appropriate agency. Exercising that
power, the President "by letter of June 2, 1970, to the Chan i
man of the Federal Maritime Commission, delegated to the Com-
mission the responsibility to establish, and maintain the regu-
lations necessary to carry out the financial responsibility
requirements of s 11 (p) (1). 35 Fed. Reg. 8631 (1970). On
July 22, 1970, the letter of delegation was superseded,
"[wjithout derogating from any action taken thereunder", by
section 3 of Exec. Order No. 11, 548, Delegating Functions
of the President under the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act., as amended. 35 Fed. Reg . 11677 (1970).
185
35 Fed. Reg . 15220, Env. Rep_. 71: 5161.
184xo, June 18, 1971.
185^Establishing application fees, 35 Fed. Reg. 19638
(1970); amending the forms and requirements, 36 Fed. Reg.
3264 (1971); exempting non-self-propelled barges carrying
no oil, 36 Fed. Reg. 4-294 (1971); providing for issuance of
master certificates and for painting certificate numbers on
the bows of vessels where a certificate is not carried-on
the vessel, 36 Fed. Reg. 5704 (1971); and clarifying certain
language in the uniform endorsement and the Certificate of
Insurance regarding the maximum amounts of insurance which
may be required, 36 Fed. Reg. 8259 (1971) • There were no
proposed rule making proceedings outstanding on June 18, 1971
A complete text of FMC General Order 27, as amended, appears
in Env. Rep. 71 : 5101. The relevant PMC Forms are set forth
in Appendix B: (l) Application for Certificate of Financial
Responsibility (Oil Pollution) (Form FMC-224) ; (2) Certifi-
cate of Insurance (Form FMC-225 (5/71)); (3) Oil Discharge
Surety Bond (Form FMC--226 (9-70)); (4) Guaranty in Respect
of Liability for Discharge of Oil (Form FMC-227 (9/70)); and
(5) Sample Certificate of Financial Responsibility (Oil
Pollution) (Form FMC-244 (10/70)).
It was recently reported that the annual premium
on a 225,000 dwb tanker valued at $25 million now runs $925,-
000. Two years ago the cost for the same vessel was one-
third less at $625,000. Williams, Superport Setback: U.S .
Ships Get Bigger
,
but Firms Face Hurdles in Bids to Enlarge
Ports, Wall St. J., June 30, 1971, at 16, col. 1; see




While in the start-up phase, because of concomitant
uncertainties, the Office of Oil Pollution Responsibility has
to date kept its records manual] y.
188
On July 1, 1971.
189
The author counted 9,187 non-U. S. flag vessels over
1,000 gross tons (except passenger vessels) who were listed
as being certified. The Maritime Administration listed 17,
~
6$5 non-U. S. flag merchant vessels over 1,000 gross tons on





' t Co : 1 •
,
Merchant Fleets^ of the World: Oceangoing
Steam and Moti ; I i ps of 1,000 Gross Tons and Over as of
l'>eec,;f^ -,.1
, .\Sy,A) fit 6 UW"). /:' of -fi-:. 25, J'f/J, the Office
of Oil Pollution Responsibility had received a total of 5,038
applications for certification covering 20,561 foreign and do-
mestic vessels over $00 gross tons. Interview with Mr. Eliot
Rosenheim, Office of Oil Pollution Responsibility, June 29,
1971 o As of June 12, 1971, 4,659 certificates had been issued
covering 15/1-26 foreign and domestic vessels over 500 gross
tons, of which 2,984 vessels appear as single-ship cor-
porations and 443 certificates listed only two vessels, 56 Ped.
Reg. 6618-60, 6849-58, 6916-21, 7576-82, 7998-8005, 8745-50/
9058-42, 9797-800, 10748-49, 10904-06, 11054 and 11483-84
(1971).
One reason why more foreign flag ships do not trade with
the U.S. is because of the U.S. cabotage laws which prohibit
trading between U.S. ports by other than U.S. flag vessels.
Merchant Marine Act. 1920 I 27, 46 U.S. C. s 883, 41 Stat. 998;
Shipping Act, 1916 1 9, 46 U.S.C. s 808 (1964).
190
Of the 162 tankers in the world in service as of May 27,
1971, over 200,000 dwt , all were of non-U. S. flag registry.
Of that 162, 90 had been certified and three applications were
pending, while the owners of 51 of those vessels had not applied
The seven largest tankers were not covered. A list of those
tankers appear in Appendix C. Compilation by the author on
July 1, 1971 • ^he list of tankers was compiled from The Tanker
Register 1971 at 15.
191
See note 189 supra .
192




56 Fed- R§£^ 3751 (1971); interview with Mr. Robert G.
Drew, Chief, Office of Oil Pollution Responsibility, Bureau
of Certification and Licensing, HiC , June 17, 1971; interview
with CDR Daniel B. Charter, Jr., USCG, Maritime Pollution Con-
trol Branch, Office of Operations, Law Enforcement Division,
USCG, June 9, 1971.
194-






Interview with CDR Charter, supra note 193
.
198
Interviews supra note 193
•
199
WQIA § 11 (a)(5).
200
Text at notes 111 & 115 sugra.
201
Text at note 175 supra.
202
Section 11 (p) (4-) requires the study to be performed
by the Secretary of Transportation. The Coast Guard is within
his department.
203
Personal knowledge of the author.
204-
VQIA, sec. 11 (p)(4-)-
205
Section 11 (p)(4-) Report , supra note 79 at III.
206
s
s 11 (p) (4-) Study at 5-17 "to 18. The author participated
in the drafting of this portion of the study.
207o






It is not unwo of note that this very subsection
has already been amende' b the behest of the barge lobby-
to exempt non-self-propelled barges not carrying oil as cargo
of fuel. Sec. 120, Rivers and Harbors Act of 1970, Pub. L.
No. 91-611, Dec. 30, 1970. The regulations have been changed





e..g_. Su y of Canadian Note of April 16, 1970
,
Tabled by the Secretary of State for External Affairs in the
House of Co ls, April 17, 1970, reprint ed in 9 Int ' 1 Legal




.e.g., Wulf , Contiguous Zone for Pollution Control
,
supra note 10, at "48-81, & 166-89; W. Priedmann, The Future""
of "the Oceans 44-45 ; Cundick , Oil Pollution: Int ervent ion,
9 note 10, at 63' 76; Bilder, The Canadian. Arctic Waters
Pollution Prevention Act: New Stresses on the haw of the S ea,
69 Mich. h.~Rev. l~Tl97~0) '> Henkin, Arcticlnti-Pollution: "
Does Canada Make—or Break—International Lav/? 65 Am.__J_.
Int
' 1 L . 131 X1971) ; Wilkes, International Ad'mini • i ' e Due
Process and Control of Pollution—The Canadian Arctic Waters
Example, 2 J . Maritime h & Commerce 499 (1971).
215 Bilder, supra note 212, at 3-4- Descriptions of
the first voyage during the summer of 1969 may be found in
Keith, Acros s the T op, 96 U.S. Naval Inst . Proc, Aug. 1970,
at 61 j T970 Marine "Science Affairs 59-61; and T. Brown, Oil
on Ice: Alaskan Wilderness at the Crossroads 86-91 (1971)
•
The second voyage during the summer of 1970 is briefly
described in 1971 Marine Science Affairs 68 .
A considerable literature has developed over the Alaskan
oil development controversy. See, e.g. , Moreau, Problems and
Developments in Arct ic Alaskan Transportation
,
96 U.S. Naval
Inst. Proc. Naval Review
,
May 1970, at 98; T. Brown, Oil on le t-
:
Alaskan Wilderness at the Cros sroads (1971); Louis, Leon He ss
Never Plays it Safe, Fortune , Jan. 1970, at 104; Main, The Hot
Oil Rush in Arctic Alaska, Fortune , April 1969, at 120; Glaeser,
A Discussion of the Future Oil Spill Problem in the Arctic
,




The - oil & Refining
Co, appear to h; ' n up tli Benedict, Costs to




, at 12, col. 3; Smith,
Study Suspended on Us 'l ope Tankers, N.Y. Times,
Oct. 22, 1970, at 71, col. 2; 1971 Marine Science Affairs 68;
The Oil ] Di Question 227 n. 24; Earth Tool Kit 251.
Peril' explains why as of June 25, 1971, the imple-
menting regulations for the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention
Act has not been issued. See note 280 infra .
214An Act to Amend the Territorial Sea and Fishing Zones
Act, 18-19 Eliz. 2, c. 68 (Can. 1970). The text of the bill,
C-203, as introduced, is reprinted in 9 Int ' 1 Legal Materials
555 (1970).
21^ C) lnt'1 Legal Materials 598.
XD18-19 Eliz. 2, c. >\7 (Can. 1970) [hereinafter cited
as the Arctic Waters Act]. The text of the bill, C-202, as
introduced, is reprinted in 9 Int'l Legal Materials 54$ and
as enacted in 69 Mich. L. Rev . 58~Tl970}.
23 7
'Bill C-2, An Act to Amend the Canada Shipping Act,
3d. Sess., 28th Pari., 19~20 Eliz. 2, c. (Can. 1970). On
March 1, 1971, "the bill passed the House of Commons and re-
ceived Royal Assent on March 30, 1971
•
Supra note 214, at s 3 (l)»
219The documents promulgating the fisheries closing
lines are reprinted in 10 Int'l Legal Mat erials 437~ ;+0 (1971)*
They were established effective December 18, 1970. The
United States has strongly protested this unilateral act "which
purports to extend unilaterally Canadian jurisdiction over
areas which are traditionally regarded as the high seas." 64
Pep 't State Bull . 139 (197-1), 10 Int'l Legal Materials 441
C1971;, 65 Am. J. Int'l L. 388 (197TJT"
s-\ r~\ /-\






Id . I 11 (1).
223
Supra note; & 66.
224
Oil- Pollution Prevention Convention, Annex Ac See maps
in Sc ' ' -^-^Jitl^iJL^ 3 ater
Pollution of Son>_Comm.. onjKjblic ...Works
,
90th„ Cong. , 1st Sess.,
pt. 1, at J.. '/J. Under Article III of the 1969 amend-
ments to this cou on, the prohibited zones of Annex A are
deleted and replaced by a 50 mile limit for tankers and for
other covered vessels "as far as practicable from land"
.
225
See text infra at Chapter Vic Cf. Bilder, supra note
212, at 30 o -
"~ —£—
226
Statement of the Head of Legal Division, Department of
External Affairs, Mr. Beesley, on April 29, 1970, in Minutes
o f Proceedings and Evidence B sfore the House Standing Com;
i





Contiguous Zones for Pollution Control
at 69 and Bilder, supra note 212, at 21 n.8
227
Statement of the Secretary of State for External Affairs,
the Hon. Mitchell Sharp, 114 H.C. Deb. 60 15 (April 17, 1970),
quoted in Bilder, supra note 212, at 21 note 79. See__also
Vulf, supra nooe 10, at 66 text accompa' n. 172.
"
228
Background Notes on the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention
Bill and the Territorial Sea and Fishing Zones Bill (April 8,
1970) at 3, quoted in Bilder, supra note 212, at 21 n.79» The
Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern Development
had previously indicated that in its -view any passage which
posed a threat of pollution was not innocent. H.C. Comm. on
N. Devel. , No. 1, at (Dec. 16, 1969), in Wulf , supra note 10,
at 53-5zi: .
229
Bilder, supra , note 212, at 22.
230
See text supra accompanying notes 58-59-
231
Arctic Waters Act I 8 (l)(d). No shipping safety control




Id. Is 11 (1) & 3 (l)
Id. I 8 (l)(d)
235
236
Canada Shipping Act I 736 (2) (a) & (b) e
"Pollutant" is defined in id. I 736 (l)(k):
(k) "pel 1 1- ban b" i •
(i) any substance that, if added to any waters, would
degrade or alter or form part of a process of degrada-
tion or alteration of the quality of those waters to
an extent that is detrimental to their use by man or
by any animal, fish or plant that is useful to man, and
(ii) any water that contains a substance in such a
quantity or concentration, or that has been so treated,
processed or changed, by heat or other means, from a
natural state that it would, if added to any waters,
degrade or alter or form part of a process of degrada-
tion or alteration of the quality of those waters to
an extent that is detrimental to their use by man or
by any animal, fish or plant that is useful to man,
and without limiting the generality of the foregoing
includes oil and any substance or any substance that
is part of a class of substances that is prescribed by
the Governor in Council, for the purposes of this Part,
to be a pollutant.
"Oil" is defined in id. I 736 (l)(h):
(h) "oil" means oil of any kind or in any form and,
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, inclu-
des petroleum fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse and oil mixed
with wastes but does not Include dredged spoi.l.
237
s
"In bulk" is defined in id. s 736 (l)(g) as follows:
(g) "in bulk, in relation to any pollutant carried




in a quantity t xceeds a quantity prescribed by the
Go 'v Lcil with respect to that pollutant by
any regulation made pursuant to paragraph (p) Lib-
section (1) of section 739.
Canada Shipping Act § 739 (l)(g) states:
739- (1) The Governor in Council may make regulations
(p) prescribing quantities of pollutants for the purpose*
of paragraph (f) of subsection (1) of section 736 [re-
lating to the Maritime Pollution Claims Fund,]
§ 74-5 (l)(a).
s
Id. s 74-5 (1), (b). The owner of the pollutant may be
:empted under id. s 744- (3). The owner of a pollutant is re-
quired to have financial responsibility only if the pollutan
is carried on a ship of a class designated as subject to the
civil liability provisions.. Id. Is 745 (l)(b) & 743 (l)(b).
240
The financial responsibility requirements are to come
into force by separate proclamation and only as to designated
classes of ships. Act to Amend the Canada Shipping Act, supra
note 217, at s 4-.
241
See text infra at notes 382 & 391-406.
24-2
It should be noted that the financial responsibility
requirements do apply in portions of the high seas adjacent
to the Canadian coasts. They apply in arctic high seas ship-
ping safety control zones, supra note 232, to any ship that
"proposes to navigate or... navigates within" any such zone.
pra note 233 • They also seem to apply in the Canadian
elusive fishing zones, Canada Shipping Act s 736 (2)(c),
five of which have already been established, note 219 sup3:;a,
to" the owner of any ship that carries a pollutant in bulk to
or from any place in Canada", supra note 238. They do not
appear to apply to Canadian arctYc""high seas areas not within
snipping safety control zones, because the Arctic Waters Act
does not require financial responsibility except in such zones,
Arctic Waters Act s 8 (I)(d), and the Canada Shipping Act
requires financial responsibility in only those arctic waters

- 190 -
which are "Canadian" and not within s] ag safety contro]
zones, Canada Shipping Act 736(2) (b). "Canadian waters",
as used in ±\ Ld
,
is not defined in Bill C-2; it is assumed
that such t excludes high seas areas. It therefore appears
that the Canadian claim to require financial responsibility
of ships
_ on the high seas is considerably broader than the U.S.
claim, since the latter makes no such claim, not even applying
the financial responsibility requirements in the U.S. contiguous
zone. WQIA ss ll(p)(l) & 11(b)(1). The legality of the
Canadian pollution control claims on the high seas are consider-
ed in the sources cited in note 212 sugra.
243
Arctic Waters Act s 6(1) (e) (does not apply to government
damages other than those specified); Canada Shipping Act s 74-3
(l)(d) (applies to both government and all other persons).
244
Arctic Waters Act s 6(2) ; Canada Shipping Act I 743
(D)(c). It is unclear which act governs in arctic waters not





Arctic Waters Act I 7 (1) ; Canada Shipping Act § 744(1).
Arctic Waters Act s 7(1)
«
Act of war, intentional act of a third person and gove:
mental fault regarding navigational aids. Canada Shipping Act
s 74-4(1) (b); Civil Liability Convention, art. Ill, par. 2. It
is equally unclear whether these latter defenses would be availa-
ble in arctic waters not within shipping safety control zones.
248
24-9
Arctic Waters Act s 9<






















Id. § 736(2) (b).
258
The shipping safety control zones apparently would be
established wherever shipping traffic was anticipated. V/ulf,
Contiguous Zones for Pollution Control 78 n.201.
259
IMCO Doc. LEG X/7, Annex I (Apr. 30, 1971).
260
^
For a further description of these draft articles seetext infra at notes 421-25.
261
Eiiz
* 2, On. 21 (1971). The text is reproduced In
10 irrb'I LcgMj Haterj ols 584 (1971).
262
2 Jlg^lSg^gollotion Bull. 21 (1971).
263
64- Dep't State Bull. 304 (1971).
264
Acceptance deposited May 10, 1971 . 64 D ep't State Bull .
265
The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Bill was introducedm the House of Lords on January 15, 1971. Unfortunately the
latest information available to the author dates only from








Meg,?" 1 e 36 (italics in original). The decision-
making proces; i detailed exposition in id. at 36-51.




Lasswell & Chen, Human and World Public
Order: / F: ;'or Polif Lent* I Inqi i 63 Am. J. Int rl
L. 237,
. c 97 —~——
-
270











The author has been unable to uncover any situations in
which the United States has attempted to apply the financial
responsibility requirements to a foreign flag ship merely pas-
sing through U.S. territorial seas. However the United States
is requiring all vessels, including foreign flag vessels not
destined for U.S. ports, desiring to pass through the Panama
Canal to establish financial responsibility for oil pollution
and denies passage through the canal until such proof is esta-
blished. Interview with Mr. Robert G. Drew, Chief, 0ffd.ee of
Oil Pollution Responsibility, Bureau of Certification and
Licensing, Federal Maritime Commission, June 17, 1971- Mr- Drew
reported that all such ships have complied with FMC regulations,
generally within 36 hours.
276
No public protests over this claim have been uncovered
by the author. This raises the question of the validity under
international law of requiring financial responsibility as a
condition of entry into and passage through "international water-
ways under special regimes" e_»£» ? the Suez and Panama Canals
.
}
McDougal & Burke 1075? and international straits. There is
need for additional research into these questions.
277




The text of the exchange of notes regarding this pro-
test is re] ' bed in 9 Int'l Legal Materials 605-15 (1970).
279
The text of the U.S. statement appears in 64 Dep't
£i^£j3ull. 139 (1971) and 10 Inf] \ Lais '441 (1971).
The Canadian announcement of the fj closing lines appears
:i " 10 I^'l Legal Materials 457 (1971). See text supra at
note 219. "~~
280
Private communications to the author from sources with-
in the U.S. Government. Cf. Wilkes, Can^ada^s^Ar^-bi^^Ee^uln^oj^,
supra note 212, at 500 , which indicates that ' a team has al-
ready begun to draft the necessary regulations'."
281
On June 26, 1970. Bilder, supra note 212, at 1.
282
See text supra accompanying notes 261-67«
285
A detailed examination of this aspect of that confer-
ence is set forth below at text accompanying notes 590-406.
284
The U.Sc suggestion was contained in the U.S. protest
to the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Bill and is re-
printed in 9 Int'l Legal Materials at 606 (1970). The Canadian
non-acceptance of this suggestion appears in summary of the
Canadian Note of April 16, 1970, which is reprinted in 9 Int'l
Legal Materials at 614.
285
The extensive work being doing in all areas of marine
pollution is described in U.N. Secretary-General, The S
sv!pi--;i rio'U 29. This document was pnu]K.v w :! pursuant to G.A..
I'.cs. 25G6, ?n U.N, GAOR Supp. >.>, at 38, U.N. Doc. A/7630
(1969) and represents the most comprehensive compilation of
the truly immense amount ' of work cur-rently underway in the
area of marine pollution. It summarizes the efforts of: 1)
the following organizations of the United Nations system:
PAO, UNESCO and its Inter-Governmental Oceanographic Commission
(IOC), WHO, WMO, IMCO and IAEA. [id. at 65]; the specialized
groups established under U.N. auspices: Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP) [id.
at 82] ; the Special Committee on Oceanic Research (SCORT"
and the Group of Experts on Long-Term Scientific Policy and

- r.
[00, [id. at 67] and
Committee 0: des (COFI) of FAO [id. at 69]; 3) t
of the main U.N. bodi< s: ECO.SOC and. the General Assembly
[id. at 80-81]; 4) the non-governmental organizations con-
cerned: Ini
1 for Conse] ion of Nature and
Natural Resources (IU0N)
,
[id. at 67 note 110], International
Association for Water Pollution Research (IAWPR) , the Inter-
national Association of Microbiological Societies (IAMS) and
the International Lav/ Association [id. at 69]; and 5) other
intergovernmental organizations: North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation's Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society (NATO
CGI'jB)
,
lization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD), the Council of Europe, the 'International Council
for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) [id at 67 note 110],
the General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean (GFCM)
,
the International Commission for the Scientific Exploration
of the Mediterranean (ICSEM) [id. at 69 note 114]. But see
P Report 247: "Our present view [is] that to date the in-
ventory of existing organizations is far longer in names than
in demonstrated resources, will, or appreciation of the func-
tions to be performed or even of the problems and possibilities."
See Appendix D which contains a listing of the largest
flag states' adherences to the Territorial Sea and 1954 Oil
Pollution Prevention Conventions and signatures to the 1969
Civil Liability Convention.
The details of that work are examined below in
notes 413-24 and 4^0-89 and accompanying text.
287
'Texb at note 283 supra
.
2881MC0 Doc. LEG X/7 at 20 (1971). Bee text at not:
421-24.
289IMC0 Res. A. 176 (VI); IMCO Doc. A/COOT 1 . 48/PC/IWG-MP . 1/
Inf. 7 (June 14, 1971). Hie U.S. consid< cs IMCO as the appro-
priate forum for the pursuit of overall oil pollution con-
ventions in the international sphere. Transcript of testimony
of Russell E. Train, Chairman of the Council on Environment' l]
Quality before the Consultative Subcomm. on Oceans and Inter-
national Environment of the Sen. Foreign Relations Cornm.
,
May 20,-1971, at 131.
290See, e.g., Wash. Post, Dec. 12, 1970, at A15 , col. 7;

195 -
id., Dec. 17, 1970, at A4, col. 7; Wulf, International Con-
^°1_ oil Marine Pollution, 25 JAG J. 95 at laTTl^l) ; 19"7i~
Marine Science Affairs 89.
291
G.A. Res. 2581 par. 12, 24 U.N. GAOR Supp.30, at 44,
U.N. Doc. A/7630 (1969).
292
G.A. Res. 2750C par. 2, 23 U.N. GAOR Supp. , at
U.N. Doc. A/ (1970).
293
Ibid. ; U.N. Sec'y General, The Sea , supra note 29, at
80-81. See Newman, Oil on Troubled Waters: The International
Control of Marine Pollution , 2 J. Maritime ET & Commerce 349,





See Report of the Second Sess. of the Preparatory Comm
.
for the U.N. Conf . on the Human Environment
, U.N. Doc.
A/C0NE748/PC.9 at "18-1^ (1971). The U.S. currently does not
view the Stockholm Conference as a negotiating body lor any
new international agreements on oil pollution. Transcript of
testimony of U. Alexis Johnson, Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs, before the Consultative Subcomm. on Oceans
and International Environment of the Sen. Comm. on Foreign
Relations, May 20, 1971, at 105.
295
McDougal & Burke 39- See SCEP Report 249-34 for a
view that the developing countries have a considerably smaller









Text accompanying notes 317-Z^0? infra.
300






McDougal & Burke 51. The clarification of goals which






This is evident from the wide acceptance of the con-
cepts of inland waters, territorial sea, exclusive fishing
zones, contiguous zones, and continental shelf embodied in
the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law of the Sea. See
Appendices D & E.
306
See text supra at notes 11-16.
307
1969 U. N. Stat. YB . at 396. Of the sixty nations, 23
had fleets of more than, one million gross registered tons
(grt) and 15 more had fleets between 500,000 grt and one mi-
llion grt. Ibid.
308
Id. at 399-^16 (provisional figures only). 147 countries
were listed as having some international sea-borne shipping.
The referenced tables list both vessels entered and cleared
and goods loaded and unloaded in external trade. The figures
for the vessels
represents the sum of net registered tonnage of sea-
going foreign and domestic merchant vessels (power
and sailing) entered with cargo for or cleared with
cargo to a foreign port and refer to only one entrance
or clearance for each voyage. The data where possi-
ble excludes vessels "in ballast," i.e. entering with-
out unloading or clearing without loading goods.
Id. at 407. Those tables show that 77 countries had
vessels entering or leaving port totalling more than one
million net registered tons in 1968.
309
E. Holmes, Freedom of the Seas, 22 Naval War Coll .
Rev
.
, June 1970, 4- at 6. Cargoes transported by air constituted





^ 12Id. at 229.
-
~^See, e.g., Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act, 18-
19 Eliz. 2, c. 47 (Can. 1970) § 8; Canada Shipping Act., as
amended by act of 3rd. sess. 28th. Pari, 19-20 Eliz. 2 I 745
(Royal Assent, Mar. 30, 1971).
See , e,.j£. , Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau's remarks
on introduction in the House of Commons of the Arctic Waters
Bill in 9 Int 'I L< 3 Lais 600-04 and Canadian Note to U.S
Government of Apr: 1 16, I in. id. 607-15
.
. ^These same goals regarding pollution control in the
contiguous zone are adopted in Wulf , Contiguous Zone for Pollu-
tion Control 94 and Cundick, Oil Pollution: Intervention

516Text 58-59 supra.
317See the source Lted in McDougal & Burke at 234-
n.152 and 235 rm. 153-55
•
3182 Conference for at ion of ! - : i onal
Lj /, Bases of Disc Lon, Territori; 1 Waters , League of Na-
tions No. C.74.C -T9.V, at 65-9TT1929/' thereinafter
cited as Bases of Discussion],
319
'From South Africa, .id. at 65, Australia, ibid.
,
Denmark, id. at 66, Finland, France & the United Kingdom, id.
at 67, Italy & Norway, id. at 68.
320South Africa, Australia and the United Kingdom, supra
note 63.
321Denmark: "security, public health, temperance, sup-
pression of smuggling, etc,"
Finland: "police and shipping regulations . . . security"
France: "security . . . shipping, fishing, the pro-
tection of buoys, health supervision and Customs inspection"..
Italy: "general regulations for public order",
Norway: "safety of navigation, Customs inspection and
health supervision"
.
McDougal & Burke are a little harsh in their reading of
these replies when they write that "only three states saw fit
to become specific about innocent passage." McDougal & Burke
at 235.
322
~Bases of Discussion at 71-
525Ibid.
524Ibid.
Acts of the Conference for the Codification of Inter-
national haw, Minutes of the S econd Co attee, Territ orial
Waters, League of Nations No. C. '35 ' Cb)-M.14 )".1930.V at 62,




mutes of the Second Co: at 63, quot ed in
McDougal & Burke at 23'
327Conference for the Co ^J^A™^ !
Final Act, League oj .V, 1
at 16~Xemphasis in the original) [hereinafter cited as Final
Act ]
.
528McDougal at 239 « The controversy over the
hovering laws arose in large measure "because of this provision.
^Article 6, Final Act at 16.
330The Annex on the Legal Status of the Territorial Sea
was adopted unanimously by the 2-'! nations represented at the
Conference. These nations were : Union of South Africa, Germany,
USA, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Great Britain, Canada,
Egypt, Spain, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Norway, The Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Portugal and
Yugoslavia. Final Act at 19-26.
^'McDougal & Burke at 241.
JJ Article 6, Final Act.
^McDougal & Burke at 241.
3x4.
Conference for the Codification of I 1 ational Law
,
Report of the Second Commission !
,
Committee J (Territorial
Sj)jTy7~League of Nations No. C7230. M.117- 1930.V, at 8 (1930)
"thereinafter cited as Report of Second Committee].
555Ibid.







^l Y.B. : ' 104-06, U.N. Doc. A/ON' .4/SER .
A
(1954) [hereinafte L1 LLC TB I].
^2McDougal & Burke at 248-49.
^1954 ILC YB I at 106.
1 LsB. Int. 1.] L Co ' 253, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A
(1955) [hereinaft< 1 Li L955 ILC YB I].
^1955 ILC YB I at 255-54.
346One amendment , although, agreed, upon at the 325th
meeting, id . at 254, was not incorporated in tie article which
was adopted as a whole at that meeting, but was incorporated
in the final article adopted at the 329th meeting of that
session, id. at 281.
WId. fit 254.
348
-^§£9 ' ' ' ° £ the Int ' 1 L. Comm 'n for the Eighth Session
,
11 GAOR Supp. 9, "U.N: Doc. A73159 at 19 (1956
Article 18 (final draft), Commentary (2)(b), id. at
^HcDougal & Burke at 248.
551Id. at 249,
/jl?2
l Y.B, 1 'i L Co !n at 200-01, U.N. Doc. A/CN .. 4/SER . A
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•-^ Report g bb Cnt '1 L. Oomm'ri foj bb Sixth Session
,
U.N. Doc. A/26 1
,
.
B 5F1 i,.~ Comm'n at 3 ; . e , 01 Docl A/
CN . 4/SER . A/195VAdd . '"i
3591955 YB ILC I at 255
360Report of the Int ' 1 L . Comm ' n for the Se-y i } it] Ses-
sion, U.N. Doc. A/2934, in 2 "I.E. Int'l L. Comm'n at -':u. Or.
Doc." A/CN.4/SER/1955/Add.l.
^61 1 Y.B. Irt':i L. Coram' d at 203-06, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/
SER. A/1956 [hereinafter cited at 1956 YB ILO I].
v^r p
By India (traffic in arms), id, at 203, Turkey (sub-
marines), ibid., South Africa (flying the national flag, navi-
gation routes, public order, security, customs and sanitary
regulations) , id. at 204.
363Id. at 206
36-4
Mr. Spiropoulos stated "it was therefore obvious
that foreign, vessel s were obliged to comply with the laws and
regulations of the coastal stat . p: ; Led they were in con-
formity with the rules of inJbj it ion; I law ." Ici at" 205
par. 17 (emphasis added;. Sir Gerald S'itzmaurice (UK) agreed
with this statement: "The other laws and regulations enacted
by the coastal State in conformity with rules of int erhat I onal
law would, of course CO] o appTy~r r~*~Td~I at ^Ub par. ?v
"(emphasis added). "The right of innocent passage did not
imply that foreign vessels exercising the right were not sub-

202 -
3*ect to the laws of the coastal State so far as that was re -
quired by internati onal law." Id. at 206 par. '37 (emphasis
added)
.
365Report of the Int ' 1 L. Conmi'n for the Eighth Se s-
sion, supra note 92, at 20
366 .Sir Eitzmaurice approved Mr. Sandstrom's comment
that the distinction between article 16 [meaning of the right
of passage] was that in the former, irrespective of any act
of the vessel in the territorial sea, passage could be re-
fused on the grounds that it was not innocent. Under the
latter article, a right or passage existed and could not be
withheld, although penalties could be imposed for any in-
fringement of the coastal State's regulations during that
passage. 1956 YB ILC I at 201 par. 74.
367Report of the Int ' 1 haw Comm'n for the Eighth Ses-
sion
,
supra note 92, at 19. Eor a more detailed argument in
support of this position see McDougal & Burke at 249-50.
368McDougal & Burke at 251.
369Article 14 par. 4, Territorial Sea Convention.
370McDougal & Burke at 252-53,
371 Id. at 253,
372Id. at 254
373Ibid
Mr. Yingling (US): "The second sentence of [article
14 par. 4, as adopted] was meant to indicate that a ship in
innocent passage must conform to the lav/s and regulations of
the coastal State. However, such laws and regulations could
not prohibit innocent passage. 3 U.N. Conference on the law
of_lk<Liiea, Official. Records at 83 par. 23, U.N". D'oc. A/CONE. 13/
39 [hereinafter cited as 3 Official Records].

,"] een the concept
ol' innocence i of the obJ 'on of a ves-
sel i] bo co: to the lav gulations of the
co; St at Co" Id. at par. 25.
^75Id. at 75-76, 83-85.
^/6Hr.
. 1 & Burke at 258.
^Article 15 par. 3, ILC draft.
578U.N. Doc. A/CORF. 13/C.1/L.28, 3 Official Records:
First Committee at 216.
579Ihid.
/jm
]A- at 76 par. 26.
581T , • -,Ibid.
582McDougal &. Burke at 258. Indeed, opposing arguments
were made that this change would permit the mere fact of pas-
sage as such to he considered non - innocent, rather than to
permit prohibition only for specific conduct during passage.
3 Official Records at 83 pars. 27-28, 35-
58
^U.N. Doc. A/CONF.13/C.1/L.37 & Corr. 1 (1958) in 3
Official Records: First Committee at 219.
384^ official Records at 80 ~ 81.






$89 1See above for a discussion of what can be learned
from those discussions regarding state's rights in the ter-
ritorial sea in pollution control generally.
59
°Infra note 4-16.
^91IMC0 Doc. LEG/C0NE'/C.2/WP.22/Rev. 1, at 6.
392See mfra text at notes 4-19-20.
595IMCO Doc. LEG/C0KP/C.2/WP.46 (Nov. 25, 1969). The
language shown includes clarifying verbal amendments made
during discussion of this amendment during the committee meet-
ing on November 25, 1969. See also infra text following note
405 •
594
Including these three, they are, in decending order
of number of ships and deadweight tonnage: Japan, United
Kingdom, USSR, Liberia, Norway, Greece, USA, West Germany,
Italy, Panama, France, Netherlands, Sweden, Spain and Denmark.
Naval Review 1971, 97 U.S. Naval Inst. Proc, May 1971, at
355, compiled from Merchant gleets d* the World , supra note 189.
595IMC0 Doc. LEG/C0NF/C.2/WP.4-6.
396Statement of Spanish delegate, Mr. de Paramo Canovas,
IMCO Doc. LEG/C0NP/C.2/SR.20 at 5-











The vote by states, as well as positions for and
against the amendment, are listed in a chart in Appendix F.
405IMC0 Doc. LEG/CONF/C.2/2, Annex at 9 (Nov. 26, 1969)
406Handwritten notes of Louis P. Georgantas, Office
of Legal Advisor, U.S. Dep't of State, Delegate to the Con-
ference, on file in the Office of the Legal Advisor, U.S.
Dep't of St ate j handwritten notes of EJ\DM William L.
Morrison, USCG, Chief Counsel U.S. Coast Guard, Delegate to
the Conference, on file in the Office of the Chief Counsel,
Headquarters U.S. Coast Guard.
No record of the floor debate or roll call vote, if
any, on this amendment was available to the author. However
Mr. Neuman was asked by the author for his recollection of
this question. He recalled that
the United States delegation discussed the matter
with the sponsors of the amendment , and ultimately
persuaded France and Spain to withdraw their support
leaving only the UAR as sponsor. With the with-
drawal of Spain and France, there were enough votes
switched to defeat the amendment. I further recall
that France and Spain, in the final voting, abstained.
Letter from Mr. Neuman to the author, May 24, 1971 in the
author's possession.
Mr. Neuman recalls that the U.S. position on the a-
mendment was that it
would constitute unwarranted interference with the
principle of innocent passage through the territorial-
sea, to the extent that vessels registered under, the
flag of non-contracting states would be affected. Ibid .
407
Cf_. letter from Mr. Neuman, supra note 406.
Text accompanying note 190 supra
a
It is interesting to note that in 1969 the U.S.
Coast Guard estimated that half the world's foreign tankers




bo 1954 were -unproduc-
tive or .;. o Secretariat of
the United Natio i.on of the Se a "by Oil,
U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 1;
Law of t] 169,
U.N. Doc
| j
text infra at notes 4-6.
4-10c , r .Supra note 64-.
4-] 1
a note 66. Forty two countries representing
95 percent of the world's shipping tonnage are parties to the
1954- Oil Pollution Prevention Convention as amended in 1962.
U.N. Sec'y General, The Se a 56; Dep't of State, Treaties in
Force 524- (1971) [herinafter cit< : .- .-." 1971 Treaties in ce ]
.
4-12
The Torrey Canyon went aground in international
waters on March 18, 1967 on the Seven Stones Reef about 16
miles off Land's End in the English Channel. The super-
tanker carried 110,228 tons of Kuwait crude oil. Six tan]
were breached by the grounding spilling about 30,000 tons of
oil into the sea and spawning an oil slick 100 square miles
in area toward the British and Pranch co- its, After 12 days
of unsuccessful savalge attempts, the tanker was bombed free-
ing another 90,000 tons of crude. The slicks reached the
Britany coast 110 miles away from the grounding and as far
as Normandy, 275 miles from the Seven Stones Reef. The tanker
finally sank in place. Committee of Scientists, Cabin it
Offic e, United Kingdom, Report: The Torrey "Canyon (1967)
;
Secretary of State for the Horn ' Pep ' t
,
Eepo : c > "the Parlia-
ment : The Torrey Canyon, Cmnd. 324-6 (Eng. 1967); E, Cowan,
Oil and Water., The To.'-rey Canyon Disaster- (1968); PJ?j bro
In the Wake of Torrey Canyon ("19687T CTGill, P. Booker &
T. Soper, The Wreck of ; t?ey Canyon (1967). See • Lsb ,
Marshall , The Black Wake of the Torrey C- \
,
93 U.S. Naval
b. Proc , Dec. 1967, at 38; Wilson, Th Hack Tidt of the
To] >n, id . at 153- Legal analysis of the incident
may be found in Sweeney, Oil Pollution of the Oceans, 37
Pordham L
.
Rev. 155 (I96877~~ln 33 ATL L.J. 289 (1970);
Nanda , The Torrey
_
Canyon Disaster: Some Legal Aspects
,
4-4-
Denver L.J . 4-00 (1967"); IMCO Legal Comm., , Report Conct cning
the 'Torrey Canyon' Question , ' TJ Doc" A/ES.IY/5 (1968;.
4-13
The history, structure and work of IHCO through
mid-1966 may be found in Goddu, IMCO: .' ' s ; '• ance to the
American Merchant Marine, 92 U S l] Cn :1 Proc. , 'Dec. 1966,

20? -
at 71. A concise but comprehensive account of IMCO's re-
cent work may "be found in price, International Activity





Amendments to the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, adopted at
Brussels Oct. 21, 1969, Sen. Ex.G, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. at
29. A composite of the convention as amended in 1962 and
1969 appears in 9 Int ' 1 Legal Materials 45 (1970). They
have been accepted as of June 1971, by the Malagasy Republic
(on Jan. 22, 1971), 64 Dep't State Bull. 304, and the United
Kingdom (on May 10, 1971), 64 Dep't State Bull . 812 (1971).
415International Convention Relating to Intervention
on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, done
at Brussels, Nov. 29, 1969, Sen. Ex. G, 91st Cong., 2d Sess.
9 (1970), 9 Int'l Legal Materials 25 (1970), 64 Anu_ J. Int ' 1
L. 471 (19703, 1 J. Marit ime L . & Commerc e 567 (l970J7~S ec 'y
of State., United States Foreign Policy 1969-1970: A Report
558 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Intervention Convention J~I
Thirty states signed the convention while it remained open
for signature. See the list in Appendix G. After December
31,1970 the convention remained open for accession. Inter-
vention Convention, art. IX. par. 1. No accessions are re-
ported in Dep't State Bull, through June 1971* The con-
vention was ratified by Great Britain on January 12, 1971.
64 Dep't State Bull. 304 (1971).
416International Convention on Civil Liability for
Oil Pollution Damage, done at Brussels, Nov. 29, 1969, Sen.
Ex. G, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 19 (1970), 9 Int'l Legal Mate-
ials 45 (1970), 64 Am. J. Int'l L . 481 (1970), 1 J. Maritime
L. & Commerce 373 (1970), Sec'y of State , United State s
15rel.£'n~ToTTcy 1969-1970: A Report 569~Tl97lTThereinafter
cited as Civil Liability Convention], Twenty nine states
signed this convention while it remained open for signature.
See the list in Appendix H. After December 31, 1970 the
convention remained open for accession. Civil Liability
Convention, art. XIII, par.l. No accessions or ratifications
are reported in Dep't St ate Bull, through June 1971-
Both the Intervention Convention and the Civil Liability
Convention and the amendments to the 1954 Oil Pollution Pre-
vention Convention, supra note 414, were submitted by the
President to the Senate for advice and consent on May 20, 1970.
Sen. Ex . G at 1, 62 Dep't State Bull. 756 (1970). Because of
differences between these conventions and the ¥QIA, hearings

on them were first held by the Air and Water Pollution Sub-
committee of the Senate Public Works Committee, on July 21
and 22, 1970. I^O_^ivij
:
_hiabilities Conventions (Oil Pollu-
tion)
,
Hear2^^s_before_the Stibcomm. on Air_ & Water Pollution
of the Sen. Comm. on Pu- i Works, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).
On February 8, 1971 the President again requested ad-
vice and consent to these conventions and. amendments. Presi-
dent's Message to the Congress on the Environment, "Feb. 8,
1971, H.E. Doc. Ho. 92-46, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1971), in
Council on Environment al Quality , The President ' s 1971 En-
vironmental Program 9~TT"97'l7. The President indicated his
intention to withold ratification of the Civil Liability Con-
vention until the supplementary convention to establish" an
Internationa]. Compensation Eund can also be brought into force
at the same time. Ibid.
Hearings on the conventions end the amendments were
held by the Senate Foreign Relations Consultative Subcommittee
on Oceans and International Environment on May 20, 1971, the
anniversary of their submission to the Senate. Wash. Post.
May 20, 1971, at A4, col. 1, 2 Eny^_JRep_. 98-99 (1971). At those
hearings Senator Muskie submitted for "the record a letter from
him to Senator Fulbright dated May 17, 1971, endorsed by the
members of the Senate Public Works Committee, indicating their
concern with the Civil Liability Convention but recommending
Senate concurrence in the convention coupled with withholding.
Senate action pending successful negotiation of the supple-
mentary convention. Absent a satisfactory supplementary
compensation convention the Senate Public Works Committee
did not support the Civil Liability Convention standing alone.
Also submitted by Senator Muskie for that record were copies
of his Subcommittee's evaluation of the Civil Liability
Convention in comparison with the WQTA I 11, a letter from
the Deputy Attorney General to Senator Muskie, April 15,
1971, replying to the questions raised in .that evaluation;
a letter from Senator Muskie to the Secretary of State, May
6,1971, posing questions regarding the supplementary compensa-
tion convention; and the State Department letter reply to
Senator Muskie, May 14, 1971- In none of these documents is
the question of innocent passage and financial responsibility
raised.
Senator Muskie also submitted a statement dated May
20, 1971 for the record of those hearings. In that statement
he said:
1 am concerned about another aspect of the pending
Convention and the proposed supplementary treaty.
At the present time there is major tanker traffic
along the coast of Maine to the Bay of Fundy, Canada.

• • • « -
1
' s participation
in th: conventions, the
coast o of Rhode Isl;
,
and in
fact the coast of all of Ne^ ,'land will be threaten-
ed "by catastrophic oil spills from tankers in innocent
passage wit: 1 y way to recover the cost of clean-
up of those spills. Federal and State laws, no matt-
how^ strict, will not deal with spills from vessels
in innocent j^assage.
He then recommended:
initiation of bilateral negotiations between the United
States and Canada to establish interim protection of
United States and Ca waters from oil spills which
may occur from vessels in innocent passage to and fr
the United States and Canada. Canada has an interei
in such negotiation; i ause of the proposed transfer
of oil by tanker from Alaska to the West Coast. The
United States interest relates to the transfer of
Middle Eastern and Venezuelan oil to the Bay of Fur
and through the St. Lawrence Seaway.
St; nt of May 20, 1971, at 3-4. Senator Muskie did not
read this statement to the subcommittee and the transcript
of the hearings revealed no dicussion of these points took
place
„
At the full day of hearings, testimony was received
from industry, conservationist and State Department witnesses.
Together with the vocal support of the subcommittee's chair
man, Senator Pell, all the witnesses indicated support for
one or both of the conventions and the amendments. None spoke
against ratification. Mr. James J. Reynolds of the American
Institute of Merchant Shipping supported the Civil Liability
Convention and the 1969 Amendments but took no position on
the Intervention Convention. Transcript of Fearing 8. Mr.
Herbert A. Steyn, Jr. from the American Petroleum Institute
indicated support for the Civil Liability Convention but
also had no position on the Intervention Convention. Id_. 32.
Mi'. Roland C. Clement of the National Audubon Society and
Dr. Eugene V. Coan of the Sierra Club supported all three
agreements, the Civil Liability Convention conditioned on
the successful negotiation of a supplementary compensation
convention. Id. 58-59 & 67-72. Professor L.F.E. Goldie
supported all three agreements, id. 77, and recommended that
the Civil Friability Convention be reported out favorably to
show U.S. support for the supplementary convention and to
gain Canadian support for both conventions. Id . at 78. The
Hon. U. Alexis Johnson, Under Secret. ,. of State for Politic





> b. Id. 124.
PADM CG
,
Chief Co Tor the Coa:
1 ed argu: 'avor of the In-
tervention Co
I the 1969 Amendments. 1 L42 et seq
.
Mr. Fitzbugb Green, .Director of International Af s, En-"
vireminent al Protection Agency gave EI 1 > ed support for
all three agreeme] I : 185
d States is taking action to apply b] > rules
of the 1969 Amendments to its own vessels wi1 I for
them to co ' i Dree. RADM Morrison d thai : neces-
sary legii ! bo amend the 1961 Oil Pollution Act, supra
note ]
,
is with ! tie clearing process i ' ! ' bhe Ad
Id 148. Russe] > ain concurred with RADM Morrison's testimony.
Id
. 127. Thii Lc i.s being taken pursuant to the policy
announced in bhe President's Message to the Congress on Oil
Pollution, May 20, 1970, H.E. Doc. No. 9-1-340, 91st Cong.,
2d Sess., 62 Dep't State Bu ; Rep . 21:0241 (1970).
j\ ] n
CD^ril Liability Convention, art. VII, par. 1. That
limit of liability is about $134 per gross registered ton with
maximum of $14 million. Id. , art. V, par. 1.
418
Id. , art. VII, pars. 6 & 7-
43 9Id. , art r VII, par. 10.
Id. , art. VII, par. 11 (emphasis ad.ded).
4P1
See Sen. Ex. G, 91st Cong,, 2d Sess. at 45-46 (1970),
^IMCO Doc. LEG X/7, Annex I (Apr. 30, 1971). The
U.S. State Department participated in the drafting of these
Draft Articles. Sec 'y of State, United Stat es Foreign Poli (
1969-197 : A i: ' E 25I C l'97l7. The 1 s is support
-
:1 iii, limits of $50 to $100 million. Transcript of tesi
imony of U. Alexis Johnson, supra note 416, at 100.
425Internationa] Convention on Li: Ltation of Liabil:
of Seagoing Ship Owners, in force May 31, 1968, 1957 AMC 1972
printed in C>'\ /" . < C. Knauth , ''
Admiralty 636 (7th ed < V ' j~Xnoi in force for the U.S.).
I the coj of Sen< bor Muskie supra note 416.

- 211
424Draft Article 5, par. 1, IMCO Doc. LEG X/7, Annex
I, at 7.
425^The tenth session of the IMCO Legal Committee agreed
the Draft Articles should be submitted to the conference and
requested, subject to required approval of the IMCO Council,
the IMCO Secretary-General to issue invitations to attend
the diplomatic conference to adopt such a convention. IMCO
Doc. LEG X/7 at 20 (Apr. 30, 1971).
^^Section 11 (p) (4) Study at 8-9 to 8-11.
427
'Tanker Owners' Voluntary Agreement Concerning
Liability for Oil Pollution is set forth in Hearing s on S.7
& S.544 Before Subcomm. on Air & Water Pollution of the Sen .
Public Works Comm.
,
91st Cong., 1st Sess., ser. 91-2, pt . 1
at 261-65 (196977 8 Int ' 1 Legal Materials 497 (1969).
428Contract Regarding an Interim Supplement to Tanker
Liability for Oil Pollution, reprinted in 10 Int ' 1 Legal
Materials 137 (1971) and 2 J. Maritime L. & Commerce 705 (1971).
See Wash. Post, Jan. 15, 1971, at "A3, col. 1; id. Dec. 15, 1970,
at A10, col. 1.
429Oil Insurance Limited, Wash. Post, Jan. 15, 1971, at
A3, col. 1; I 11 (p) (4) Study at 8-11.
^50Wash. Post, Jan. 14, 1971, at A3, col. 1; 19 The
Orange Disc
.
, Mar. -Apr. 1971 at 32.
4^1
s 11 (p) (4) Study at 8-9; Water Pollution 1969
at 257-65.
^ 219 The Orange Disc , Mar. -Apr. 1971, at 32.
4^ § 11 (p ) (4) Study at 8-10.
^Ibid.
4






Secretary of Transportation John Volpe introduced
the subject as the major topic of his speech, at the opening
session of the conference. The speech appears in 63 Dep't
State Bull. 666 (1970) —^—
4-38
63 Dep't State Bull. 669 (1970); Wash. Post, Nov. 7,
1970, at A12, col. 8. Even the environmentalists recognize
and support this approach as "a major step toward eliminating
ocean pollution." Earth Tool Kit 257.
Sec'y of State, United States Foreign Policy 1969-
1970 : A Report 330-31; 1971 Marine Science Affairs 89.
440
19?1 Marine S cience Affairs 89; President's Message
to the Congress on the Environment. Feb. 8, 1971, H.R. Doc .
No. 92-46, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 7 &'l7.
441
Text at notes 291 and 292 supra .
442
See note 293 supra.
443
Report of the 1926 Conference quoted in Price,
InternaTionai~Acti.vity Regarding ShipboarcT Oil Pollution




See testimony of RADM William L. Morrison, USCG,
Chief Counsel of U.S. Coast Guard, in transcript of Hearings
on Sen. Ex. G, 91st C ong, 2d Sess. Before Consultative Sub-
comm. of Oceans and the International Environment of the
Sen. Foreign Relations Comm
. ,
92d Cong. , 1st Sess. , supra note
4-16, at 148" (May 20, 1971).
446
Price, supra note 443, at 28; Pollution of the Sea
by Oil
,




'Res. No. 1, 1954- International Conference on Pollu-
tion of the Sea by Oil, in Water Pollution - 1967, at 126.
4-48
Wilkes, State Jurisdiction over Oil Spills in a
Federal System, in 1971 Oil Spills Conf. Proc. 57, at 67.
Accord
,
Blumer, Scientific Aspects of the Oil Spill Problem
,
1 Environmental Affairs at 64 & 69.
449^ Transcript of testimony of Mr. James J. Reynolds,
supra note 416, at 20.
^°1958 Y.E. of the U.N . 501 (1959).
451See I960 Y.B. of the U.N. 679-80 (1961).
^2See 1962 Y.B. of the U.N . 641 (1964).
453As of January 1, 1971. Treati es in Force 323.
454
Price, supra note 443 , at 29.
455Convention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Con-
sultative Organization, done at London March 6, 1948, in
force for U.S. Mar. 17, 1958, 9 U.S.T. 621, T.I.A.S. No.
4044, 289 U.N.T.S. 48, as amended Sept. 28, 1965, in force
for U.S. Nov. 3, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 4855, T.I.A.S. No. 6409 >
U.N.T.S.








461-,--, , ,Id. at 30.
International Convention of Load Lines, 1966, done
at London, April 5, 1966, in force for U.S. July 21, 1968,
18 U.S.T. 1875, T.I.A.S. No.' 63317 U.N.T.S.
465




Price at 36-37; see U.N. Sec'y General, The Sea,
supra not e 29 , at 76
.
465This agreement entered into force August 9, 1969
and is reprinted in 9 Int'l Legal Materials 359 (1969).
466Price at 37; see U.N. Sec'y General, The Se a, at
76.
467
'See text infra at note 473 and Appendix I for a
list of Traffic Separation Schemes.
468International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
as Sea, June 17, I960, in force for the U.S. Sept. 1, 1965,
16 U.S.T. 794, T.I.A.S. No. 5813. Fifty-nine countries are
party to these regulations. 1971 Treaties in Force 325.
469yThat convention is discussed "briefly m the text
supra at notes 421-25-
470
' U.N. Sec'y General, The Sea
,
supra note 29, at 77.
The first recommendation is apparently in compliance with
IMCO Assembly Res. A/160 (ES.IV).
471




^Id. at 32. They are listed m Appendix I. The




97 U .S. Naval Inst. Proc , July 1971 at 104.
4-74-
.Six additional schemes were considered at the
July meeting of the Subcommittee on Safety of Navigation.
IMCO Doc. Nav. XI/3 (May 3, 1971); interview with CDR
Carmen Blondin, USCG, Maritime Law Division U.S.C.G. Head-
quarters, July 16, 1971> delegate to that meeting.
475See Wash. Post, Jan. 11, 1971 at All, col. 1.; id.
Jan. 12, 1971 at A3, col. 1; id., Jan. 13, 1971, at A3, col.
1; id., Jan. 14, 1971, at A7, col. 1; id., Jan, 24, 1971,
at Gil, col. 4; 2 Marine Polution Bull. 20-21 (1971). For
"brief accounts of later tanker coTlisions in the English
Channel, see Wash. Post, Apr. 4, 1971, at L8, col^; id.,
Apr. 9, 1971, at A16, col. 1; id., April 10, 1971, at A18
col. 6; and id., April 11, 1971 "at A24, col 11.
476See text at notes 471-72 supra .
477
"Price, supra note 443, at 32-33; U.N. Sec'y General,
The Sea
,
supra note 29, at 77. These proposed amendments
appear in Appendix J.





These decisions appear in U.N. Doc. A/C0NP.48/PC/
IWGMP . I/Inf
. 7 (June 14, 1971) and are noted briefly in U.N.
Sec'y General, The Sea at 78-79.
482U.N. Doc. A/C01^.48/PC/IWGMP.I/Inf .7 at 2. Suggest-
ed practical means to achieve this goal include revision of
the definition of "oil" in the convention; design and construc-
tion of tankers and other ships to keep oil and water separate
by clean ballast systems, barriers or otherwise; development
of oily water separators and oil content meters to permit
substantially total elimination and automatic control of oil
emission; provision of special stations to clean oil tanks
after unloading; providing adequate shore reception facilities

216 -
and ships equipment to permit discharge of dirty ballast while
taking on cargo, thereby eliminating delays; and providing
adequate port facilities and fitting ships with adequate
sludge tanks to receive oily residues from purification of




486 T . , rId . at 6
.






Lehr, Coast Guard Activities in Pollution Control
,
5 ^^A^^T^^^^z-^Si%^^Si^-^^^^9J^^^ 512 (June 1971) • See
also text at notes 44-8-4-9 supra .
A flow chart diagram of the stages of oil spillage
prevention, control and restoration appears in Swift, Touhill,
Templeton & Roseman, Oil Spillage Prevention, Control, and
Restoration Stat e of the Art and Research Keeds
,
Oil Pollu-
tion: Problems and Policies
,
supra note 22, at 36-37-
491Catoe & Orthlieb, Remote S ensing of Oil Spills,
1971 Oil Spills Conf. Proc . 71.
^2Melpar
,
Oil Tagging System Study (1970).
49 7ivIbid. ; Landowne & Vamwright , A Chemical Tagging
System for Use in the Prevention of Oil Spills , 1971 Oil






Understanding;, id. at 97- An outline of the subjects "covered
in this particular program appears in Appendix K.
495
See Putman, Causes of Oil Spills from Ships :n
Port, id. at 199, 200-2017"
496
Leonard, Development of Tank Vessel Overfill Alarm
Instruments , in id. at 103.
4-97
Lockwood & Norris , Use of a Gravity Type Oil
Separator for Tanker Operations
, in id. at 109; 1971 Marine
Science Affairs 20 & 67- The load-on-top system is described
in Water Pollution—1967, pt. 1, at 204-05 and Comment, Oil
Pollution of the Sea, 10 Harv. Int'l h. J. 316, 351-52 Tl969).
The SCEP Report states:
Tankers in their normal operations ... are estimated
to account for some 530,000 metric tons per year of
oil discharged into the oceans. Of this, approximately
500,000 metric tons are derived from tankers in the
world's fleet that do not employ . „ . "Load on Top"
(LOT). Tankers using LOT are responsible for only
30,000 metric tons. Yet the tankers using LOT
constitute 80 percent of the world's fleet ... If
the 20 percent not using LOT should adopt it , their
discharges would be reduced ... to 7,500 metric
tons per annum, and the aggregate of oil discharged
into the world's oceans from this source would be
correspondingly reduced from 530,000 metric tons per
annum to 37,500 metric tons per annum ... In
technological terms the appropriate remedial measure
appears to be clearly indicated. The difficulty
lies ... in the means of bringing about its use.
SCEP Report at 240-41 & 267. One working group suggested
unilateral action by the United States to exclude tankers
not employing LOT from its ports "should not be excluded by
the United States from its survey of available choices,11 id.
at 242, while another recommended more effective international
control measures to ensure its use. Id. at 144.
498
Ketchel & Smith, Development of an Air Deliverable
Antipollution Transfer System including the Development o f
an Optimum Oil Storage Container , 1971 Oil Spills Conf. Proc»
165; Lehr, Coast Guard Activities in Pollution Control, 5







Ibid. ; cf . N.P.C
.
, Environmental Conservation 28.
501Be 1larch, "Dynamic Keel" Oil Containment
1971 ' Lis Conf. Proc. 369; Basco, Pneumatic
Barrier 1] itainment Under and Current
Conditions, in id. at • i hr, supra note 498, at 516.
502Oxenham, A Study of the Perform- rlii2§.
of the 01 or 1 : Llic Belt " C ill Scrubber, " ] 1 -ills Conf.
Proc. 309; I mager, Walkup, Blacklaw & * b l, Study of nip-
ment and Methods for Removing; or Dispers.'^ ;, Oil Open
Waters, id. at 405; Kator, Oppenheimer 8 ] < crobial
Degradation of a Louis -ana Crude Oil in Closed Flasks and
under Simulated Field Conditio : in i( at 287; "Vaux, Weeks
& Walukas, Oil Spj 11 Tri atment ; b. Composted I -stic
Refuse, in id . a1 iO ; Hn tir, supra note 498- ' b 516; Office
' Naval Research News Release, Mar. 30, 1970, in 96 U.S .
val Inst. Proc. , June 1970, at 134; Wash. Post, Nov. 19,
1970, at Al, col. 1; Phila. Inquirer, Nov. 26, 1970, at 7
col. 4.
50-5y
' J c ff ery , The Development of Test Procedures for
t;h_e J\ of Efficiency in Beach Cleaning , 1971 Oil
Spills' Co d . Proc. 3:
5°/! Guiatz & Meloy, Froth Flotation Cleanup of Oil-
Contaminat ed Beac ' 1 i id. at 523; Mikolaj & Curran, A
Hot Water dization Process for Cleaning Oil-Contaminated
Beach Sand, in id. at 5 ; and Sartor & Foget , Evaluate
of Selected Earthmoving Equipment for the Restorati on of Oil-
Contaminated Beaches , in id. at 505.
505^The normal survival rate has been considered to
be 3%, but the techniques developed by the Richmond (Cal.)
Bird Care Center after the January 18, 1971 collision of
two Standard Oil (Cal.) tankers in San Francisco Bay indicat
that rates better than the 30% recoveries they experienced
is possible. Barne s , Community Response to Man-Made Disaste 3 •
,
V/ash. Post, Apr. 18,1971, at H7, cols. 4-5. Accounts of this




May 1971, at 25; I bon, V I C] aned Up Golden Go 1







1. Main Oil Movements by Sea D963
2. Main Oil Movements by Sea 1967
3. Main Oil Movements by Sea 1970
4. Main Oil Movements by Sea 1970
5. Main Oil Movements by Sea 1980
6. Oi] Industry in the Middle East and North Africa
7. Oil Industry in Western Europe
8. World's Oil Exporting and Importing Countries
9. Dependence on Oil in the Developing World


































































































































































































































































































































































8. WORLD OIL I







Oil and World Power: A Geographical
Interpret ation 65 (1970)
~












[ Advanced ind trial ir.d communist countries
s> ^
SOURCE: P. Odell, Oil and V/orld Power: A Geographical




1. Applicatio] C ' Financial Responsibility
(Oil Pollution) Form FMC-22
2. Certifi( of Insurance Form FMC 225 (5/71)
3. 0.1 :i Discharge Surety Bond Form FMC-226 (9/70)
l\ . Guaranty in Respect of Liability for I barge of Oil
Form 227 (9/70)
5. Certificate of Financial Responsibility (Oil Pollution)
Fo ': (10-70)







< TEN IN LAKi 1
I ; THAN ENGLI
(c) "I ;ADE NAME OR NAMES USED:
dots applicant now mold, 01 plican1 i ld, a certificate of
financial responsibility (oil pollution) issued by the federal i.
ii commission'
yes [Z]no
(If "YES" compl "i u).
(
.'
n, D. C. 20573.
;
"rts: Poti !
, b i I i ty
;
n; and port I V-Concurrenco of
'
: . a b I e
us. If a question does not opply, answer
"not I i os oppropri.
Incomplete applications wiL be I I.
tional space is req sheets may
be ottc
I
(o) CERTIFICATE NU (b) NAME(S) UNDER WHICH IS
3. (< ): TATE APPLICANT'S LEGAL FORM OF ORGANIZATIC ftTING AS AN INDIVIDUAL, CORPOI l"l , PARTNER-
SHIP, ASSOCIATION, JOINT STOCK COMPANY, BUSINESS TRUST OR OTHER I II ZED GROU P OF PERSONS (VYH ETH
INCORPORATED OR NOT), OR AS A RECEIVER, TRUSTI OR OTI I LIQUIDATING AG EN T, AN D DESCRIBI CUI
ACTIViTir S AND LENGTH OF TIME ENGAGED THE!
[b)l| A O ORATION, ASSOCIATION, JOINT STOCK COMPANY, BUSINESS TRUST, OR OTHER ORGANIZATION, GIVE:
HIE OF STATE OR FOREIGN COUNTRY IN WHICH INCORPOR DATE OF INCORPORATION OR O,
ZATION:
(c) IF a partner;.;: _ AND ADDRESS OF each PART,
(d) APPLICANT'S FISCAL YEAR:
(• ' (day)
TO
IMOI. 1 I . (DAY)
KmEANDADDRBSOI APPLI I OR OTHER PERSON AUTHORIZED BY APPLICANT TO ACCEPl
AL SERVICE IN THE UNITED STA1 (See

'IOF THE UNM







5.(t) IF APPLICANT INDICATED "'2 : ' OR "2-P" FOR ANY VESSEL LISTED / GIVE:




6. AM0UN1 , I
I APR]
R E QU J
MULTIPLY GROSS TOI , , 0:
' s
7. ITEMS 8 THROUG1








8.(o) TOTAL AMOUNT OF APPLICANT'S INSi: 'QUALIFY FOR A CERTI Fl C AT E OF F IN AN CI AL RESPONSI R :
(OIL POLLUTION). ; ,
CFI 5): S
(b) NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT'S INSURE:
9-(°) TOTAL AMOUNT OFSURETY BOND. (Surety Bond Form FMC- 226 must be filt ,' The Federal Maritime O'mmi ssion before a
Certificate will be issued. See 46 CFR 542.5):
(b) NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT'S SURETY:
10. (a) TOTAL AMOUNT OF GUARANTY. (C I ' C- 227 and required duta must be file! with Fe< '
a Certificatt will be issi '. ' CI .' "2.5):
(b) NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT'S GUARANTOR:
M. IF APPLICANT INTENDS TO QUALIFY AS A SELF-INSURER FOR A CERTIFICATE UNDER '.3 CFR PAI I" ! AT i ACH





OF Hi Ml OFFICE T ! r, City, Stale or C
Code):
.
AMD TITLE OF OFFICIAL SIGNING THIS APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PRINCIPLE OFFICE IN UNITED STATES Of any):
AREA CODE AND
TELEPHONE NO.:
: that I have J this application, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowl-
'I belief, it is true, correct, and complete. Furthermore, it i s agreed that the he re in named applicant shall be responsible to the
I'tates for any liability incurred und r S ion 11(f) of tl / Improvement Act of 1970 with respect to all
vessels o'/ned or operated by said applicant. I also agree that in the event the designated agent, or his replacement as
iippointcd liter, cannot be served c'mc to his death, disability or unav* ; the Secretary, Federal Maritime Commis-














| ! by the
|
serve as applic ice of process.
I 'art IV is c pi d,
it should be submitted to the Co:, n by the applic her separate!) or to-
gether with Parts I, II, and III.
It is hereby agi eed that.
r
(j
shall serve as th icant's Uni ' ent for service of process pursue
provisions of Section 542.4, Title 46, C.I .R. This designation and agree 1 shall cease imi ' ly in tl
event that said applicant designates o new agent acceptable and agreed to by the Federal Maritime Commis!
Dale:









after called "The I] .ifies - in ; ccorda] : i the
provision i section H(p)(l) of i Control - '<
,
as amended, < h of t owners and o »rs specified in th schi I b '•
is insured by it in res] b to sels s; Ln, against liability
to the i ; Lt< d States Govern, bhe amount of $100 per gro or §lk
million, which r is the lesser, ti b li< bility to the Unit
to which such \ cou] abject* aforesaid Act.
The Insurer consents to be i bly by the Unit [State; Government
in respect of anj claj ' oJ Ld < and operators, Lng
under section 11(f) oi I Li< I '
.
ovided, however, that in any
such direct action (a) its liability shall not d $1 i gross ton of
the tonnage of the . in respect of vhic] tl :laim j de, or $14,000,000,
whichever is the lesser, and (b) it to invoke all rights and
defenses, as s< I '• ' section 11(f)(1) of Publi I ' I 2 k, whi< >uld
have bccji ' Lable to any one of s s or oper if the action h
been brought ist such owner or operator by the United States Government,
and shall also be entil ' Lghts and dej hid Ld
have been available to the Insurer if the action had been brought jst
said Insurer by any one operators.

1' in.
Th Ls ] LI be on to <
I
: j.ng rise to a cL
I again: any of tl aid
owners or op I i secti< * 91-224, in re
any of the below list ssels, oct in or after tl
i
; Ls Certificate, which, as to each of such v< I
I be the date such
v issel is nai 3 in or add . the schedul : be] and before the expiration
date of this Insurance Cer1 be, which, i s to each of such vessels, shall
be the earli< the following
(a) The date whereon Federal ''. ) i
the C( : J i .' ponsibj i Pollu Lion)
in respect of any such vessels;
(b) A date 'j>0 days a t of r ci Lpt bj FMC of notice in
writing that the Insurer has elected to b< a ' i i1 bhe insurance
evidenced by this Certifi< bi Ln n pect of any such vessel,
and has so notiJ i Ld vessel's owner or o] or;
(c) The date subs- evidence of financial r< :ibilit;
been accepted by F
If, during the currency of this Insurance Certificate, any of the belo
named owners or operators should request that a vessel or vessels owned or
operated by them, and not specified herein, l ject to this Certifi-
cate, and if the Insurer should accede to such requ b, md should so ' "'y
!, in writing, then, sue] i 1 or v ' be tic
said schedule of vessels, and be s tbjeei to nee
Cei-'cj. fj cate .






(/ 3 ped name and title < irj




Certificate of Insurance No

Operator Added


















Ives and our heirs
j
execui 1 assigns, jointly and several ly,
firmly bj i :




bond as will i >
incur v ' . 11, Water
; ' '.
'
ival of « ny discb g of oil into or uj .-.:
the navigab!
or bers of the con!
;
WHEREAS, this 1 by the Princi] ]
as an auth ' of be ] 4&>




: 1 io: 11, Wal
1 F, THE] iRE, the co . if 1










































































] I ] o • 3
to an amount .
)p
ees to furnish wri
: QliUh of all s • ldQ b
I
3. The Guarantor's ]
p
fT . °
f ( ' licant
Llted





















bad been brought againsl
said
- a i vj Liable
to
5 * ' - Applicant requer;'










Bels i] : Guaranl
6 c Th
the Guai ir' s It
nt fo ^ of the Federal
Maritia Commission; Federal iilatio:




























































bL ies to which such




tetary o the Fed
Ti; ,, •
' *that the vesse! covered by this Cerrifi,
ta ;n on I • • ,
CUOn n 0l lhe Act
>
a emficant continues to i "
evdenceofi ponsibility to meet such liabihti
'"
ful|:





Notice i I by given that on r ,—
—





-this Certificate has ceased to be responsible fo ies to whi h tl
Ves! ' ! nai ' : Certificate could be subjected under section 11(f) of the Act. S*id liability
c I due to (check one) D sale of the I D demise charter of th n I wit!
tention of oil pollution liability under section 11, D other:
The location of the vessel on the dati i I ased
and the nam< and mailing address of the person, if any, who has assumed said liability is.
By:.
(Signature) |













Universe 3 c ! and
[verse Jap<
Beii




































477,000 [Begin cc:, ction Feb. 1972]
37^,000 [
I


























































HO C< 249,9 127 3
E i Europa Gf 249,922
Ei Lib 249,8i 113,7 s
-derland Ne 249,8 127,176 Y
: Ne 249,826 127,3 Y
Esso Copi ;en 249,300 :i:i 2,763 Y
Andros Orion 243, C Y
Biol ;; Fr 240,000 118,415 Y
Zuiko Maru Jap 233,300 N
Norse K:i n?
;
No 233,000 113,618 Y (pend:'
B02 ford Br 228,6] 113,081 Y
BiLorshamiD No 228,250 113,656 Y
Alva Star Br 228,100 N
rfbrld Princess Lib 228,000 N
King Alexander The Great Gr 227,506 103,072 Y
i/eni Nor 227,425 VI3,532 Y (j> ndini
BriUi On si, ad Sw 227,345 113,426 Y
L'horshavet Nor 227,000 3 12,885 I
'
1
1 M It 227,000 3 15,877 Y
bait a Monl, '< It 225 , 000
n Br 225,000 N
CVl Jap 223,700 N
'akase Maru Jap 223,31 N
luko Maru
i ip 222,9 11] ,9 y
toerau
"
220 , ] 1 N


































Nor 219,000 109, " 5
Nor 219,000 109,440 ^ (p
217,206 107,924 Y
ii"b 216,821 99,82; Y
Br 216,641 N
Br 216,6 N
No 216,549 108,758 Y
(:-• 216,508 109,580 Y
Lib 216,490 97,46 Y
Lb 216, A': ! 97,206 Y
Lib 216,430 97,206 Y
Lib 216,323 98,842 Y
Lib 216,300 100,000 Y
216,287 97,466 Y
216 , .187 107,426 Y
L: 215,895 98,7; Y
Br 215,603 108,530 Y
Li 23 5,046 96,6', Y
Br 215,000 108,530 Y
Li 215,000 98,842 Y
G 214,920 98,983 Y

















Eugeu ' ; : I > , I-: i archos
Mob? 'I Pegasus















213 , 724 j
i 3 , 724 .1,
213,373
5,906
',750 en ,560 Y
Gr 21 99,460 .1







Li 212,000 96,795 y
211,666 112,660 Y
Br 211,579 112,660 Y
Gr 211,500 98,983 y
Gr 211,423 99 , 849 j
Br 2 in,." ' 105,095 Y
; 210,5 107 , 286 Y
Br 210,000 98,876 Y
210,000 98,876 Y
No 209,625 5,970 1






A.l ' 20: 107,^00
Mi'', i 206 , 800
208, 560 i-,725 Y
M':, 208./!
My3 :•' i 207,
(
Mys 1 - 207,517 N
Mir; 'Ida pr 207,450 105,3 Y
Medora Br 207,552 105,252 ')
Keiyo J laru Jap 207,284 N
AI }'' :
:
i Ku 207,000 107,4-55 Y
Mar.i ; ;w Br 206,957 105,4-95 Y
Japan Caj Jap 206,925 116,4-57 Y
Met; } 5: • 206,9' 105,521 Y
My [ i 206,V N





Mace Ne 206,679 104 , 303 Y
Towa M; i Jap 206,588
jelia Br 206,5 105 ,
1
Y
Melo B] 206/1-92 105,138 Y
ICIC : :-i Jap 206 , 106 N
Texaco Hamburg Br 206 , 100 104,616 Y
Kaicn 1 \rrrn Jap 205,997 ;; 1 i „;', Y
Jap;.-.-, Marguer.i b Jap 205,864 117,404 Y
rexaco 205,780 104,6 Y
: 205,780 104 ,611 y





^^Rnia Chancb- 205 600
ShoJ ' cu 203,7
Bex-ge Commander 202 942
E1( " 202,816
Bergehus 202 557
igen ~! Jap 201,319
Ene:i'-,.y Production 200.000






























Oil & Gas J., May Jl, 1971, at 22.
P] I b 1, January to March 1971, to 197]
Tanker Rep Lster
.
All oil Information fro
I
I Tan] • < \ \ 15 andfiles of Of Li of Oil Pollution Eespo (oat a as
of Juno l, 197 j ).










LARGEST FLAG STATES Al [CES TO MARITIME CONVENTIONS
























yes yes 423 2d 2d 1785 3d 3d
yes no 359 4th 4th 1989 1st 2d
yes no 353 5th 8th 1717 4th 7th
yes yes 305 6th 5th 1937 2d 5th
yes yes 182 7th 10th 611 9th 9th
yes yes 92 12th 11th 445 12th 13th
yes no 56 14th 13th 306 15th 14th
8790
RGEST FLAG STATES NOT PARTY TO THE TERRITORIAL SEA CONVENTION
Deria yes no 696 1st 1st 1707 5th 1st
?way yes no 377 3d 3d 1205 6th 4th
lece yes no 179 8th 7th 1072 7th 6th
3t Germany yes yes 50 15th 15th 923 8th 8th
lama yes yes 170 9th 6th 610 10th 10th
nice yes yes 142 10th 9th 471 11th 11th
;den yes yes 76 13th 12th 393 13th 12th






FLAG STATES NOT SIGNATORY TO 1969 CIVIL LIABILITY CONVENTION
Party
Tankers Total Merchants
Nos. Ranking of Nos. Ranking of




































3d 3d 1205 6th 4th
4th 4th 1989 1st 2d
5th 8th 1717 4th 7th
8th 7th 1072 7th 6th
14th 13th 306 15th 14th
7996










































ites party to both
?ritorial sea and
)i\ Conventions





















Dep't Commerce. Merchant|Mf£so£theJ^ 000~GFo^s
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Abstentions on vote (7)
Bra r i ]










IMCO Doc. LEG/C0NF/C.2/SR.20 at 5-8 (Nov, 25, 1969).
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. 30 , 1969 , 62 Dep't State J ]
]
Oct. 7, 1970, 63 i
Oct. 22, 1970, 6$ id.
Nov. 11, 1970, 63 j
Dec. 1, 1970, 64 .'
Dec. 7, 1970, 64 id
Dec. 17, 1970, 64 id.
Dec. 18, 1970, 64 i
Dec. 15, 1970, 64 3
Dec. 30, 1970, 64 id.




















• 01 Ch:: Poland







Gvj at ema ]
i
Ice] a United St abe
ltal;y Indones :
ivory Coast
Subsequent sign- Les, with dates and references:
raz: ] Dec. 30, 1969, 62 Dep't Stat' E 11. 475 (1970)
Spa i 1 Oct. 7, 1970, 63 id. 599 (1970)
Dom i n i.ean RepuW Oct c 22, 1970, 63 664 (1970)
ether] an " : : Nov. 1970, 63 666 (1970)
P ma Dec. 1, 1970, 64 3 a
,
36 (1971)
Swec' Dec. 7, L970, r '; i 36 (197D
Ausl [.--)] ia Dec. 12, 1970, 6-; l 131 (1971)
Ire! and Dec. 18, 1970, 0'!
'
131 (19/0
Knland Dec. 30, 1970, C'\ :K.fi (-197D
Romania Dec. 30, 1970, 160 (197D













5. OI'i Porkkala Lighthouse
6, Off Han] ord ' ' Lsula
7* Off Kopu Pi
8. Off Gotland Island
9. Off Oland Island
10. App: 1
1 ; to Rostock
11
.




Off the Oslo Fjord






V. In tli< G
8. At North Hi
9. North of Sandettie Bank





12. Off Lands End
13. South of the Scilly Isles





17. Off Chicken Eock
18. In the North Channel
19. Off Tuskar Eock





23. Eochebonne ! i] 1 :i f
24. Off Einisterre
25. Off Cape Eoca
26. Off Cape St. Vincent
27. At Banco de] Hoyo
28. Off Hook of Holland.
Mediterranean and Blank Sea
1. In the St-' a i b Gd ;< i alter





Indian Ocean and Adjacent Waters
1. In the Gulf of Suez
2. In the southern portion of
the Red Sea
3. In the Bab el Mandeb Strait
4-. In Hormuz Strait
5- In Persian Gulf.
Off South Africa
1. Cooper Point
2. South Sand Bluff
3. Bashee Point
L
\ . Hood Point










G. United States, Atlantic Coast
1. Off New York
2. Off Delaware Bay
3. In the approaches to
Chesapeake Bay
4. Off Chedabucto Bay, Nova
Scotia.
H. United States, Pacific Coast
1. Off San Francisco
2. In the Santa Barbara
Channel
Par East and South East Asia
1. Cape Terpenie (Sakhalin).
Source: Price, International Activity Regarding Shipboard Oil
Pollution Contro l , 1971 Proceedings of Joint Conference
on Prevention and Control of Oil Spills 37-38 .





i : I lDOPTE
IMOO 1
ARTICLE VI bis
(.'i ) Ever;> er to Lch the present Convention app
and f tiich the b, I n.g contract is placed on or
after the date of coming into force of 1 ; Article
shall bi -acted in accordain the provisions
of Ami [C]. ' i addition, ever; ' ke: bo which the
present Conv on applies and for which the building
contract is placed, or in 1 ace of a building
contract the keel of w ' or Lch is at a
similar stage of construction, before the date
ling into force of this A Le shall be re id,
within two years after that date, to comply with the
pro\ s of Annex [C], where such a tanker falls
into • ' I r of the fc ing cat ego
(a) a tanker, the delivery of . Ls after 1 Januj
1977; or
(b) a tanker to which both the following con ' : : apply:
(:i ) delivery is not lat< i bhan 1 January 1977; a-ft-cL
(ii) the building co b ict is pla< ed after 1 January
1972, or in cases where no buildi] , contract has
previously been placed, the keel is laid or the tank
is at a similar stage of construction after 30 June
1972 c
(?) A tanker required under paragraph (1) of this Article
to be constructed in accordance with " [C] and so
co acted shall carry on board a certificate issued
or authorized by the responsible Contracting Government
attesting such compliance. A tanker h under
paragraph (1) of this Ar1 no1 ' l o be
constructed in accordance with x [CJ shall carry
on board a certificate to that effect issued or au-
thorized by the responsible Contracting Governmenl
i I bhe tanker does comply with Annex [C] althoi
not required to do so, ii 3 on board a
certificate issued, or autho: i I by the responsib' 1
Contracting G >v rnment attesti] i ch co pliance. "
Contract'
., Government shal I permit banker;









covered by the p-
I'hey : led by the other
Co] as ha ' the same force as
a
.
C( Ls for be-
lie?l d under pa: ( : ) ofthis Article to be constructed in accordance"' :
"3X lCJ its territory or using
off-shore terminals under its control does not in fact
comP' o-ex [C], such Contracting Government may
rec ' bhe Goverrun
. ith which
the tarter is registered. If, aft- . Lch consulation
Contracting Government is satisfied
does not comply with Annex [0],Contracting Gov< may for this reason deny such
a i r access to ports in 11 Li Lai waters or
to off-shore terminals under its control until sue




, [] TANK ARRANGEMENTS AND TO THE LIMIT ro
OF Tl I ; ]
As
;
I Lowing pa: bhree dimensions of t
e:xl
' mage of a parallel piped due to both co"
and strandini e assumed. In the case of s brand!
conditions are set forth to be applied in'
I to the
stated portions of ths ship. These val- .-opresent the
maximum assumed damage in such accidents and are to be used
to determine by trial at all conceivable location the
worst combination of comparl which would be breached




Lon; ; ; ] 0;- ' d
^c)
'i ransverse e (t
sh L] 's sidi 2;les
trelin* at the level' of the
cm- 14.5m?







or ] ] .5m, whd ch-
les from














Longitudinal ext e 1 1 b ( ] ,
)











Ver ; i :
I (
from the "base ] i a . jn— or 6m, whic
any part of t]
sb ]
Where: L, B in metres and perp* -ular are as defined in
Regulation 3 of the International Convention on
Load Lines, 1966.
HYPOTHETICAL OIL OUTFLOW FROM TANKS ASSU TO BE BREACH]
AS A RE DLT OF G E -
I
I ENT
Tb hypotb tica] oi] outflow In the case of collision
(0C ) and stranding (0 s ) should be calculated by the folic:
'
formulae with r ct to compartments breached by each assumed
location of damage as o " in Section 1.
Collision
0^ - V. + K.C.
c 1 11 (1)
St i








r: vo] of a wi] m^ breached by
i O] l 1 ; ¥. for
Lk may "be taken eqi
to o
,
Ci = vo] a centre tank in nr breachedby the dai
,
i i '-ion 1; C-
foj
-lean ballast tank may be taken1
equal to zero,
K- = 1 — ; wb b. is equal to o ber
than t
,
K. should be taken equal to
zero,












h. = minimum depth of the double boi : in
m under considi
i bion; where no double
bottom is fitted, h. should b I
equ; ] bo zi co
wing tank any tank adjacent to the side
shell plat i ag,











in fo a (1) may be calculated
on the "ba;
| volume or oi
such t£ ;
I or the smaDler
of the two ;,, capacity) ad
Led b,y as defined below and
: olved in such a col] Li bhe





lj = length in m of void space or clean ballai
tank under consideration.
00
( ;") C: '
•
ly t)e g:'< spect of double
bottom i
I which are e:^ : pty or car.
clean wat< c when cargo is ca 1 in the b; ks above.
re the double bot s not extend for the
full ' *' of the tan] in olved, the
double bottom is co
-on-existent and the
volume of the tanks above the area of the s branding-
damage is to be included in formula (2) even if
t} breached because i tie
L] • llation of such a partial double botto
(°) & / be neglected in the
01 ;
•
; hj provided such ' is are not exces
s: ' ' bend below the tank for a mini-
ni " « and in no case more than half the height
of i double bottom. If the depth of such a well
exceeds half of the ! Lgh1 oj bhe double 1 ., h.
should be equal to the d Le bottom h« ' : 1
i aus the we I tit.
serving such well? i i ] | j tii Hie
should be fitl valves or other
clo: Ln at! located at I of conrr
ok served to prevent oil out flow in
th< i
i of damage of tl piping d strandi]
















i b as reducin.
I out-
flow in - e of st] Lg, an Lied car-go
transfej q emerge. nigh suction '
each cargo oil ta capabl* ,msferring from a
ank or tanks to segregated 'ballast tea
or to available cargo tankage if it can be assu]
that such tank; 'ficient ullag
for such a system would he governed by ability to
tran
.0 hours of ope:; ' ,, oil equal to 1
half of the la :,!, bre< L tan] involved
anc 1
,
availability of equivalent rec< ' g capac-
ity in " ; Li or cargo tanks. The c lit shor
]
"be c< d to permitting calculation of accord-
ing to fo: ' ($). The pipes for such suctions
should be Ll< at least at ,- eigh ao1 h




Admd d bio should suj IMCO with the in-






''' circulatio bo other governments.





^^^J:.o }1^0lZE2thei I oi] outflo
The hyp >th ileal oil outflow or
q calculated in
ace be formul; Ln Sed Lo 2 should not exceed
$0,000 1
Limit; b £1 .'i u tank
x Thc a wi I should 3 ceed 22.^00
J!.
.









i bul] i : , Lded:





I bulkheads are pro-
vided:
(:i ) for wing tanks:
0.2L
(-' i ) fo] c< , tanks:
(!) -" ; is equal to o:
,






less : J :
B 5





' h 0.1) L
where a c ae longitudinal bulkliead is-
d: ,
(0.2^ - ] h 0.15) I-
B









SHIPBOARD POLLUTION CONTROL TRAINING PROGRAM
Outline of Subject Coverage
Orientation to the Objectives of the Program
The Program Content and Approaches to the Presentation
History of Pollution Control Activities within the Federal
Government
History of Pollution Control Activities within the Shipping
Industry
History of Pollution Control Activities at the International
Level
Review of Pertinent Domestic Laws and Regulations
Review of Pertinent International Conventions
The Process of Development of Domestic Requirements
The Process of Development of International Requirements
Domestic Agencies, their Jurisdictions and Activities
International Agencies, their Jurisdictions and Activities
Legal and Financial Liabilities of the Officers and Crew
Responsibilities of Vessel Personnel to Management
Responsibilities of the Terminal Operator
Effects of Various Pollutants on Marine Environments
The Complex Relationships Between Pollution and Safety
Refinery Operations related to Crude Processing
Physical and Chemical Aspects of Oil and other Pollutants on
and in Water
The Potential for Pollution from Routine Ship Operation
Potential Pollution Problems during Cargo Transfer
Potential Pollution Problems during Bunkering Operations
Operating Practices for Pollution Prevention
Maintenance as a Pollution Control Practice
Tank Cleaning Procedures from the Viewpoint of Pollution
Control
Ballast Handling from the Viewpoint of Pollution Control
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